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Foreword
There comes a point in every magic enthusiast's life when they must
soberly put down their deck of cards, look steadily into the middle distance,
and ask themselves a dicult question: Am I sticking with this magic stu

or what?
The answer, most often, is, Nah. For those many, magic is a meaningless
childhood pursuit, catalogued somewhere between yo-yo tricks and reciting
the alphabet backwards. And really, can you blame them? Magic may enjoy
periodic pockets of public relevance, but we can't escape the missed social
cues and sequined vests it has come to represent. It doesn't take much to
scare away individuals with basic good taste.
But then there are the few who feel that indescribable pull toward our
weird arts, who stand in the maw of that secret Twinkie cave and peer at
the possibilities with boundless wonder. They can't help themselves. They're
born spelunkers, explorers, tinkerers, makers, dreamers.

They see hidden

patterns in the backs of playing cards and theatrical tension in the vanish of
a half dollar. And they could be anyone  some of magic's greatest innovators
were machinists, CEOs, plumbers, vagabonds, academics... I could go on.
If you belong to this latter group, then The Jolly Almanac of Card Knav-

ery is an embarrassment of riches. It will guide you through some of the most
formative, most groundbreaking magic oered in the rst half of the 20th century. Nearly all of the items in this book are approaching the hundred-year
mark. Some have even surpassed it. Yet most of the tricks still hum. Where
a trick creaks and sputters, Andrew oers advice on how to tune it up, to
give it life. In the rare occasion that an idea is beyond repair, he teaches you
why that is and where you can turn for alternatives.
The pleasure a magician feels when they discover a new eect, presentation, method, principle, technique, or subtlety is unparalleled. Despite its
age, much of the material in this book will be new to the reader. Enjoy the
discovery.
- Justin Wheatley
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Introduction
A while ago I developed an unhealthy fascination with The Royal Road

To Card Magic.

For many it is still considered to be the book to get if

you're still starting out. As somebody with a background in both magic and
education, books like this are to me what ames are to a moth.
There have been attempts to annotate S.W. Erdnase's The Expert at the

Card Table. I suppose it's weird to call published books attempts, but then
again, it's Erdnase, and that means you're never going to know for sure if
you got it right. Slydini got the same treatment, and my understanding is
that Vernon will be getting it soon.

But for reasons I didn't understand

back in the early 2010s, similar attempts weren't made with more accessible
books like Royal Road, which would have almost certainly beneted from the
wisdom of the card greats.
Figuring that the world wouldn't end if one of the card not-so-bads tried
their hand at it, I stepped to the plate. The Annotated Royal Road became
a bit of a popular item on my blog, if you can call the semi-rapt attention of
maybe a dozen guys being popular. Whatever. Some people liked it.
The problem was that, as a project, it felt incomplete. When Dai Vernon
and Darwin Ortiz were digging into Erdnase, I bet for them it was like being
Indiana Jones on some expedition accompanied by some scantily-clad sexist
stereotype, in search of precious gems in a cave defended by some racist
stereotype. In other words, they probably fancied themselves quite the studs
annotating that book.

In contrast, when I was annotating Royal Road, it

often felt like being a cop directing trac around a car crash.

Royal Road served (and still serves) an honourable purpose by being a
great beginner-friendly book. It oers a comprehensive curriculum. It's written in an easy-to-digest manner. It's got some tricks that are still considered
classics to this day. The issue isn't so much that it also had problems, but
rather that the problems it had were largely addressed elsewhere in the literature of the time, sometimes even earlier than Royal Road, and sometimes
even by Hugard and Braue themselves. As such, a new journey beckoned, to
try to compile the best possible material of the time.
This Frankenstein's monster is the latest step in that journey. Since only
an arrogant fool would dare describe something like this as a milestone, I'm
going to tell you that this book, without a single doubt in my mind, is a
milestone.
Card magic has a long and rich history, and, like anything with a long
and rich history, there are things to be very proud of, and things that most
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people involved kind of wish never happened and that nobody talks about in
polite company. Royal Road does some things incredibly well, and in those
parts, the Jolly Almanac largely gets out of the way and lets the wise elders
do most, if not all, of the talking.

Royal Road also does some things less

than incredibly well, and in those parts, the Jolly Almanac wheels our wise
elders into the other room to watch Matlock so that we can talk privately
about how things have improved since then.
It's going to be a weird, inconsistent book. Some tricks and techniques
will be taught with little to no authorial interference. Some will have their
descriptions paraphrased. Some scripts will be updated. Some will be anked
by their peers to give you a few alternatives to choose from.

A couple of

techniques will be introduced just so you know exactly what to avoid. At
least one trick will be a transplanted idea from a mentalism book that was
never meant to involve a playing card in the rst place.
This book will probably make some purists mad. After the rst couple of
chapters, the structure of Royal Road 's curriculum is going to be thrown out
the window. A lot of tricks are going to be tossed out and replaced with what
this relative nobody of an author believes is better. There is not going to be
arbitrary gatekeeping of material. Erdnase is going to be cherry-picked. The
reader is encouraged to jump to chapter 12 at any time after chapter 1. And
nally, in case my arrogance wasn't plain enough, you'll nd some of my own
material scattered throughout the book, and you can be damn sure I'm going
to enjoy the fact that my tricks are printed in the same pages as the magic
of Dai Vernon, Theodore Annemann, U.F. Grant, and many more. I plan on
being super annoying at parties if this book sells to somebody outside my
immediate family.
Aside from the odd detail here and there, the material is almost completely drawn from the public domain, but while the prospect of learning
the cutting edge of material from the early half of the 20th century might
not seem alluring at rst, the stu here still largely works. I'm getting older
myself, and so I had to double-check the table of contents to be sure, but
I can tell you with certainty that every chapter contains at least one trick,
method or crucially important detail that has made its way into a paid magic
performance of mine.
What exactly is the Jolly Almanac ? It's a single-volume introductory text
on card magic that should t easily on your shelf. It's got old material and
new material. It's got classic tricks with updated scripts. It's got methods
and variations on those methods. It's got a ton of principles. With sleight
of hand, it's not just about how to do the move, but what move to do, when
to do it, and why, and this book has thousands of words of theory to cover
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all of that.
The journey's probably not over.

Honestly, if it did somehow evolve

into trying to come up with the best card magic book of all time, that'd
be a tall order considering that the heavyweight champion in that regard
is Robert Giobbi with his fearsome one-two punch of the rst and second
volumes of Card College. In fact, if you're reading this in a magic store right
now and you've got $80 burning a hole in your pocket, you may want to
strongly consider setting this book down and getting Giobbi's books instead.
They're that good. Don't even spare a moment to think about me, my rent,
my groceries, my utility bills, or the seven malnourished kittens sitting in a
box under my windowsill, suering from rickets and halitosis, and which I'll
probably have to eat this weekend in order to end my hunger (and theirs,
come to think of it).
In all seriousness, returning to the Jolly Almanac, perhaps this sums it
up best  it's the sort of book I wish I had when I was just getting into card
magic.
- The Burnaby Kid

I've decided to go the Patreon route. If you are unable to pay for this
book, don't worry, it's available to you for free. If you like this book, and
want to support it and any future projects, go to...
https://patreon.com/theburnabykid/

This is the November 2018 version of JACK. The most current version
will always be here...
https://theburnabykid.com/nwmb/

Cover Image...
Based on Vectorized Playing Cards 2.0
http://sourceforge.net/projects/vector-cards/
Copyright 2018 - Chris Aguilar - conjurenation@gmail.com
Licensed under LGPL 3 - www.gnu.org/copyleft/lesser.html

JACK is distributed under the following license:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.5/ca/
You are free to Share this book. The following terms apply to all content
not already in the Public Domain: Attribution, Non-Commercial, NoDerivatives.

For permission to translate, contact me at the New Way Magick

Blogge.
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The Overhand Shue
1.1

Introduction

Your rst foundational technique will involve the overhand shue. After
learning how to legitimately mix the cards in this fashion, you'll learn how
to cheat with it, either by moving cards around to a desired position, or
by maintaining cards at specic positions. The techniques taught here may
seem innocent enough, but they can be used for a wide range of eects.
Never mind just the standard you pick a card and I nd it trick. With the
overhand shue, you'll be able to make a card rise mysteriously from the
deck, psychically know the position of the card in the deck, produce the card
from the spectator's pocket merely by touch, and even produce an entire suit
of cards, and throw in the four aces to boot.
As you progress through the chapter, though, you'll need to be sensitive
to the dierences between the false and legitimate versions of your techniques. The last thing you want is to have a false move ruined because it's
perceived dierently than fair actions. Don't limit practice to mere execution
of the move. Instead, work on consistency in appearance, rhythm and noise.
Overhand shues done by regular people are choppy, messy and chaotic. If
you're able to duplicate that feel, then the magical eects you pull o will
be the stronger for it.

1.2

1.2.1

Overhand Shuing Technique

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Position of the Pack in the Hands

It is essential that the cards be handled neatly and precisely, and the
rst requisite towards acquiring this neatness of execution is the position
of the pack in the hands.
Hold your left hand half closed, palm upwards, and place the pack in
it, face downwards, so that the third phalanx of the index nger is bent
against the outer left corner. The middle and ring ngers, slightly bent,
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rest against the face of the bottom card; the little nger curls inwards so
that its side rests against the inner end, and the thumb rests on the top
card, its tip near the middle of the outer end.
The pack should slope downwards towards the left at an angle of about forty-ve degrees, its
lower side resting along the palm
of the hand.

I. The Overhand Shue Grip

In this position the

pack can be gripped, as in a forceps, between the index and the

little ngers by pressing them against the opposite ends (Fig. I).
This position of the pack gives one perfect control of the cards and
should be strictly adhered to. The grip should be rm but light; in fact,
the lightest touch possible, consistent with security, must be cultivated
from the outset.

1.2.2

Execution of the Overhand Shue

1. Holding the pack as described above, seize the lower half with the
right hand between the top phalanx of the thumb, at the middle of the
inner end, and the top phalanges of the middle and ring ngers at the
middle of the outer end. Bend the index nger lightly on the upper side
of the deck, letting the little nger remain free.
2.

Lift this lower packet upwards to clear the other portion of the

pack, then bring it downwards over the other cards until its lower side
touches the left palm. Press the left thumb against the top card of this
packet and simultaneously lift the right hand so that the card, or cards,
pulled o by the left thumb fall on top of the packet retained in the left
hand.
3. Repeat this action until all the cards held by the right hand have
been shued o on to those held by the left hand. Pat the upper side
of the deck with the outstretched ngers of the right hand to square the
cards.

Since the overhand shue is generally repeated, this action is

absolutely essential to a clean execution.
In making this shue do not look at your hands and the cards. Practise this from the outset and so form the habit, which is an essential
factor in the manoeuvres which follow and are done under cover of the
action of this shue.
The speed at which the shue is executed should be about the same
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as that used by any card player, neither too fast nor too slow, and the
tempo should be an even one throughout.

1.2.3

Controlling the Top Card

1. Holding the deck as explained, lift it with the right hand, and with
the left thumb draw o the top card only in the rst movement of the
shue. Without the slightest pause or hesitation shue the other cards
onto this one until the shue has been completed. The top card is now
at the bottom of the pack.
2.

Again lift the entire pack and repeat the shue you have just

made down to the last card, which we know was the card originally at
the top. Drop this card on top of all the others in the last movement of
the shue. After a few trials you will nd that this last card will cling
to the thumb and ngers without any conscious eort on your part.
In this sleight, as well as in the others to follow, the action must
become automatic so that you can look at, talk with, and give your
whole attention to your audience. Only in this way can you convince the
onlookers that the shue is genuine, and you should never forget that it
is at this very starting point that illusion begins or is destroyed. If you
stare xedly at your hands while shuing, Suspicion will inevitably be
aroused, and if a spectator suspects that you have done something the
illusion of your magic is gone. In practising this shue and those that
follow, it is a good plan to turn the top card face upwards so that at the
nish you can see at a glance if you have made it correctly.

1.2.4

Controlling the Bottom Card

1. Lift the lower half of the pack to begin the shue, and in so doing
press lightly on the bottom card with the tips of the left middle and ring
ngers, holding it back and thus adding it to the bottom of the packet
remaining in the left hand.
2. Shue o the cards remaining in the right hand, and repeat the
action if desired.

Nothing could be simpler than this control, and the

sleight is valuable because of its ease and naturalness.

1.2.5

Retaining the Top and Bottom Cards in Position

1. Grip the entire pack with the right hand to start the shue, at the
same time pressing lightly on the top card with the left thumb and on
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the bottom card (Fig. II) with the left middle and ring ngers holding
them back so that all the cards except these two are lifted clear, the top
card falling upon the bottom card. Continue the shue, without pause,
until completed.
2. Pat the upper side of the deck square and
repeat the moves exactly as before by lifting out
all but the top and bottom cards, then shue o
to the last card of those held in the right hand,
the card originally at the top, and drop it back
again on the top.
Be careful not to pull the cards away sharply

II.

in the rst movement of the shue,
Retaining

Top

and Bottom Cards

making

the top and bottom cards come together with a
click. Use a light touch. Note that by placing
two known cards at the bottom and a third at the

top, all three cards can be controlled by this valuable artice. Practise
the sleight in this way until you can do it with ease and certainty.

Everything to this point is relatively standard advice. It's well-written,
though, and should serve students well. Throughout the book we will refer
to the shue in 1.2.5 as a milk shue. It's incredibly useful.

1.2.6

The Run

In magical parlance, this term means the pulling o of cards one by
one from the right hand packet with the aid of the left thumb in the
course of the shue. To make the run, press the left thumb lightly on
the back of the top card of the right hand packet while holding this latter
packet just tightly enough to allow one card only to escape. It is very
important that the single cards be drawn o at the same tempo as the
rest of the shue, so that there will be no hesitation at the start of the
shue or its end.
A few minutes' practice with cards that are in good condition will
prove how easy the sleight is, yet it is one of the most useful in the card
man's arsenal.
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1.2.7

The Injog

This term is applied to the subterfuge of causing a card to project
about one quarter of an inch from the inner end of the deck. It is one
of the oldest stratagems in magic, having been in use for three and a
half centuries. It was rst mentioned in Scott's Discoverie of Witchcraft,
published in 1584.
The action of jogging a card is a simple one. In the course of the shue, when
a card is to be jogged, move the ght hand
slightly towards the body, draw o one
card with the left thumb, then move the
hand back to its former position and continue the shue in the usual way.

The

card thus jogged should rest on the little
nger tip, which enables you to know, by
sense of touch alone, that the card is in

III.

The Injog

the proper position (Fig. III).
It is advisable at the start to make the card protrude about half an
inch and, in shuing o the remaining cards from the right hand, to make
them lie irregularly so that the protruding card is covered and concealed.
With practice the jogging of the card can be reduced to approximately
a quarter of an inch. Here again it is most important that there shall
be no alteration in the tempo. The card must be jogged and the shue
continued without the least hesitation.

1.2.8

The Undercut

This sleight is used to bring the cards directly
under a jogged card to the top of the pack, in
the following manner: A card having been jogged
and the shue completed, bring the ght hand
upwards from a position a little below the left
hand so that the point of the thumb will strike
against the face of the jogged card, lifting it and
the cards above it slightly; then move the right
hand outwards with the lower packet, the thumbnail scraping against the face of the jogged card

IV. The Undercut

while the middle and ring ngers close on the outer end of the packet.
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Lift the packet clear and throw it on the top of the deck. This action
brings the jogged card to the bottom and the card directly below it to
the top of the pack.
To undercut to a jogged card is a very simple action if the right thumb
strikes upward, not inward (Fig. IV).

1.2.9

Overhand Shue Control

A large proportion of card tricks consist of having a card selected,
noted, and returned to the middle of the deck, which is then shued.
The chosen card is revealed by the magician in some startling way. To
do this the chosen card must be controlled, and one of the easiest, best,
and most natural methods is by using the overhand shue.
Here are the moves:
1. Let us suppose that a card has been freely chosen by a spectator.
While he notes what it is, you begin an overhand shue and, when you
have shued about half the cards into your left hand, move that hand
toward the spectator, tacitly inviting him to replace his card. He puts it
on the top of those in your left hand and you immediately resume your
shue by running three cards ush on top of the chosen card, jogging
the next card, and shuing o the remainder freely.
2. Undercut below the jogged card, as already explained, and throw
the packet on top. The chosen card will then be the fourth card from
the top of the pack and you can deal with it as you please. For example,
possibly in the course of the shue the chosen card may have arrived at
the top or bottom of the pack; therefore you take o three cards from
the top and spread them face outwards, asking the spectator if his card
is among them. Never say, You see your card is not there. You are not
supposed to know whether it is or not.
Throw the three cards casually on the table. Then show several cards
at the bottom. Finally gather up the three cards by placing the pack on
them and picking up all together.You have the chosen card on the top,
yet the onlookers will be convinced, if you have done your part simply
and naturally, that the chosen card is lost in the pack and beyond your
control.

Thus you have succeeded in the most important part of the

trick, for whenever a chosen card is controlled in some abnormal fashion
your purpose is defeated. The real illusion of card magic begins with the
conviction on the part of the spectator that his card is lost among the
others. Without that conviction the trick has already failed.
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1.2.10

Retaining Top Stock by the Overhand Shue Control

The overhand shue control is extremely useful in tricks where it is
necessary to retain a card or cards at the top of the pack while giving
the impression that you are shuing the cards.
To do this, undercut the lower half with the right hand, and, in the
rst movement of the shue, injog the rst card drawn o by the left
thumb. Upon it shue the rest of the cards held in the right hand. Undercut below the injogged card and throw this packet on top. Although
you have seemingly mixed the cards, you have retained the desired cards
at the top.

1.2.11

Overhand Shue Practice Routine

The best method of practising the various overhand shues is to go
through them in sequence as follows:
1. Turn the top card face upward.
2. Shue it to the bottom and back to the top again.
3.

Shue it to the bottom.

Shue again, retaining it there, then

shue it back to the top.
4.

Reverse the card now at the bottom.

Shue, retaining the top

and bottom cards in position.
5. Shue the top card to the next to bottom and back to the top.
The two reversed cards should be at the top and bottom. Check your
work.
6.

Control the top reversed card only by means of the overhand

shue control, which will give you facility in the run, the injog and the
undercut.
Again check your work.

The original top card should now be the

fourth from the top of the pack. If that is the case and you have made
the shues smoothly, you have made excellent progress toward acquiring
this most useful of all card sleights.

Practise until you can make the

shues without looking at your hands, and at the same time keep up an
easy ow of conversation.
With the simple principles explained in the preceding sections, which
can be learned in the course of a pleasant half-hour's toying with a pack
of cards, you have a golden key which will unlock the door to many of
the most entertaining card tricks it is possible to perform. Since the best
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way to learn to do magic is to do magic, in the next section several tricks
are explained in which the principles you have already learned are put
to use.

I highly recommend getting this drill down. The obvious reason why you
want to do this is so that you can accomplish the technique smoothly and
without focusing too much of your attention on it. However, the less obvious
reason is that if you do have this sort of drill down pat, then any mistake that
you might make will immediately jump out at you, and you'll know you need
to go into damage-control mode. Nine times out of ten such mistakes will be
your own fault, but every now and then you'll be working with a lousy deck
of cards that you borrowed from somebody and maybe clumps of cards will
stick together. How you get out of that problem is a more advanced subject,
one we'll touch on later in the section on the Glide. For right now, eat your
vegetables and do your drills.

1.3

A Pocket Discovery

The Royal Road to Card Magic

A card is selected (let's say it's the Three of Spades) and returned to the
deck, and the deck is shued. The performer shows that the card is nowhere
near the top nor the bottom, and the deck is put into the spectator's pocket.
The spectator is asked to pick a number between 10 and 20. Let's say they
choose 14. The magician reaches in and draws out 13 cards, one by one.
The magician stops before pulling out the 14th card and says, This feels
like the Three of Spades. Is that your card? The spectator answers yes, the
magician removes the card, and it's shown to be the Three of Spades.
To do the trick, have the card selected and shown to everybody, so others
can verify the chosen card later on in case the spectator is forgetful or a
trouble-maker.
When they're ready to give it back, ask them to say stop as you start
overhand shuing the cards. When they do, extend your left hand to have
them replace the card. To continue the shue, run three cards singly, run
and injog the fourth, then shue o the rest. Undercut below the injog and
throw on top. The chosen card is now fourth from the top.
Now, some magicians are so good at shuing that they can get it to
the top.

Show the top three cards and toss them face up on the table. I

didn't get lucky, did I? When they say No, turn the deck face up and
thumb three cards into the right hand. Spread a few more cards with the left
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thumb. As you do, use pressure to force the deck over just enough so that
the top (or rear) card is displayed (Fig. V). If you slightly tilt the spread
towards yourself, the audience should not be able to see anything.
Gesture with the
cards

in

the

hand and say,
not

one

of

right
It's
these

near the bottom, is
it?
no.

They'll

say

Toss your right

hand's

packet

face

up onto the tabled
cards, then turn the
whole pile face down.

V. The Secret Glimpse

Turn

the

cards

in

your left hand face
down and drop them

onto the tabled pile. The selection is now on top of the deck.
It should be noted that when choosing your spectator at the beginning
of the trick, make sure it's somebody with an available jacket pocket. Ask
your spectator if it's OK to use their pocket, and ask them to empty it. You
might be able to get some comedy from whatever items they pull out. Place
the deck inside, or have them do it. If they do it themselves, pay attention
to the deck's orientation. Ask for a number between 10 and 20.
When they tell you the number, say, Alright, let's see how we do. Reach
into the pocket and pull cards from the bottom of the deck. When you reach
their number, contact the card at the top of the deck and stop.

Say that

you're getting a very strong sense that the card you're holding is the Three
of Spades (or whatever card you secretly glimpsed earlier). Ask if that's their
selection. After the armative response, slowly extract and show their card,
ending the trick.

1.4

Further Than That
Stewart James,

The Jinx

The magician, shuing the cards, says the following...
Magic is a cut-throat world these days, with magicians always trying to
outdo each other. With this next mystery, I'm going to try to do a wee bit
more than the other guys.
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Now, the other guys will spread the cards out for you to take one, but
because you all are so wonderful, I think we can do a wee bit more.
Take this deck and name any number between... 10 and 20. 16? Very
well, count 16 cards onto the table. Put the deck away for the moment.
Now, we could stop here, but you guys are so amazing, so I think we
can do a wee bit more. Using those 16 cards, we're going to select another
card through random chance. 16 is a one and a six. Add those together and
we get seven. Count down seven cards and look at that seventh card, then
drop the rest of the cards on top. When you're done, put everything onto
the deck.
At this point, the other magicians would have to try to nd your card
in some impressive feat of dexterity, but you guys are just so darned nice,
I think we can do a wee bit more.

I think I can actually use my psychic

powers. In holding the deck to my head, I can sense that your card... is the
Ace of Spades? It was? Thank you!
But wait...

You know, you guys are just too swell to stop there, and

I think we can do a wee bit more. I will deal one card for each letter as I
spell A-C-E. In the next pile I will do the same, spelling S-P-A-D-E-S. At
this point, turning over the next card, I think we have the Ace of Spades...?
There it is!
But wait... You know, you guys are just capital, so I think we can do a

wee bit more. This pile, which we made by spelling `Spades,' might actually
have something interesting going on. If we turn them over, we see the Two
of Spades, the Three of Spades, the Four, the Five, the Six and the Seven.
But wait...

because you guys are the most handsome and beautiful

audience that a magician could ask for, I think we can do a wee bit more.
This other pile, where we spelled `Ace', might also have something interesting
going on.

If we turn them over, we see the Ace of Diamonds, the Ace of

Hearts, and the Ace of Clubs.
But wait... because even though at this point I've used up just amount
every bit of my magical power, you guys have been just so incredible that I
think we can do a wee bit more. Because if, say, we wanted a great poker
hand, we would just produce a few more Spades. So, if I ick the deck like
this and deal o a few more cards, we'll have the Eight and the Nine, and
then, to get a lovely royal ush, the Ten, Jack, Queen, and the King to go
with our Ace of Spades. And at this point, I think it's safe to say that we've
done a wee bit more.
Now, the original trick is called Further Than That specically because
that's what gets repeated over and over in the original script. The problem
is that if the trick does its job, then people are going to remember that line
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to the point that they start saying it with you. In this day and age of easy
internet access, they could easily nd a video tutorial of the trick, destroying
the mystery you've worked so hard to create. So, the script here substitutes
a slightly dierent catchphrase. I highly encourage you to come up with a
line that ts your own performances.
The method is simple. Stack the deck as follows from the top: 2S, 3S, 4S,
5S, 6S, 7S, AH, AD, AC, AS, 8S, 9S, 10S, JS, QS, KS. Perform a false shue
that maintains the top stock of cards, and you're ready. From that point on
it's entirely automatic. The volunteer can name any number between 10 and
20. After dealing, add the two digits together and count back to your new
number. You'll arrive at the Ace of Spades.

1.5

I Think It Stopped...

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The idea in this trick has been bounced around the magic community for
a while, but its best form is Al Koran's The Lazy Magician Does A Card
Trick. After you learn it here, go hunting online for Koran's presentation.
It's got style.
The magician shues the cards and has any card selected. The card is
placed on top of the deck and the deck is cut. And then it's cut again. And
then it's cut again, and again once more.
The magician stops them and says, Wouldn't it be amazing if you actually cut to your own card? Slowly turn over the deck... Ah well, it was a
good try. Tell you what, since the point of this is for me to try to nd your
card, keep cutting the deck but don't tell me if you actually see your card.
Keep a poker face, alright?
The cards are cut a few more times, until the magician says, Alright, I
think it's pretty safe to say that your card is absolutely lost, correct? The
magician touches the top card and says, If I concentrate, I can determine
where the card is in the deck. I feel like your card is... 39th from the top.
But, let's try something. On the count of three, tell your card to `Jump'.
One, two, three...
The spectator says Jump and the magician is immediately dissatised.
Oh come on, you can do better than that.

I mean, let me check, yeah,

it helped, your card is now at the 38th position.
this time.

But really give it a try

The spectator says Jump again and the magician is forlorn.

That was better, but come on, it's only moved up to the 35th spot. I want
you to really yell, alright?

The spectator yells Jump!

and the magician

looks startled. Oh my goodness, that was wonderful! Let me check... Your
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card actually jumped up near the top, and I think it stopped... eight cards
from the top? I'd ask you to say `Jump' again but I think something might
explode. Here, count down eight cards and stop... What was your selection?
The spectator names their card, the next card is turned over, and it's theirs.
To perform the trick simply put the entire suit of clubs in order at the
top of the deck, from the Ace of Clubs at the top down to King.

Spread

the cards face up casually as you look for any Jokers that might be there.
Turn it face down and run those cards singly down to the bottom, shuing
o when you're certain you've passed all the clubs. Have them select a card
and put it back on top and then cut, and then cut again, and then cut again.
The card could conceivably be anywhere at this point, so when you turn the
deck face up, if it's there, use that line of the script to make it seem like that
was the trick you were going for.
Assuming it's not there, here's the principle at work for the rest of the
trick. Any time a club shows up at the bottom of the deck, you know that
their selection lies exactly that many cards down from the top. So, you want
them to keep cutting the deck until a club appears.

Of course, there's a

chance that they could cut to their own card, which the script handles by
asking them to keep a poker face. Let's say that after a few cuts the Nine of
Clubs appears. This puts the card ninth from the top.
At this point, ask the spectator if they believe the card is truly lost. Turn
the deck over and follow the script, pretending that the card has jumped up
high when they nally yelled to your satisfaction, only make sure to say that
it's eight cards down. When they deal o those eight cards, ask them their
card, then show the ninth. It'd be a bit tacky to say it's the ninth card down
when everybody just saw a nine a moment ago.
Again, this trick has a few dierent presentations out there. In the Royal

Road version, Think Stop, there is a tricky glimpse to see the bottom card,
you claim it's at position 29, you claim you will mentally count down from 29
until they say stop, and when they do you name the position of their card.
I honestly feel like Koran's original had better stu going on, and so this
version borrows a bit from that. Koran's approach, however, is wonderful,
and well worth seeking out.

1.6

Three Fancy Card Revelations

Let's say you want to do a fancy reveal of a card that's been selected and
returned.

Here are three.

For each of them, you will need to have a card

selected, returned, and then controlled to the top.
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1.6.1

Pinkie Does It

Royal Road to Card Magic

Hold the deck upright, face towards the audience. ::Rub your right nger
over the top of the deck, secretly pushing down about a quarter of the cards.
::If you hold the deck a little higher up in the hand, the back of the hand
should obscure the injogged portion from the audience.

::You'll use this

stepped packet in a moment.
Rub your right nger on your sleeve, then press
it to the top edge of the deck and lift. Make sure
the rest of your ngers are curled.
Look confused when nothing happens after lifting your nger.

Say, Oh, you need to name the

card. They do. Repeat the action of rubbing the
nger on your sleeve and touching it to the deck.
This time, extend your pinkie so that it contacts
the top card. Raise your hand. The pinkie nger
secretly pushes the card up, creating the illusion
that the index nger is mysteriously drawing it out
of the deck (Fig. VI).

VI. Pinkie Does It

When their card clears the top of that step in
the deck, use the pinkie to push its lower end against
the rear-most card of the outer packet. While this

happens, the left hand's pinkie can actually push up on the lower packet so
that it aligns with the upper packet. This way you can tilt the deck forward
to have the card removed, and if the move was well-executed, the card looks
like it came from the middle.
You will need to manage your angles on this last technique, but out of
the three in this section, this one actually oers a compelling image of the
card having risen from the middle of the deck.

1.6.2

A New Top Card Production

M. Jules D'Hotel,

More Card Manipulations #2
Place the cards in the left hand, similar to Fig.
VII. Note the position of the ngers and thumb. It's
the index nger that pushes back the top card. The
tip of the nger pulls back the end of the top card

VII. A New Top Card
Production

(the one nearest to the palm) at the lower corner,
rst in and then up.

The card turns between the

base of the thumb and the deck until it arrives at
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the position in the gure. You can then secure it in position using the lower
part of the thumb as the index goes back to its original place. If you watch
your angles, and make a magical gesture with your right hand, the animation
should be startling.

1.6.3

A Rising Card Comedy

Card Manipulations #3

Hold the deck as shown in Fig. VIII. With your
right hand pretend to pluck a hair from your own
head (or, for comedic eect, from a spectator's).
Mime wrapping it around the deck, and as you pull
up with the right hand, use the left thumb to push
up the card at the same speed.

Remove the card

(making sure your thumb is not seen) and show it
to the audience, asking if it's theirs.

General Thoughts
Hopefully you can see how even with a basic
overhand shue control, there's a wide range of
great magic open to you.

Try to nd ways to

sweeten the presentations with your own touches.
Come up with a great catchphrase for Further
Than That. Work on your acting chops when seem-

VIII.

ing surprised at the spectator yelling Jump! in I

Comedy

A Rising Card

Think It Stopped.... A Rising Card Comedy can
get laughs simply by the theatrics surrounding you getting a hair from a
spectator's head  just make sure to pretend to pluck it.
These tricks should help you get used to performing these shue techniques under re. In I Think It Stopped... and Further Than That, the
false shues happen before the tricks have even started.

That means all

your eorts can go towards the presentation. If nerves are an issue, choose
one of those tricks rst. Later, you'll be more comfortable doing everything
in this chapter.

When you progress further into this book, you'll want to

employ the overhand shue in conjunction with other techniques. If you're
desperate for more tricks, look ahead to Chapter 12 for some self-working
feats, most of which will be within range of your current abilities.
One request, though. When I compiled this chapter, I wanted to skip a
lot of the usual beginners' tricks and include items that other books would
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have left for later chapters. Now, don't get me wrong, Royal Road is a great
book, but both I Think It Stopped... and A New Top Card Production
are really far in considering the techniques needed to pull o the tricks are
taught right away.

Magic is a secretive art, and part of that means that

there's a tradition of gate-keeping solid material.

On the one hand, there

needs to be a buer to keep out the merely curious.

On the other hand,

what that sometimes means is that books of this sort are front-loaded with
tricks that are, to be frank, weak. I've done my part to put material in here
that will impress people straight away if you perform the techniques well.
For the sake of the material, and magic itself, please pay it the respect it
deserves through diligent practice.
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Interlude 1:
Uniformity of Action
S.W. Erdnase gave us the term Uniformity of Action in Expert at the

Card Table. While you can read his denition of the term in various places
for free online, here's the gist of it, at least insofar as it applies to where
you're at right now:
Make your fake actions look like your real actions.
That's it.
Now, you'd think that would be straightforward. If you're trying to get
away with a lie, do you change your posture from condent to shifty, or your
tone of voice from loud and booming to quiet and sly? Of course not. Yet
the magic world is lled with magicians whose false coin transfers are faster
and jerkier than their regular transfers, or whose shue controls look nothing
like their regular shues. Obviously, it's possible to get away with moves if
people don't know what you're up to. But what Erdnase is talking about is
making it dicult for spectators to know that you're doing moves at all.
Now, even if we understand this maxim at face value, the idea of making
your fake and real actions look the same is a bit more complicated than it
would seem at rst. Let's break this down further.
First, think about your trick and how it would look if you were capable
of doing magic for real. Leave out the actual moves. In other words, if the
trick is the Ambitious Card, turn over the top card, show it to the audience,
put it in the middle of the deck, do a magical gesture of some sort, and
then show the top card. If you leave out all the moves in the routine, then
the card on top is now a dierent card. That's OK  what we're trying to
establish is how the magic would look if you didn't have to do any moves at
all. This is sometimes referred to as Tommy Wonder's Mind Movie exercise,
and although the idea goes back much earlier than him, Wonder's is a good
model to study because of how well he employed the principle to create magic
that really felt quite moveless.
Once you've gone through the steps necessary to determine what the trick
should look like, you now have an ideal to strive towards. In other words,
as you start to introduce the sleights necessary to complete the trick, you
always want to be sure you're not adding visual noise that will undermine
your idealized presentation.
In the case of the rst chapter's routines, it's fairly straightforward  we're
talking about the overhand shue, so we want to make sure that our fake
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overhand shues look like our genuine overhand shues. So, practice them
both. Study the rhythms and make them identical. Reduce the noise you
may get from running cards, since you won't hear that noise when you're
shuing normally.

Analyze every technique you use through the lens of

how it would look if you were doing it for real, with no subterfuge.

This

alone isn't enough to convince people that they just saw the impossible, but
it's an important rst step, and one that too many magicians don't take,
unfortunately.
There are some extra things to consider here. Every now and then you're
going to run into a method that has no normal real-life equivalent to compare
against. Depending on the method in question, it may still be salvageable,
usually using techniques discussed in theory chapters coming up (things like
conditioning, motivation, misdirection, etc.). For now, shuing is denitely
a thing outside the world of magic  anybody who has ever played a game
of cards has had to shue them  so we have visual models to draw from in
order to camouage our deceptions.
Another thing we need to think about is whether or not the consistency
we establish between our fake and real moves is still striking in its dierence
from the way regular people would do the same real moves. In other words,
consistency only goes so far as a virtue if we fail to do things the way normal
people might. This is an interpretation of Dai Vernon's mantra to be natural. (It's not the only interpretation, but it is one that we will be using for
the purposes of this book.)
This may suggest that the best way to handle the cards is to do so exactly
how regular people handle cards. This is not necessarily the direction you
want to go, because we all know people who can't handle cards worth a
damn. When they shue, they fumble and drop cards. If they were to fan
the cards towards you for a selection, it would involve a good minute or so
of awkwardness that would end with their wrists looking apparently stitched
together. But, in the case of these people, that's how they naturally handle
cards. So what are we talking about?
This will be one of your earliest artistic decisions. In some cases, magicians opt for a handling of the cards that matches how regular people might
imagine they would handle cards if they themselves were comfortable with
them. In other cases, magicians use lots of ourishes in order to give the audience eye candy, or to establish themselves as skillful. There are even some
performers who deliberately choose to handle cards clumsily and sloppily,
because it helps give the impression that sleight-of-hand couldn't possibly be
at work in what they do.
Finally, it's important to maintain a consistency of handling throughout
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all of your tricks. It would be very confusing if you were to arbitrarily change
your style from one trick to the next. That can include the smallest details,
such as how you have somebody pick a card, or how you shue the deck once
the card is returned. Inconsistency can draw attention to details that you'd
rather they forget, especially when you're trying to get away with sneaky
moves.
There isn't necessarily a right or wrong answer at this point. It's mostly
about the illusion that the performer wishes to create, and to make sure all
choices contribute to strengthening that illusion. It's also worth saying that
the impression that you want to make may change over the course of your
magic career.
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The Rie Shue
2.1

Introduction

Up next is the rie shue, a more thorough-looking shue than the
overhand. To most people the technique will look like the cards are being
irreversibly mixed. In some ways they will be, but there's still plenty of room
for cheating.

Imagine being able to rie shue the deck, then instantly

producing the four aces at your ngertips.

Imagine having the spectator

shue the deck, and when you remove the spades in their mixed up state,
being able to summon the cards in order just by spelling their name. Imagine
mixing the cards face up into face down, and after an innocent magical
gesture, the cards all face the same way again  except for the selected card.
This and more is ahead.
As before, existing literature has been kind to us, so let's not delay.

2.2

Rie Shue Technique

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This is the shue ordinarily used by
card players, but in spite of its almost universal use it is rarely done neatly or even
smoothly.
Nearly always the cards are bent far
too much and then pushed together clumsily. The proper way to execute the shufe should be acquired at the outset, not
for appearances' sake alone but because it

I. Before and After the Rie
Shue

will enable you later to apply various secret manoeuvres to the shue with ease
and certainty. Here is the proper procedure:

1. Place the deck on the table in front of you, its sides parallel with
the edge of the table. With your right hand cut o half the cards and
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place the packet end to end with the other packet (Fig. I). (As seen by
audience.)
2. Put your hands on the packets, your thumbs against the adjacent inner corners, your index
ngers resting on the backs near
these ends and your middle, ring
and little ngers against the outer
sides.

Your hands thus assume

identical positions on their respec-

II. The Tabled Rie Shue

tive packets.
3.

Seize the packets between

the thumbs and the middle and
ring ngers. Raise the inner corners with the thumbs, bending the cards,
very slightly against the downward pressure of the index ngers (Fig. II).
4. Begin to release or rie the ends of the cards of each packet so
that they interweave. Regulate this release of the corners so that a card,
or several cards, falls from each packet alternately.
5. When this action has been completed and all the ends of the cards
are interlaced, seize the outer ends of the packets between the thumbs and
the index and middle ngers and push the packets inwards, telescoping
them until they are almost but not quite ush.
6.

To square the deck neatly

and gracefully, place the thumbs
at the middle of the inner side
of the deck, their tips touching
one another, and the index ngers
against the ends near the outer
corners.

Now move the thumbs

outwards along the side of the

III.

deck and the index ngers inwards

Finishing The Rie Shue

along the ends, and by their pressure squeeze the cards ush (Fig.

III). When the tips of the thumbs

and index ngers meet at their respective inner corners, the deck will be
squared perfectly.
The rie shue has its greatest use when the performer is seated at
a table. It can eectively be alternated with the overhand shue.
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2.3

Rie Shue Control

To retain a card or cards on the top or the bottom of the deck by
means of this shue is a simple matter.

2.3.1

Retaining a Card at the Top of the Deck

When the cut is made for the rie shue, the card to be retained
becomes the top card of the cut packet. Therefore you have merely to see
that all the cards of the left-hand packet have fallen before you release the
last few cards of the right-hand packet. When the packets are telescoped
the required card will again be the top card of the deck.
A packet of six or eight cards can be retained on the top in the same
way by holding them back until all the cards of the left-hand packet have
fallen. It is not advisable, however, to use the manoeuvre with more than
that number of cards.

2.3.2

Retaining the Bottom Card or Cards

In this case the cards to be controlled are on the bottom of the lefthand packet. In grasping that packet with the left thumb and ngers,
do not seize all the cards; allow a small packet to remain on the table
and raise only the corners of those above it. The rst cards to fall from
the ght-hand packet will fall on top of these cards; therefore, when the
deck is squared, the card or cards being controlled will again be on the
bottom of the deck.
Sometimes it becomes necessary to add one card to the top of the
deck. This can easily be done by the rie shue. In lifting the corners
of the left-hand packet, press the index nger on the top card of that
packet and draw it a little over the left thumb.

It is an easy matter

then to hold it back until the last card of the right-hand packet has been
released.

2.4

Rie Shue in the Air

It is surprising that in this nation of bridge players so many persons
who know how to make a neat rie shue at the table do not know how
to make the same shue away from a table. To be able to rie shue
in the air is a particularly useful weapon for the card conjurer who has
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to perform under varying conditions. This form of the rie shue is not
dicult, but it does require some practice to perform it neatly.
1.

Take the pack face downwards in

the right hand with the thumb at one end,
the middle, ring and little ngers at the
other, and the index nger bent so that its
nail rests against the middle of the back of
the top card. Turn the pack to a vertical
position with the thumb at the top and

IV. Starting The Shue

the faces towards the left.
2. Place the left hand, palm upwards, a couple of inches to the left
of and a little above the tips of the ght ngers.

Bend the middle of

the pack outwards by pressing outwards, with the right forenger at the
middle and the thumb and ngers inwards at the ends. Allow about half
the cards to fall forward onto the left ngers in a horizontal position (Fig.
IV).
3. Place the tip of the left thumb momentarily on the back of this
packet and move the left forenger up to take its place.
4. With the tips of the ght ngers bend the left-hand packet upwards
and place the left thumb on the middle of its upper end. The two packets
are thus held facing each other and with exactly the same grip by each
handthumbs at the top, index ngers at the middle of the backs, and
the other three ngers gripping the lower ends (Fig. V).
5. Turn both hands palm downwards,
bend the ends of both packets upwards
by pressure against the forengers, and
hold the packets with the inner ends close
together in the shape of a shallow V, the
point of which is away from the body.
6.

Allow cards to slip from each

thumb alternately,

interlacing the cor-

ners.
7. Press the packets ush by bringing
the hands together, and square the pack.
If the positions are taken correctly it
will be found that the lower end of each
packet will be held rmly between the

V. The Rie Shue Action

rst phalanx of the index nger at the back and the rst phalanges of
the other three ngers at the face. The grip must be held rmly until all
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the cards have been ried o by the thumbs.

2.5

Waterfall Shue
This is a ourish applied to the rie shufe. It has come into common use among card
players, and its use by the card conjurer is
therefore entirely justied.
1.

Proceed exactly as described for the

rie shue, interlacing the ends of the two
packets for about half an inch.
2.

Place the thumbs on the back of the

packets at the point of junction, and slide the
middle, ring, and little ngers under the outer

VI. Finishing The Rie
Shue
3.

ends of the packets, at the same time moving
the hands towards each other and bending
the packets (Fig. VI).

Raise the hands and the pack about breast high, maintaining

the pressure of the thumbs and ngers; then, by slightly relaxing the
pressure of the hands on the outer ends of the cards and at the same
time continuing the downward pressure of the thumbs, allow the cards
to fall from the bottom separately on to the ngers of both hands held
together (Fig. VI). In making the preliminary shue the cards should be
allowed to fall as nearly as possible in regular rotation, a card from one
hand falling on a card from the other. The cards should be interlaced
just suciently to be held in position by the thumbs, for the higher the
arch that is formed the longer and more eective the fall of the separate
cards becomes.

2.6

A Poker Puzzle

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The magician proposes to demonstrate how gamblers cheat. He shues
the deck, removes the four kings, and places them at the bottom of the deck.
He deals out ve hands of cards, but openly removes a king from the bottom
whenever he deals his own hand, stating that this is a bottom deal. After
dealing himself all four kings, he gathers up the cards and shues again.
The magician, abhorring card-cheating techniques, says that he will deal the
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cards fairly and only use magic to get what he wants. He nishes the deal
and holds up his cards to show a king at the face.

He turns over the top

card. It's an ace. That should be a king, he says, confused. Ah well, I
guess four aces are good enough. He spreads the aces on the table to show,
indeed, he's dealt himself the four aces.
Begin with the aces at the top of the deck. A false rie shue to retain
top stock will maintain their position.

Openly go through the cards and

remove the kings. Deal out ve hands of ve cards, removing the king from
the bottom each time you deal to your own hand. This will do two things.
First, it will give you the kings with an indierent card on top of them.
Second, it will place each of the aces at the bottom of the other four hands.
Assemble those four hands (without disturbing their order) and put them on
top of the deck, followed by your fours kings on top of everything. Do a false
overhand shue, making sure not to disturb the top bank of 25 cards.
From the top, the deck is now set up as follows: one indierent card, four
kings, and then every fth card after that is an ace. When you deal the rst
round, three of the kings will go to the other players and the fourth will go
to you. As you continue dealing, four indierent cards will go to the other
players and the ace will come to you. Three more rounds will give you three
more aces. It works itself.
This trick, commonly known as the Marlo/Gardner poker deal, is actually
quite old, with a few dierent presentations. My favourite is the following...
Two kings on the bottom, four aces on top, and then the other two kings
on top of them.

Have a spectator come up and sit to your right.

Rie

shue to maintain both the top and bottom stacks. Brag about how you've
been practicing your card cheating technique. Do the side-to-side frictiontoss revelation of the four kings (taught later in this chapter) and set them
down. That's the rst technique.
Now, I can actually bottom deal, so I can put those kings at the face
and do what's described in A Poker Puzzle without exposing the move. If
you can't, just admit to the audience that it's something you're working on.
Deal ve hands. After gathering up the cards, announce that one cheating
technique you really are good at is taking advantage of a partner by having
them deal the kings to you.

False overhand shue to maintain the stock.

Hand them the deck and instruct them to deal out ve hands. When they're
done, condently pick up your cards and grow visibly distraught when you
notice that you didn't get any of the kings. Look at the spectator with an
annoyed expression and admonish them for not dealing you the kings. After
a pause, say, Just out of curiosity, what did you deal yourself ? Let them
show everybody that they dealt themselves the four aces.
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2.7

An Instinct For Cards

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The spectator cuts the deck and looks at the card they cut to. The card
is replaced and the deck is given a complete rie shue, then cut multiple
times. The magician is still able to nd the card, despite not touching the
deck for the entire trick. Re-read this description and really think about it
before moving on. Baing, no?
The secret is to have an entire suit in order, let's say the Ace of Clubs
to the King of Clubs, located halfway down in the deck (20 cards above, 19
below). If they cut the deck about halfway, when they complete the cut, a
bunch of clubs will be on top, and a bunch will be on the bottom. When
they look at the top club and place that card into the center of the deck, it
is now the only club out of order. Giving the spectator the chance to rie
shue will risk introducing some cards between the clubs, but relative to
each other, you should still easily be able to nd the one club that is out of
order. Any number of cuts will not disturb this relative relationship between
the clubs. Try it yourself.
A few more notes... If you're the brave sort, then after they return the
card to the middle of the deck, have them rie shue, then cut, then rie
shue again, then cut again. The card should remain out of order, though
the odds are less in your favor than before. To work, the trick requires that
they cut where you want them to, so you may want to initially ask them
to cut somewhere in the middle. If by some chance the spectator doesn't
cut where you like, then you can have them keep the card, and then pick up
the deck and have their selection returned in the normal way, and do one
of the tricks from elsewhere in the book (such as A Pocket Discovery from
Chapter 1). If your spectator is good at taking instructions, you can spend
the majority of the trick with your back turned. Just time it so that you're
turning your back right when they're cutting the deck, so you can verify that
they cut into your bank of clubs correctly. Finally, how to reveal the card?
In a trick as fair as this, it should be enough to pretend to read their mind,
spread through the deck, and remove their card.

2.8

A Tipsy Trick

The Royal Road to Card Magic

From Sid Lorraine, who originally called it The Slop Shue. With the
pack in hand, the magician tells the story of a time when a spectator tried
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to ruin his trick by shuing cards face up into face down after the selected
card was returned to the deck. As the magician tells this story, a card really
is chosen, and the cards actually are mixed as described.

With a magical

gesture, the magician rights the deck. All the cards are now face down and
a single card is reversed in the center: the selection.
Let's work through this. Now, I know none of you ne, upstanding people
would dream of trying to mess up a magician in the middle of a performance,
but I've actually had this happen recently. I'll show you what I mean.
Have somebody select a card, show it around, and then return it. You see
how wonderfully you just did that? You are a model audience member, and I
thank you. What happened last time, though, was that I was performing for
strangers, and I handed the cards out to be shued. Usually, when people
shue, they do it like this. Do an overhand shue, bringing the selection
to the bottom of the deck. Or, if they've played cards before, they do it like
this. Do a rie shue, keeping the selection at the bottom, and end with a
waterfall ourish, putting a bit of bow in the cards  nothing too noticeable,
just enough that the deck is slightly curved (you'll see why in a bit). But
this one drunk guy took the cards and did this.
You will now do what's termed the Slop Shue. This technique is simple
in concept but complex to describe, so I recommend following along with the
cards in hand. Hold the deck in face down dealing grip. Push over a small
batch of cards into the right hand. Turn your right hand palm down so that
its cards are now face up. Spread over another batch of cards from the left
hand and pick them up beneath your right hand's face up cards. Turn your
right hand palm up, spread over yet another batch from the left hand, and
pick them up beneath the right hand's cards.

Continue doing this sloppy

procedure  the more haphazardly the better  until you get to the nal card
in the deck, and slap it face down on top of the right hand's cards.
The nal result is that half the deck is face down, the other half is face up,
and the selection is face down on top of it all. If you've done a very sloppy
shue then ideally the spectator will see a mess with both face up and face
down cards sticking out. Square up the cards after they've registered that
image. If you have a table, set the deck down. If not, use the spectator's
palm as a table.
I really had no clue what to do.

With the right hand lift o about a

third of the deck, showing a random face up card, before replacing the cards.
"Some cards were face up.

Again with the right hand, lift o about two

thirds of the deck, showing a random face down card. Some cards were face
down. Once more cut at the natural break at the middle  due to that extra
bow we put into the cards after the rie shue  and show the back-to-back
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cards. Some cards were back-to-back.

Pass the cut-o packet to the left

hand, and with the right hand point at the remaining cards on the table. I
mean, this guy really loused things up for me.

Turn your left hand palm

down (reversing the packet) and replace the cut-o cards onto the deck. This
subtle turnover reverses the selection, centralizes it, and turns the rest of the
deck face down.
So at this point, I had no other options but to try to do a little magic.
Place both index ngers on top of the deck, thumbs at the rear edge. Pressing
down the index ngers, pull up on the back edge, and then let the cards slowly
escape the pressure from the thumbs. This will make a riing sound.
At this point, I asked the drunken fool what their card was. Now, you're
no drunken fool, but I have to ask, what was your card? When the spectator
names it, spread the deck to reveal all the cards face down except for theirs,
face up in the middle.
This is considered one of the real gems of Royal Road, and it's a highly
recommended trick.

One more thing to add.

a general category called Triumph.

This trick's plot falls into

There's an ongoing argument with

Triumph-based eects regarding the nal display  namely, whether it's better to spread face down with a face up card, or spread face up with a face
down card. Some argue that having the selection face up gives the audience
a clearer picture of the eect. Others argue that having the selection face
down allows you to set up your Ta-Da! moment a little better by delaying
the nal reveal of the card. I'll leave it up to you to choose.

2.9
2.9.1

Two Four-Ace Productions
Catching Cards at the Fingertips

This is an age-old production of two cards.

Put one ace at the top of

the deck, and one at the bottom. Hold the deck in your left hand, with the
thumb pressing on the back of the top ace and the ngers pressing on the
face of the bottom ace.
Toss the deck to the right. The friction will retain the two aces in your
left hand as the deck drops to the table or is caught in the right hand.
Now, a four-card production. Secretly place two aces on top and two on
the bottom.

If you'd like, rie shue to maintain their positions.

When

ready for the production, grip the deck in your left hand as before. Toss the
cards from the left hand into the right, and from the right hand onto the
table. This will retain all four aces in your hands, which you can then show
to the audience.
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2.9.2

The Milky Way Ace Production

Have two aces on top of the deck and two on the bottom. Rie Shue
to maintain your top and bottom stock. Have the spectator cut o half the
deck and give it to you. Overhand shue the packet, bringing the aces to the
bottom. As you do, instruct the spectator to tell you when to stop. Finish o
the shue and start again, but this time begin with a milk shue. This will
position one ace on the bottom of both packets that you're shuing. When
they say stop you, separate the hands widely and set both packets down.
Pick up the other half of the cards (which still has both aces at the
bottom) and begin the same milk-shuing action, telling them to stop you
again. When they do, table the packets alongside the rst two.
Ask them if there was anything that prompted them to stop you at that
moment. After they answer, you've got two options. For a brisk reveal, turn
over the four packets to shows aces at the face of each, and compliment their
instincts. For a more convincing but slower reveal, count out the cards in
each packet, asking them if they knew they were stopping you there, making
a big deal out of that specic number.

Do this for all four packets.

over the top card on each packet, showing four aces.

Turn

My preference is for

the latter revelation, but you have to nd a way to make dealing through all
those cards interesting, using some sort of byplay with the spectator.

2.10

The Joker Speller
Tom Sellers,

Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

Two spectators are brought on stage, an adult and a child. Ten cards are
counted into the child's hand. The magician explains that they are about to
cast the magic spell, and that means spelling out some cards. The rst card
is an ace, so it's spelled thusly: on a, the top card is placed under the deck,
on c, the next card is placed under the deck, and on e, the next card is
turned over. It's an ace!
The ace is discarded. The child next spells to a two, then a three. The
cards are handed to the adult to give it a try, but when they spell f-o-u-r,
the Joker turns up. The magician and the adult are confused. The cards are
handed to the child, who's able to spell to a four.
The cards are returned to the adult to spell f-i-v-e. They get the Joker
again.

The magician gives the packet to the child, who spells to the ve.

This humorous back and forth continues. Eventually, when the adult fails
at spelling to a "nine", the magician asks the child to explain to the adult
exactly what they should do. When they do, the adult nally produces the
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correct card. The magician hands the joker to the child and says, Keep this
is a memory of our little joke.
There are two ways to do this. The rst is to arrange 10 cards at the top
of the deck in this order: 3, 5, A, 7, 9, 2, Joker, 8, 6, 4. Suits don't matter.
Overhand shue to retain the top stock.

Remove those 10 cards without

changing the order. The trick works automatically.
Here's another option, which allows for the spectator to shue beforehand. Use the same setup, but all of one suit (Hearts, for example). Hand
out the deck for a single rie shue. Just as in Instinct for Cards, your
setup will be distributed throughout the deck, but their relative order won't
be disturbed. When they're done, take it back and ask everyone to call out
their favourite suit.

Everyone will yell something dierent.

awkward," you say, as if you expected a consensus.
your line of sight who said Hearts.

"Well, this is

Turn to somebody in

(You can fake this part by looking in

a general direction and pretending you heard it.)

Acknowledge them and

remove all of the hearts.

General Thoughts
You've got some pretty good tricks here that feature the rie shue, but
it's worth mentioning that you're not limited to using it in just this chapter.
In A Pocket Discovery or A New Top Card Production, once the card has
been controlled to its necessary position, you can use a rie shue to keep
the card in place. This sort of thing will be helpful for other tricks later on
as well.
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Interlude 2:
Conict
One of the ways that Tommy Wonder distinguished himself from other
magicians was his exceptional use of conict. His tricks, as they unfold, seem
to take on the characteristics of stories. The magician has a sore throat, so
he wants a cough drop, but it disappears into a nest of tins. The magician
wants to make the coins jump in one direction, but they keep going in the
other. The magician reenacts a time when a thief stole his ring, his watch,
and the money from his wallet, and he must somehow get his items back.
Several of the tricks in this chapter employ conict in one form or another.
In The Joker Speller, the joker thwarts the eorts of the spectator. In A
Tipsy Trick, the magician tells the story of an unruly spectator. In A Poker
Puzzle, the magician tries to deal himself the four Kings, but he apparently
fails.
You don't necessarily need to invoke conict in all of your tricks, but it
is a great way to bring immediacy to a magic trick. People want to see how
the conict is resolved.
The form the conicts takes can also vary greatly. The magician might
play a game of chance with the spectator (Three Card Monte). The magician
might make a mistake in performing the trick (Design For Laughter). The
magician might challenge the spectator to catch him doing a secret move
(a possible presentation for The Ambitious Card).

The spectator may be

challenged to do exactly what the magician does (a variation on Like Seeks
Like that comes up later in this book).
Using one or more of these ideas in a skillful manner provides your act
with texture, a performance concept well described by Eugene Burger. Creating texture in an act means that your audience undergoes a variety of
experiences and emotions in your show, making each moment more distinct,
and therefore possibly more potent and ultimately memorable.
Whit Haydn argues that everything needed to create art exists in the
most humble pick-a-card tricks, with the magician and spectator acting as
antagonists to each other, and the basic conict being, Can the magician
nd the card?

By this measure, An Instinct for Cards kind of has the

element of conict in there, since it really feels like it would be dicult for
the magician to nd the card under the conditions imposed by the trick.
The potential issue with this is that as you gain more tricks in your
repertoire, you'll need to avoid the feeling of sameness from one trick to the
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next. There are wonderful tricks that can be accomplished using the lostcard premise. It's also possible to have multiple tricks of that kind in a set.
Just be sure to mix things up. If the general dramatic structures of the tricks
are too similar, the novelty can wear o pretty easily.
Presentations that overtly tell a story are a double-edged sword. Obviously, it's not too dicult to come up with a story that uses conict, if only
by recasting the characters in the way that A Tipsy Trick does  the magician is now a character in that story, and the would-be troublesome spectator
is now the antagonist. What's more, if you start trying to do tricks that involve an element of challenge (e.g., Three Card Monte), you can sometimes
run into spectators who try to ip it on you and disrupt things just to see
what happens.

Repackaging the trick as a story can help you avoid that.

However, turning something that could be happening in the present into
something that already happened in the past can kill the immediacy of the
trick, and risks dampening the conict as a result. As Whit Haydn once said,
You don't tell stories about the Coyote.

You are the Coyote.

People tell

stories about you. This isn't to say that a magician can't tell stories in their
act. Rather, they must keep in mind why it is that the audience is there.
People have plenty of books and lms and television shows to choose from if
they want stories  you're there to oer them magic. And, of course, there's
the usual risk of invoking the same dynamic one time too many. There are
magicians out there turning every trick they do into a story or a poem or a
parable or what-have-you. After a while it just becomes tedious.
When it comes to adding texture to an act through the use of conict,
Tommy Wonder is a great model to study. He nds variety in the ways he
resolves the conict in his tricks. Take his trick Deja Reverse. Two cards
are selected, and the magician successfully nds the rst card, but when he
tries to nd the second, the rst card reappears. This happens several times,
until he tears up the rst card. Unfortunately, that rst card appears again,
and when the pieces of the torn card are turned over, they're the second
card. Ultimately, despite having come to a theatrically-pleasing conclusion,
the conict is one that the magician loses.
However, despite all of Wonder's presentational prowess, even he has his
limits. An example of this happens on his L&L DVD set, when he has a card
selected and fails to nd it three times (Everywhere and Nowhere). When
he asks the audience what card they took, they all shake their heads and
refuse to answer, because they know at this point that it's a ruse, and he's
going to nd a way to get their card. Now, the performing situation there is
a bit dierent than a real-world scenario since he was showing a ton of his
material to the same audience, but even so, playing the magician-in-trouble
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ploy more than once can be tedious for a sophisticated audience, and Wonder
warns heavily against this in his own writings.
Even though Wonder's a big fan of invoking conict in his work, it should
be said that he has strong performance pieces that don't rely on it. If you
look at The Socked Coins, Through the Eye of the Needle, and his take
on the Ambitious Card and Vanishing Birdcage, all have straightforward
presentations.

His act isn't weakened by foregoing conict in those tricks.

Rather, it's the mixture of presentational dynamics that add an overall rich
texture to his act.
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The Key Card
3.1

Introduction

The principle behind the key card is that a card known to you is placed
next to the spectator's selection. When you locate your key card, you gain
access to theirs. How your key card gets into that position can vary in many
ways. In beginners books, the principle is often taught as follows. With a
known card at the bottom of the deck, ask the spectator to put their selected
card on top of the deck and cut it into the middle, which sets your known
card right next to their selection (in a face up spread, yours would be the card
directly behind theirs). It's pretty lousy. Another method is to undercut the
deck, have the spectator replace their card on the original top packet, and
dump the rest on top. It's less lousy, but it's still pretty lousy.
The following is a better approach and uses two techniques that are taught
in the previous two chapters. First, here's a secret way to get a glimpse of
the bottom card. Simply begin an in-the-hands rie shue  hold the deck
in the right hand as described earlier and rie a bunch of cards o the
bottom into your left hand. As the left hand takes those cards, glance down
and remember the bottom card of the right hand's packet. Begin the rie
shue, making sure to let the right hand's cards fall rst.

Complete the

shue and square up. You now have a key card at the bottom of the deck.
Here's how to set it over a selection. Let the spectator take a card. Begin
an overhand shue and ask the spectator to tell you when to stop. When
they do, extend the left hand's cards and ask them to replace their selection
on top. After they do, drop the right hand's cards on top and square up the
deck. Your key card is now set. If you were to spread the deck face up on
the table, your key card would be directly behind their card.
Note that once the key card is set, one or more cuts of the deck won't
disturb the relationship between the cards. Even if you cut between the two,
if you see the key card, you'll know that the selection is at the top of the
deck. Shuing, however, may separate the two cards.
This relatively simple sequence will pass muster amongst non-magician
audiences. Once you have it down, you'll be ready to do any of the tricks
in this chapter.

But before we get to the tricks, let's look at some other

key-card placements.
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3.2

Key Undercut Shue

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The purpose of this shue is to mix the cards without separating the
key card from the card which it keys.

It should be used after the key

undercut whenever possible.
Lift the whole pack and freely shue o about one-third of the cards,
let another third of the cards fall in a block and then shue the remaining
cards freely. Thus the two cards at the centre must remain together.
A genuine overhand shue is not likely to separate the cards, but the
above method makes their juxtaposition a certainty.

This technique isn't limited to use with the undercut placement technique
(the second of the two lousy methods I mentioned earlier). In fact, it can
be applied to most key-card procedures.

Just make sure to remember the

general area of the deck in which the key card was deposited, or you run the
risk of separating the two cards.

3.3

The Hindu Shue

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The shue which goes by this interesting name is an excellent sleight
which serves a number of purposes. It may be used as a genuine shue,
as a method of controlling a card or a number of cards, as a force, or as
a glimpse. It is not dicult and it is genuinely deceptive.
1. Hold the pack in your left hand between the top phalanges of the
thumb and the middle, ring, and little ngers. Place the index nger at
the outer end. Hold the pack a little toward your left side, at about waist
level, the outer end sloping downwards.
2. Grasp the inner end of the pack by its sides between the outermost
phalanges of the right thumb and middle nger, with the index nger
resting lightly on the top and the ring and little ngers free.
3. Move the left hand outwards, taking with it a few of the top cards
gripped between the thumb and ngers (Fig. I). When these cards are
clear of the pack let them drop on to the palm.
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4.

Move the left hand back to its original position, grasp another

small group of cards from the top of the pack in the same way as before
 that is, between the thumb and the ngers  then move the left hand
outwards and let this packet fall on the rst cards drawn o.
5. Continue these movements until you have drawn o all the cards
held by the right hand.
Do not move the right hand
during the shue; the left hand
does all the work.

After a little

practice you will be able to draw
o a few cards at a time.

The

slanting position of the pack slides
the cards against the left index
nger, which acts as a stop and

I. The Hindu Shue

neatly squares them.

To repeat the shue at once: Grasp the lower half of the pack at the
inner end by the sides, between the right thumb and second nger, and
draw the upper half outwards with the left thumb and ngers.
Let the upper half fall into the position described in step No. 3 above.
Now continue the shue exactly as described until you have used all the
cards held by the right hand.

This is another great shue that can be used to set a key card. As you
shue, you'll notice that the bottom card of the right hand's packet never
changes. As such, you're able to set a key card in a similar fashion to the
one described earlier  glimpse the bottom card, have a card selected, and
begin the Hindu Shue, asking them to stop you. When they do, extend the
left hand's cards and have the selection replaced, at which point you drop
the right hand's cards on top. Your key card is now above the selection.

3.4

The Sliding Key Card

The Royal Road to Card Magic

We have reserved to the last one of the nest and most deceptive
methods of placing a key card above a chosen card. You will see at once
that it can be put to use in some of the preceding tricks, but we thought
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it wisest to give you this method last, leaving it to your ingenuity to put
it to good use.
In this sleight the key card is moved to any part of the pack at which
it may be required. Let us suppose that you secretly glimpse the bottom
card and you are about to use it as a key card.
1. Execute an overhand shue, retaining the bottom card in position.
Spread the cards between your hands, and have a card freely selected.
2. Square the deck and overhand shue again in the same way while
the spectator is noting his card.
3. Spread the cards between your hands for the return of the chosen
card, but in doing so, with the tips of your right ngers underneath the
spread, slide the bottom card to the right so that it lies underneath the
spread of the other cards and is hidden by them (Fig. II).
4. Extend your hands,
with the cards spread thus,
toward the spectator and
invite

him

to

thrust

his

card into the deck. When
he does this and the card
is partially inserted, drop
your left thumb on it, hold
it and the cards in your left
hand, and with your right

II. The Sliding-Key Card

hand remove all the cards
to the right of it, including

the key card, Thus the key card becomes the bottom card of the packet
in your right hand.
5. Drop the right-hand packet on those in the left hand, and you have
your key card above the selected card. Square the deck, and the most
critical observer will be satised that he has replaced his card fairly and
that you cannot know its position among the others.

This is dynamite. The technique's actually much broader than you might
expect if you've never seen it before, but there's so much value in this application alone that it's worth learning how to do it as deceptively as possible.
One common approach to help conceal that card underneath is to make the
spread a little messy. Of course, if you go that route, then you might want
to ensure that all your spreads are equally messy so that when you do it to
conceal the card, it doesn't stick out like a sore thumb.
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3.5

Using a Reversed Card As A Locator
U.F. Grant,

Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

Start with a reversed card at the bottom of the deck. Milk-shue to keep
it on the bottom and out of sight. Set the reversed card as you would any
other key card. Now, when you spread through the cards face down, you'll
see a face up card  and the location of their selection.
What do you do with this? Well, a common name for this is the Oops
Control, and the idea is that you see the reversed card in the spread, you
say Oops, push the card out, and gather both sides of the spread, secretly
cutting the deck at that point. If it's in the hands, you cut the deck to bring
the reversed card to the top, say Oops, and reverse it, shoving it in the
middle of the deck. Both methods will bring the selected card to the top.
With a light touch, you may even be able to cut directly at the reversed
card if it's curved in the opposite direction from the rest of the deck.
Later in this book you will learn ways to openly reverse the card. Until
then, you could just have the card pre-reversed in your card case. Of course,
when you pull it out, you might not know which way the deck is oriented,
so another option is to have the reversed card second from the bottom. You
pull out the deck, start a milk-shue action to drag the bottom card o, and
replace the right hand's packet at the bottom of the deck.

3.6

Gray's Spelling Trick

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This particular trick from Royal Road is held in high esteem by a couple
of prominent magicians, David Regal and Eugene Burger. A card is selected
and returned to the deck, and the deck is shued. The deck is handed to the
spectator, who mentally spells out their selection, one card for each letter in
its name. When they are done, the next card turned up is their selection.
The method described here uses a key card.

Have a card selected and

shown to everybody if multiple people are there (you're giving a lot of control
to the spectator later in the trick, so it's a good idea to have other people
present to verify the correct card). Have the card returned and set a key card
using your preferred method. A key undercut shue can be used as well.

Royal Road suggests the following patter: Some people imagine that a
magician can steal a card out of the pack without anyone seeing him do
it. Let me show you that your card is still buried among the other cards.
This gives you a reason to spread through the deck.
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Turn it face up and

begin thumbing over cards. When you locate your key card, make a note of
their selection, and from there, mentally spell that card as you continue the
spread, one card for each letter. (This is why it might be preferable to have
the key card be on top of the deck when you start the trick, since it would
be smoother to see the key card rst, then their selection, before spelling.)
When you've nished spelling and you've come to the last card, separate
the deck at that point and ask the spectator if they saw their card. They
might either say yes or else hesitate to answer to not give it away. Regardless,
bring the remaining cards in the left hand to the face of the deck, eectively
cutting the cards.
You can now hand the deck to the spectator and ask them if they've ever
heard of magic spells. Explain that in this case, the spell is literal, and they
are to deal cards from the top of the deck, one card for each letter, and to
stop when they are done. At this point, ask them to name their card, and
after they do, tell them to turn over the next card, nishing the trick.
It's possible to vary the trick in the following way. After you've spelled
the necessary number of cards in the spread for their selection, make a note
of the next card in the spread (for example, the Ace of Spades), and then
repeat the process, one card for each letter. When you are done, as before,
ask them if they saw their card, cut the deck at that point, and then ask them
if they know about magic spells. Regardless of their answer, say something
like, Well, it's possible to spell to any card you want. Say, for instance, you
wanted to spell the Ace of Spades. You'd do it like this... Proceed to spell to
the Ace of Spades. Hand the remainder of the deck to the spectator and have
them spell to their card. This not only makes the trick more impressive, but
also ensures that they spell to their card correctly, by following your example.
Ideally, you want their card near the bottom of the deck to ensure a large
bank of cards to spell with, but circumstances may bring their card near the
top of the deck. If you've spread through half the deck and haven't come to
your key card yet, simply stop, cut the deck, and start again.
If after performing this you decide you want to make it a permanent
part of your repertoire, then look into Eugene Burger's performance on his

Magical Voyages DVD set for a couple of great added touches.

3.7

The Circus Card Trick

The Royal Road to Card Magic

A card is selected and returned, and the deck is cut several times. The
performer begins dealing cards face up onto the table. Unbeknownst to the
performer, the spectator sees their card dealt onto the table. Eventually the
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performer stops dealing and says, I'm pretty sure the next card I turn over
is going to be yours. The performer reaches into their pocket and pulls out
a $10 bill. Here's the bet. If you win, you get the $10. If I win, you have
to tell everybody you meet tonight at this party that I'm the best magician
you've ever seen. The next card I turn over is yours. Deal?
The spectator agrees.

The performer spreads through the face up pile

on the table, nds the selected card, and turns it face down in front of the
spectator, winning the bet.
This is also from Royal Road, although the patter has been changed a bit
to make it more audience-friendly.

You'll want to be very delicate in how

you handle the presentation of this trick. Perhaps the ideal tone to achieve
is one of benevolent mischief  you want them to happily react Ah! You got
me!, which gives the routine the air of trickery. But, you don't want to go
so far that they start cursing you under their breath.

3.8

Do As I Do

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Two decks are involved. You tell them to do as you do. You shue your
deck and they shue theirs. You exchange decks. You pull a random card
from the middle of the deck and look at it, and so do they. You put your
card on top of your deck and cut it, and so do they.

You cut a couple of

times and so do they. You exchange decks. You tell them to look through
and remove the card that they originally selected, and you do this as well.
After bringing forward the cards face down, you tell them you'll both turn
over your cards on the count of three. When you do, the cards are shown to
be identical.
This is fairly straightforward. When you shue the deck, note the bottom
card.

Exchange decks.

The card you choose from your deck can be any

random card, and you don't need to remember it. Go through the procedure
which will set the key card next to their selection. Cut the deck several times
and switch again. Spread through and look for your key card, which will be
directly behind their selection. Pull out their card and complete the trick.
One of the great things about a well constructed and well executed Do
As I Do trick is that there's no real sense of a magician's advantage at any
time. This trick certainly has this feeling to it.
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3.9

The Non-Poker Voice

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This trick oers a dierent way to employ the key card principle, specifically by using a bunch of them.
Before the trick, remove all the hearts and three other cards from the
deck.

Place the three other cards and one of the hearts in your pocket.

Put six of the remaining hearts on top of the deck and the other six on the
bottom.
Hand the deck to the spectator. Ask them to deal a row of six piles of
cards, from left to right, continuing until nished. Then, ask them to choose
one pile, remove a random card from the center of that pile, and look at it.
Tell them to drop it on top of any of the other ve piles and reassemble the
deck. Once they have, as them to cut it a couple times.
At this point, you tell them that you will try to determine their card
through voice alone. They are to deal through the deck face up and name
each card as it's dealt. As they do, you say, you'll listen for clues that might
give them away. In poker, these kinds of subconscious clues are known as
tells. When they say their card, you'll know it's theirs  and perhaps give
them advice on how to hide their tells better.
The secret is straightforward. The process as described will rst put a
heart at the bottom and the top of each pile. Next, gathering up the piles as
described will sandwich their selection between two hearts, whereas all the
other hearts will be paired up with nothing between them. When they start
reading out cards, listen for a heart, then a non-heart, then another heart.
That non-heart card in the middle will be their selection.
For showmanship, you could have them name a few more cards past their
selection. After they do, say, You know, your voice kind of sounds dierent.
Perhaps... relieved? Like you think I missed it. Can you go back and read
the past six cards in order? Complete the trick as you like.
An interesting twist on this idea comes from Henry Christ in the Jinx
called Lies! Lies! Lies! The spectator names o cards, and when they get
to their card, they lie. The magician only has to listen for the key card, at
which point they can call the spectator on their lie after they name the next
card.

General Thoughts
The key card is one of those things that doesn't feel as sexy as a lot
of other card techniques, but it's important to see what it oers that other
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approaches don't. The spectators can take any card they want, and change
their mind if they like. They can have a lot of control over how the card is
returned. They can cut as many times as they like, and the magician will
genuinely have no idea where their card is in the deck.

Finally, it's even

possible to execute the strategy with the magician never even touching the
cards.

Part of learning how to present magic eectively is developing the

ability to sell these details, either overtly or through subtext.
One of the real challenges when working with a key card is nding an
elegant way to locate the selection. The key card is usually meant to be set
quickly and briskly. Unless the trick overtly stresses impossible conditions,
simply spreading the cards towards yourself, pulling out their selection, and
asking, Is this your card? is kind of lame. It also doesn't really do enough
to cover the technique, especially since it's somewhat known amongst nonmagicians. Royal Road does a good job of building the key card location into
the presentation, so that the process never feels divorced from the eect.
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Interlude 3:
Audience Management
Magic is one of the very few art forms that allows for genuine audience
interaction. It's a huge part of what makes magic special, but it brings with
it a lot of risks. If the Rolling Stones threw a frisbee out into the audience,
and whoever caught it came up on stage and took over for Keith Richards on
guitar, it would likely be a catastrophe. And yet, as magicians, we're often
put into this sort of position on a regular basis.
It would be awesome if there were a one-size-ts-all approach to audience
management, but unfortunately, the best way to develop the skills necessary
to manage audiences well is through experience. There's an old saying that
good judgment comes from experience, but experience is usually the result
of bad judgment. The same applies here  you're probably going to run into
problems pretty early in your magic career, with people wanting to put the
card back somewhere that makes it impossible for you to locate, or with
people wanting to shue the cards when you'd prefer they didn't, or with
people wanting you to guess whatever card it is that they're holding right
then and there, and so on.
The temptation is to frequently treat these spectators as naughty outliers.
But the truth is that for every person out there claiming they saw what you
just did with the cards, there are probably a dozen others also thinking it.
So the rst principle of audience management that we'll talk about here is
to never think of the audience as your enemy. Even that jerk who saw you
ash a move and tells everybody what you just did... He ultimately did you
a favour, because now you know what it is that you have to work on.
If you are going to perform more than one trick for some people, and
you're approaching them cold, a good idea is to use your opener as an opportunity to see who there is going to be compliant and who is going to
be disruptive. Since interaction is the way by which troublemakers thrive,
make sure that your opener involves little to no audience involvement when
it comes to the props. Produce a deck of cards magically, shue and then
reveal the four aces, perform some ourishes, whatever. Most importantly,
talk to the people you're with, listen to their answers and get a read on
them. With practice, you should be able to gure out pretty quickly who's
going to do what they're told and who's not, who really wants to see some
cool stu and who doesn't, who will get their fun from watching magic and
who will get their fun from tripping you up. It's worth mentioning that if
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you're going to do stu impromptu for people you've just met, get to know
them rst. That way you can build a natural rapport that isn't based on an
performer-audience dynamic.
If you're worried that a spectator might not do things the way you want
them to, minimize their involvement. Forego open-ended discussion in favour
of simple yes or no questions. Ask them for a number before telling them
that you're going to deal o that number of cards.

Position them so that

they're going to hold their hand a certain way before taking the card, and
tell them to touch a card, rather than pick a card. This sort of stu isn't
just valuable for people who may be troublemakers, it actually helps when
directing those people coming on stage who might feel nervous about being
in front of crowds.
If you're anxious about doing tricks that give a lot of temporary control
to a spectator, table those tricks for a later date.

Tricks in this chapter

like Do As I Do and The Circus Card Trick involve interaction, but it's
generally safe and well-controlled, with little margin for error. Nobody has a
gun to your head saying that you've got to fool people right now into thinking
they're holding 10 cards when they're actually holding 13. Save those tricks
for later. Use tricks that involve minimal audience interaction now to build
your skills and presentational prowess. That way, you'll be ready for riskier
stu down the line.
Keep a brisk pace and involve them in safe ways early to establish a
pattern of compliance. Ask your spectators easy questions about who they
are and where they're from, get them to stand in a specic place and turn
a specic way so that everybody can see, etc. Get to the point that by the
time they're about to take a card, they've already done a few other things
for you. Children's shows can be a nightmare when it comes to controlling
your assistants, so a great thing to do is to not involve them in the trick right
away, but rather to get them to stand up straight, face the audience, and
bow. Besides the comedic potential in that moment, it establishes straight
away that this is a dance, and you're the one leading.
When you're just starting out, consider not performing for family and
friends.

They know who you are and what you're capable of, and they're

almost certainly going to know that you're not a real magician.

This is

their chance to really mess you up, and if they've ever seen a magician before
someplace else, all the things that they ever wanted to do to that magician,
they'll certainly be tempted to do to you. Instead, seek out safe audiences.
Perform for strangers at a bar. Busk on the street. Volunteer at a community
or church event. Whatever it takes, nd strangers.
Finally, limit your material.

There's an old adage that the amateur is
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always doing new tricks for the same audience, whereas the professional is
always doing the same tricks for new audiences. Even if you're not ready to
be paid to perform straight away, it's still valuable to look at the professional
magician's way of doing things here, because there's so much that goes into
perfecting a magic trick.

In addition to things like execution, scripting,

staging, angles, dealing with people who don't speak your language, and
so on, there's the basic issue of audience management.

Doing the same

trick a hundred times will give you a hundred chances to gure out how to
make people do what you need them to do. The lessons learned from those
performances will serve you well as you slowly broaden your repertoire to
include newer tricks. The added dose of condence won't hurt, either.
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Full-Deck False Shues
and Cuts
4.1

Introduction

Finishing o the preliminary techniques in this book is the full-deck false
shue.

Believe it or not, if you've mastered even just the rst chapter in

this book, you are capable of picking up a deck of cards, giving it what looks
like a proper overhand shue, and when you're done, not a single card is out
of place. In other words, if you broke open a fresh deck of cards, you could
perform a full-deck false shue, and the cards would be in exactly the same
order as they started.
On its own that might seem like a decent trick, and to a certain extent it
is. However, that's only the tip of the iceberg of what can be accomplished.
Imagine winning a ve-handed game of poker, or telling an entire story using
the deck of cards, or being able to read a spectator's mind from across the
room. Imagine a spectator cutting a deck of cards wherever they like, hiding
three of those cards in their pocket, and being able to correctly name each
card as it's produced, while blindfolded.
There are some magicians who believe that the strategies talked about
in this chapter reach the miracle class. There's obviously a bit more upfront
eort involved when you set up an entire deck of cards. If you're willing to
put in that eort, though, you'll be able to pull o some very mysterious
eects that seem to use no moves at all.

4.2

The G.W. Hunter False Shue

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Many ne card feats depend on the fact that the pack has been arranged in a certain order familiar to the magician. To retain that order
while apparently mixing the cards thoroughly, proceed as follows:
1. Begin an overhand shue by undercutting half the deck.
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2.

Run ve cards on to the original upper half of the deck.

That

is to say, pull o ve cards singly with the left thumb, then throw the
remaining packet on top making it protrude about half an inch beyond
the outer end of the cards in the left hand (Fig. I).
3. Press the tip of the left index nger
against the face of this protruding packet
and seize the cards below it by the ends,
between the ght thumb and middle nger. Lift them, again run ve cards, and
throw the remainder on top.
The whole pack will be in its original

I. The G.W. Hunter Shue

order.
The action consists simply of revers-

ing the order of ve cards in the middle of the deck and then, by reversing these same ve cards again, bringing them back to their original
order, the rest of the cards not having been disturbed. Done smoothly
and rather rapidly, not looking at your hands and while addressing the
spectators, the shue is completely deceptive.

4.3

The Optical Shue

The Royal Road to Card Magic

We have already studied one overhand shue by means of which the
whole pack is kept in a prearranged order while apparently becoming
well mixed. The same eect is obtained with the optical shue, so called
because for deceptiveness it depends upon an optical illusion.
1. Begin an overhand shue by undercutting about two-thirds of the
deck.
2. Bring the right-hand packet down in front of the packet remaining
in the left hand, its lower side striking against the left palm. Raise the
left thumb in the usual action of drawing o cards from the right-hand
packet, but actually do not remove any; simply slide the thumb over the
back of the uppermost card as the right hand lifts its packet away intact.
3.

Tilt the left-hand packet back against the left thumb with the

left ngers. Drop a packet from the top of those held by the right hand
against the face card of the left-hand packet.
4.

Let the cards in the left hand fall forward onto the left ngers,

and repeat the action in step No. 2.
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5. Repeat step No. 3, and continue until the cards in the right hand
are exhausted.
At rst thought this pretence of removing cards with the left thumb
appears to be too audacious, but when it is smoothly done the illusion
is perfect, as a few trials before a mirror will show.

The G. W. Hunter Shue will work if the heat is o, but it can look a bit
studied if you're not careful, whereas the Optical Shue has a very casual
feel to it. You'll see people try to shue cards like this in the real world,
and whenever there's a sleight that oers an illusion similar to how regular
people might handle an object, you know you've got something good.

4.4

S.W. Erdnase's Fourth Method

The Expert At The Card Table

This is a very barefaced blind, simple, extremely easy, and surprisingly deceptive when cleverly performed.
Rest the deck on its side in the left hand in the usual position for
shuing, but hold the rst nger against and along the end. Under cut
about half the deck with the right hand, the rst nger on the top side,
and make the ordinary movement to interlock or force the right hand
cards down among those in the left hand, bringing the sides together
for that purpose.

Allow a few of the cards from the top of the right

hand packet to drop down on top of the other packet, but prevent them
from going quite to the left palm with the left thumb.

Now keep up

a constant lateral movement with the right hand, shifting the packet
rapidly lengthwise about half an inch each way, as though forcing the
two packets to interlace, but really dropping the upper cards on top of
the left hand packet, by holding the right hand packet slightly diagonally
over the lower one, so that the inner corner of the right hand packet is
just over the side of the lower one. Drop the top cards over in this manner
until all are apparently interlocked about halfway or more, then strike
them on the top side with the ngers held atly, driving them down even,
and square up the deck.
The rst nger held against the end and the rst or top cards of the
right hand packet, going over immediately as the sides are brought together, eectually conceal the ruse. If the process of actually interlocking
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the cards is tried it will be seen how perfectly the action can be imitated.
An occasional cut tends to increase the deception.

While I like the rst two shues, I love this one. If you get this down,
look up Lennart Green's Joker Shue, which has some great added touches.

4.5

The Charlier Shue

4.5.1

Royal Road 's Description

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This shue is also called the haymow shue. It is unique among
card sleights in that neatness of execution is not required; in fact, it
is most eective when done rather clumsily. Although expert cardmen
aect to disdain it for that reason, the wise operator values it for its
eect on laymen, to whom it is the most convincing false shue extant.
The shue, though apparently thoroughly mixing the cards, really leaves
them in the same condition that a simple complete cut would do. The
moves are:
1.

Hold the pack face downwards in the left hand, as for dealing.

Push o a small packet, some ve or six cards, with the left thumb and
take it in the right hand between the thumb on the back and the ngers
on the face (Fig. II).
2.

Raise

left

hand

and

with

the

slightly
the

left

ngers push out a
small

packet

from

the bottom of the
deck.

Take

this

packet in the right
hand on top of the
rst packet, by lift-

II. The Charlier Shue

ing the ght thumb and then dropping it on top.
3. Lower the left hand a little, push o another small packet from the
top with the left thumb, and take it with the right ngers underneath
the cards in the ght hand.
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4.

Push out another small packet from the bottom with the left

ngers, and take it on top of the cards in the right hand.
5. Continue as above until all the cards have been transferred to the
right hand. As has already been stated, this shue leaves the deck in
the same condition as it would be after one complete cut. By jogging the
rst packet from the bottom of the deckthat is, by making it protrude
inwards from the packet in the ght handa break can be formed at the
jog at the end of the shue, and a single cut will return the pack to its
original condition.
This shue is especially useful for keeping a small packet of cards
in sequence, for which purpose neither the overhand nor the rie shue
is suitable. We would emphasize the need for making the shue rather
slowly and roughly, with great emphasis on the fact that it mixes (do not
use the word shue) the cards thoroughly.

4.5.2

Erdnase's Thoughts

The Expert At The Card Table

This process is very much employed by many clever card conjurers
who ought to know better, and we include it only because it is in common
use and to suggest its rejection.

It consists in pushing small packets

alternately from the top and bottom of the portion held in one hand to
the bottom and top of the portion held in the other. The deck is held
in the left hand and several cards are pushed over by the left thumb into
the right hand. Then the left ngers push several cards from the bottom
on top of the right hand cards. Then the left thumb again pushes several
from the top, but these are received under the right hand portion. The
left ngers now push several from the bottom to the top of the right hand
portion, and so on until the left hand is empty.

This clumsy juggling

might prove satisfactory if performed by an awkward novice before a
parcel of school children, but it appears simply ridiculous in the hands
of a card conjurer, who, it is presumed, knows how to shue a deck in
the customary manner, and with at least the degree of smoothness that
any ordinary person might possess.

These two were included and juxtaposed for your amusement. I've got
no dog in this particular ght. I tend to agree with Erdnase that it's not the
best-looking full-deck shue, but I also agree somewhat with Daryl that it's
got a nice feel to it if done with a small packet.
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4.6

A Blu False Cut
Martin Gardner,

12 Tricks With A Borrowed Pack

Holding the deck in the left hand, let your wrist loosen somewhat so that
the back of the top card is projecting out towards the audience, rather than
level with the oor. Come over with the right hand as if to take the top half
of the deck, but with your left index nger, push back a block of cards from
the bottom. Seize this block with the right hand and slap it on the table.
Come back and take the original top half, slapping it onto the tabled cards.
The noise at the end helps sell it.

4.7

A False Cut With Many Piles

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Holding the deck in the left hand, cut o several small portions of cards,
setting each one on the table from left to right.
Assuming your layout looks like A B C D E F, then pick up B and put
it on C, then pick up BC and put it on D, then pick up BCD and put it on
E, then pick up BCDE and put it on F. Square the cards, then notice that
you left a packet behind (at A). Pick it up, slapping it on top of the cards in
your hand.
If you've done this correctly, the deck will be in its original order.

4.8
4.8.1

The Prearranged Deck
Si Stebbins

This is a cyclical stack of cards, where each card has a relationship to the
next. That relationship that will be maintained even if the deck is cut. The
easiest way to create Si Stebbins stack is to begin with your deck in new-deck
order. Then create a new order as follows.
First, place the Ace of Clubs face down on the table.

Then place the

Four of Hearts on top of it. Then place the Seven of Spades on top. Then
the 10 of Diamonds. Then the King of Clubs. Then the Three of Hearts.
Keep going, following the chart below...
AC

4H

7S

10D

KC

3H

AH

4S

AS

4D

AD

4C

7H

6S

9D

QC

2H

7D

10C

KH

7C

10H

KS

10S

KD

3S

6D

9C

QH

2S

3D

6C

9H

QS

2D

3C

6H

9S

QD

2C

5H
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5S

8D

JC

5D

8C

JH

5C

8H

JS

8S

JD

Spread the cards out in a single face up row. You'll note that the index
of each card is three higher than the card in front of it. You'll also notice
that the suits rotate Clubs/Hearts/Spades/Diamonds.

Use the mnemonic

"CHaSeD" to remember this order.
Study this for a bit.

Take a look at how the math and the suits work

when you're going from the King of Diamonds to the Three of Clubs. Notice
that if you cut the deck, this relationship between the cards doesn't change.
Finally, notice that if you perform one of the full-deck false shues taught
earlier in this chapter, the order is maintained.

4.8.2
8S

Eight Kings
KH

3C

10D

2S

7H

9C

5D

QS

4H

1C

6D

JS
JH

8H

KC

3D

10S

2H

7C

9D

5S

QH

4C

1D

6S

8C

KD

3S

10H

2C

7D

9S

5H

QC

4D

1S

6H

JC

8D

KS

3H

10C

2D

7S

9H

5C

QD

4S

1H

6C

JD

This is another cyclical stack. The suit arrangement is known as SHoCkeD
order. For our purposes, it's just another way of doing the same thing, and
can also been set up in CHaSeD order if you prefer. The relationship between
the indexes, though, is dierent. Instead of a mathematical progression, the
Eight Kings stack follows a mnemonic: Eight kings threatened to save 95
queens for one sick knave. Read it slowly and you'll hear the 13 card values
embedded into the phrase.
The Eight Kings' advantage is that if you glance at a consecutive run of
cards, their relationship isn't readily apparent.

Of course, in either stack,

the red-black arrangement can look shy. This is ne for our applications,
though, because we won't be spreading the stacks face up for the spectator
to see.

4.8.3

Other Stacks

It's worth mentioning that there are other stacks to consider, such as the
Nikola Stack, Richard Osterlind's Breakthrough Card System, Juan Tamariz's Mnemonica Stack, and Simon Aronson's Aronson Stack. The rst two
have the added benet of looking like a shued deck of cards, while still
maintaining a relationship between adjacent cards that is easy to determine.
The last two decks look like absolutely shued decks of cards, and there is
no such relationship  they are meant to be memorized completely!
There are a surprising number of benets to working with one of the
above systems. The apparent randomness is already a huge selling point for
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all of them, and while the Aronson and Tamariz stacks both look random,
they feature several tricks built into them by their creators (similar to how
some of the tricks earlier in this book used banks of prearranged cards).
There's no sense lying to you. Choosing to go with one of these stacks is
a bit of an undertaking. Honestly, even a Si Stebbins or Eight Kings stack
will need some work, since you'll have to arrange your order from scratch
each time it gets destroyed.

We're going to explore tricks that work with

the Si Stebbins or Eight Kings stacks primarily, but if you decide that this
branch of magic appeals to you, then you should consider the other stacks
as well for further study.

4.8.4

Prearranged Stack Strategy

So what can we do with a full-deck stack? The most basic application
is simple, yet powerful.
card chosen.
card.

Spread the cards from hand to hand and have a

Separate the deck at the point from which they drew their

Gesture with the left hand and say, Have a look at it.

When you

bring your hands together, replace the right hand's cards below the left's
and square everything up. You've secretly cut the deck. Place the deck in
right-hand dealing grip and say, Show it to everybody, and gesture toward
the audience. Sneak a peek at the bottom card as you do this. If you're in
Si Stebbins, add three to the index. If you're in Eight Kings, move forward
one word in the rhyme. Finally, move forward one spot in the suit rotation.
You now know the card that the spectator took.
Think about the power that now exists in your hands: The spectator
takes any card, and you can instantly know what it is. They can put it back
wherever they want. They can examine the cards for marks. Once you know
the card's identity, they can even shue the deck themselves  which will
actually do you the favour of destroying the evidence!

4.8.5

Other Applications of Stacked Decks

There are a few more things you can do with either of the two stacks.
The spectator can cut the deck as many times as they want, look at the
top card, shove it into the middle of the deck, and then cut the deck even
more. To nd their card, just look for the one out of order.
If one person grabs a handful of cards, and spreads them amongst their
friends, you'll be able to name each successive card. The Eight Kings stack
might be preferable for this.
Ask the spectator to cut a small portion of cards for themselves, look at
the face card, remember it, and then shue up those cards. The rest of the
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deck doesn't even need to be touched, the magician can nd their selection
simply by mentally sorting their order, and the last card in the sequence will
be theirs. It's not much more dicult to do this for several people.
Because of the order of the suits in these two stacks, you can deal out
perfect bridge hands for four players.
You could even try the following bit of business. Give someone the deck.
Let them cut once, take that card, and try to psychically send it to you.
They fail. You give them some extra coaching and another chance with the
next card down.

This time they're a little closer: You receive the correct

colour. On the next card, you receive the colour and the value. After this,
you get four cards in a row.

Having proven their psychic abilities, you're

ready to move on to the next experiment. See, once you know the rst card,
you immediately know all the rest. But instead of using that knowledge to
get perfect hits every time, you create dramatic escalation by receiving only
bits and pieces of the cards, until nally building to receiving multiple cards
in a row.
It's worth mentioning that we're only scratching the surface of what's
possible with a prearrangement.

What's more, if you eventually decide to

get memorized decks a chance, go do a Google search for Simon Aronson's

Memories Are Made Of This ebook.

Answer the easy password question

(hint, it's the magician who designed the poker deal elsewhere in this chapter)
and you'll have the best possible introduction on the subject you could ask
for, for free.

4.9
4.9.1

Some Basic Prearrangement Eects
Dual Sympathy
Theodore Annemann,

The magician pulls out two decks.

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks
If you were me, which would you

take? the magician asks slyly. The spectator says Red. Alright, take the
red one. The magician takes the blue deck.
They each shue their decks, then exchange them. They each cut their
deck several times before nally taking the top card, looking at it, and then
inserting it into the middle. Each then try to psychically project the card to
the other, by holding the deck up to their foreheads and concentrating.
When this has gone on long enough, the decks are set down and exchanged. The spectator is instructed to pull out their card, and the magician
does this as well. The cards match.
The blue deck is stacked. If, for whatever reason, the spectator says blue,
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the magician responds by saying, Alright, I'll take the blue one. The red
deck always goes to them.
The magician's shue is false. When the decks are exchanged, the cards
are chosen and lost in the middle. When the decks are raised, the magician
glimpses the bottom card of the spectator's deck and uses that to determine
the spectator's card.

4.9.2

Psychic Card Test
Theodore Annemann,

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

Two notepads and markers are brought out. After a shue, the spectator
freely selects a card, and after giving it a look, returns it to the deck, which
is shued and set aside. The spectator is instructed to go to a distant part
of the room with a notepad and draw a picture of the card. The magician
does the same with the remaining notepad. The pictures match.
False shue and get the standard glimpse after they take a card. Done.

4.9.3

Shark Food
Lorne Deblois,

Exclusive Card Mysteries

The spectator cuts the deck a few times and begins dealing cards into a
pile, stopping when they feel like it. They look at the next card, then shue
it into the deck. The magician turns around, takes the shued pack, and
shues it some more. He then stops halfway through and asks the spectator
to hand him the tabled cards. Those are also shued into the deck. Despite
the shuing, the magician locates the card.
The initial shue is false. When they stop dealing, the top card of the
dealt pile will tell you the card they stopped at.

Take back their shued

packet and begin an overhand shue. Stop halfway through and notice the
dealt packet still on the table. Ask them to pick it up and place it on your left
hand's cards. When they do, injog the next card and shue o. Undercut
below the injog and throw the packet on top.
to the top of the deck.

This brings your key card

Pantomime like you're trying to read their mind,

then nod, as if you've got it. Spread the cards towards yourself, look at the
topmost card, and use it to nd their card.

4.9.4

Si Stebbins Up The Sleeve
John Goodrum,

You'd Be Surprised

The magician holds the deck behind their back. A spectator takes any
card they wish, looks at it, and pockets it. The deck is put away. Once the
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deck and card are out of sight, the magician faces the spectator and, without
looking at anything but the spectator's eyes, names the card.
Well, to be honest, the magician does look elsewhere: at a card down
his sleeve. When the magician tells the spectator to pocket the selection, he
momentarily turns toward them to gesture accordingly. In that brief moment
when the deck is out of sight, he shoves the next card in the stack up his
sleeve. Later, when pretending to read the spectator's mind, the magician
brings his hands up to his forehead in a show of psychic concentration. That's
when he peeks down his sleeve.

4.10

Psychic Vibrations

While I normally perform this trick using a key card, it's totally doable
with a stacked deck. In fact, it's more deceptive that way. All you need is a
deck stacked in Si Stebbins or Eight Kings. False shue the cards and you're
ready to go.
Have a card selected. As the card is shown around, glimpse the next card
in the stack to learn what theirs is. Have it returned and let them shue
the deck.

Spread it face up and sight their card, remembering its general

location in the spread. Hold the spectator's wrist and explain that you are
going to pass their hand slowly over the cards, using psychic vibrations to
nd their card. Pay close attention, because these vibrations can be very
subtle and dicult to OH MY GOD WHAT THE HELL?!? 

Shake their

hand over the location of their card as if you've been overtaken by psychic
energy. It helps to maintain eye-contact with the spectator throughout.
Continue passing their hand back and forth over the spread. Repeat the
screaming t at the appropriate location. Eventually bring their hand down
over the spread so that it contacts a bunch of cards, one of which is theirs.
Ask them if they're touching their card. They should say yes. Pick up the
cards under their hand, making sure that there are indierent cards on either
side of the selection. Note the card behind theirs in the spread. This is your
new key card. If you can false shue the packet, do so.
Hold the packet face down.

Take the top card and ask them to touch

the back of your hand. Immediately say, No, it's not that one.
card face up to conrm that it's not their selection.

Turn the

So long as you kept

their selection in the middle, you can be sure that it's not theirs.

Repeat

this process until the card that you show them turns out to be the key. You
know that the next card is theirs, so when you take it face down and they
touch the back of your hand, scream like you've just been electrocuted. Table
that card in front of the spectator. State with condence that you're pretty
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sure the next few cards aren't theirs. Show the rest of the packet and set
it aside.

Ask the spectator what their card is, then slowly turn over the

selection and receive your applause.
If you want to use the key card presentation, you can't let them shue,
but the procedure is pretty much the same. Just keep track of the key card
the entire time.

4.10.1

Further Thoughts

In his book Mnemonica, after preaching about the power of stacked decks
and teaching a simple trick using one, Juan Tamariz writes the following.

A TIP
My advice at this point would be to read no further, to throw this
book away and to start practicing, thinking and working out your patter,
subtleties and presentation for this miraculous routine.
A LAMENT
I realize that, as I feared, you haven't paid any attention and are still
reading.
A WARNING
It's up to you.

It's hard to know how rmly the tongue is planted in cheek in these
comments, because the book is absolutely packed with wonderful applications
for stacks that go far beyond a simple divination. Regardless, he's not wrong.
This particular strategy is great.
To reiterate what was said earlier, if there's one thing that keeps the
material here from being miracles, it's that Eight Kings or Si Stebbins can't
been shown to the audience.

That said, what we have here is still really,

really good, and attainable to new card magicians.

If this sort of thing is

your cup of tea, then I recommended you nd a presentation that ts you.
Consider also that many of the methods in chapter three could be substituted
for this one, and you get the added advantage of allowing the spectator to
shue the deck after the card is returned.

4.11

Par-Optic Vision
Theodore Annemann,

Practical Mental Eects

The performer hands the spectator a shued deck of cards.

With the

performer's back turned, the spectator cuts the deck where they like and
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pockets the top three cards.

The deck is put into the box and set aside.

The performer tells the spectator to quickly pull one card from their pocket
and look at it.

The performer correctly reads their mind.

removes the second card and looks at it.

The spectator

The performer reads their mind

again. The performer points out that nobody has seen the last card. After a
moment of clairvoyant concentration, the magician divines the unseen card.
The spectator removes from their pocket the card named by the performer.
At this point, the method should be obvious. The deck is stacked and
the shue is false.

The spectator cuts where they like, takes three cards,

and pockets them. The magician can easily glimpse the bottom card in the
process of replacing them in the box.
Let's say that when you glimpsed the card, you saw the King of Hearts.
If the deck was in Si Stebbins CHaSeD order, then the three cards would be
the 3 of Spades, the 6 of Diamonds, and the 9 of Clubs.
If you were to duplicate the actions that the spectator is required to do,
and if you were using your hip pocket, you'd most likely put the cards in
with the faces against your thigh. And when reaching for a card, you'd most
likely pull out the topmost, because it's the easiest one to get to (remember
that you ask them to do it quickly). So, you begin the revelation with that in
mind, starting with the color  which is almost certainly black, but if it's not,
then they took the middle card, in which case you can name it with certainty.
If you got the color right, then you can narrow it to the suit, perhaps with
the slightly ambiguous, You didn't pull out a spade, did you? Depending
on their response, answer with either, I thought so, or, I didn't think so.
Once you know the suit, you can reveal it.
For the second card, they may either grab it as they did the rst, in
which case it's just in sequence, or they may take the other one just to mix
things up. Knowing the rst card, you're only one innocuous question away
from determining the second card, though, and once you've gotten two of the
cards, you can easily get the third (ostensibly through clairvoyance rather
than telepathy).
This is a great trick, and if you want to add to the showmanship, you
can be blindfolded and stand far away from the assisting spectator.

4.12

A Poker Demonstration
Dai Vernon,

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

This trick requires a dierent stack. The deck is shued and ve hands
of poker are dealt. When shown to the audience, decisions are made to try
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to give each of the other four players the best poker hand possible. In the
end, however, the magician ends up with a Royal Flush.
Included is a slightly simplied version of the original trick. Dai Vernon's
complete routine demands more in the way of handling, but oers more in
the way of deception. The appendix will help you locate it online for free.
Here's the presentation. The magician shues a deck of cards. I'll show
you how some card cheats work. The rst thing you have to understand is
that cheats know how to stack the deck when they shue and cut the cards.
The magician nishes his shue and cuts the deck. So, when he deals the
cards out, you'll see that he can give himself the four aces. He shows that
he indeed has dealt himself the aces. Here's the problem, though. That's
just one hand, and nobody else really got anything. It's not enough to just
stack one hand. You've actually got to be able to stack the other players'
hands so that they want to stay in and play. The magician shues and cuts
again.
Let's deal the ve hands again. This time the magician doesn't have the
four aces, and the other hands are looking pretty good. Let's look at this
rst hand. You've got four hearts there! If nobody bets crazy then you'd
probably stay in.
Let's look at the second hand. You've got two high pair. That's really
good, you'll probably stay in. But you have to be careful.
Let's look at the third hand. You've got four of a kind! You're denitely
in. But keep in mind, you've got to play it cool. If you bet too much, you
might scare the others o.
Let's look at the fourth hand. You've got a pair of Jacks. You'll probably
stay in if the other players don't over-bet.
And I can tell you right now that I didn't get the aces this time.
So, the rst hand, you'd draw one, right? Let's see what you get... you
got the ush!

You're in.

The second hand, you'd draw one as well, and

you'd have a full house! You're denitely in. The third hand, you've got the
twos, but if you don't draw anything it might scare o a few people. You
might as well draw a card. That's still the best hand! The fourth hand needs
something to go with those jacks.

So you'd draw three, giving you a full

house as well, aces over jacks!
So... I'm just going to draw one card, and it's the Ace of Spades... which
is a bit too bad, because I've also got the 10, the Jack, the Queen, and the
King of Spades to complete the Royal Flush.
Anybody up for a game after the show?
You will need a single Joker in the deck for this to work. You also need
to create two dierent stacks. The rst is as follows: 3H, QD, 2H, JD, 10S,
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10H, KC, 2S, 8C, JS, 10C, 3C, 6S, 4C, QS, 6H, KH, 2C, 6D, KS, 5H, QC,
2D, JH, 9C, 9H, QH, 6C. The second stack needs the other 25 cards, with the
aces at the 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th position (don't show o by putting the
Joker at the 25th). Place the stack with the aces on top of the rst prepared
stack, and you're ready to go.
Perform a false shue, followed by a false cut. Beginning with the leftmost spectator, deal ve hands. Place the remainder of the deck o to the
side.

Show each hand to have nothing special (How'd that Joker get in

there?), then turn your hand to reveal four aces. Gather the four hands into
a single pile, then drop the aces on top (make sure the Ace of Spades is at
the face of the packet). Pick up the remainder of the deck and drop it on
top of the pile, burying the aces.
Once again, false shue and false cut. Deal out ve hands. Show that
you didn't get the four aces this time by casually ashing the Ten of Spades
at the face of your hand and the Nine of Clubs at the top. Show the other
four hands and point out that everybody has a hand good enough to stay
in.

Complete the ush in the rst hand by removing the indierent card

and giving them the last heart.

Complete the full house by removing the

indierent card and giving them the last queen. At the four twos, mention
that they'll want to take a card just because if they don't, it'll send a signal
to everybody else that you've got a strong ve-card hand. In the last hand,
have them remove everything but the jacks, then deal them the three aces.
Get rid of the Nine of Clubs in your hand and deal yourself the Ace of Spades
to complete the royal ush in spades.
One of the great things about this routine is the feeling of events starting
to evolve and escalate over the course of the routine. You get a lot of mileage
out of this trick for not much eort.
You may wish to check out Vernon's original routine. It's easier to set
up but more dicult to execute. Part of what makes the original routine so
strong is that the deck gets legitimately shued. Vernon employs a stacking
shue to position the aces for the rst deal. It's hard to top that. For our
version, you'll need a convincing full-deck false shue to give that impression.
If you like poker deals, I urge you to try both.

4.13

The Divided Deck

Take a deck and separate the colors so that the top half of the deck is
red, and the bottom black (or vice versa). That, in a nutshell, is the Divided
Deck principle.
What can you do with this? Here's one application. Secretly separate the
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colors. Spread the cards face down and have one selected from the top half.
Once they look at it, spread the cards further and have the card replaced in
the bottom half. False-shue the deck and ask them to concentrate on their
selection. Spread the cards towards yourself. Theirs will be the one card out
of place.
Your setup doesn't have to be as obvious as dividing the reds from the
blacks. You could, for example, put the red even cards and odd black cards
in one half, and the rest in the other half. Such subtle divisions bring you
very close to being able to spread the deck face up without betraying an
obvious pattern.
Finally, any full-deck false shue will maintain the separation. But for an
easy shue that actually mixes the cards while retaining the divided setup,
check out the Key Undercut Shue from chapter one.

4.13.1

Card Minded
Martin Gardner,

Annemann's Full Deck of Impromptu Tricks

The deck is shued and the rst spectator is asked to cut the deck into
two piles, one of which is set aside for later. A card is chosen from one pile
and inserted into the other, which the spectator then shues.
The magician asks a second spectator to help. The person who chose the
card concentrates on their selection as the second spectator takes the cards
to the other side of the room. The magician says, As our rst helper thinks
about their selection, see if one of the cards stands out to you. As the rst
spectator concentrates, the second spectator smiles and then removes a card.
What card did you take?

the magician asks the rst spectator. It is

named, and the second spectator's choice is shown. They match.
The method is straightforward. Divide the deck into red and black and
false shue, maintaining the separation. Ask the spectator to cut o a bunch
of cards. If the pile is smaller than half, ask them to set it aside for later. If
it's larger than half, set aside your cards for later and take back their cuto packet. Spread the cards so that the spectator will select from the huge
bank of cards of a single color. If they initially cut more than half, spread
the cards so that the top 20 or so are prominent. If they initially cut o less
than half, spread the cards so that the bottom 20 or so are prominent. Have
the card selected, returned to the smaller half, and shued. Choose a second
spectator who you think will play along. Give them the packet containing
the selection and ask them to follow the instructions. You may need a bit of
a wink to get the other spectator to play along, but if they do, you've got a
strong, hands-o trick.
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General Thoughts
I arguably took some liberties by putting this so early in the book, as
full-deck false shues and/or stacked-deck work is often considered a bit
advanced.
It was a judgment call. The sleights covered so far are open controls 
that is to say, you're doing an action openly (cutting, shuing, etc.) that
covers the secret action. Before we move into switches and steals and so forth,
I wanted to make sure that you had a large enough group of techniques and
tricks at your disposal so that you could get as much performing experience
as possible.
I should add that there are false rie shues that exist out there. If you
decide that you want to learn one, purchase Expert Card Technique. Caveat
emptor: They're really hard.
Otherwise, for further research on what can be accomplished with fulldeck stacks, I'll once again recommend Simon Aronson's work, Juan Tamariz's Mnemonica, and Richard Osterlind's Breakthrough Card System.
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Interlude 4:
Premises, Dynamics, and
Texture
How many card tricks should a magician do?
The way some magicians see it, to regular audiences, all card tricks are
the same. The way others see it, it's all about what the performer is capable
of. Who's right?
In a sense, they both are.

In 2016, Joshua Jay published a magazine

article in Magic that summed up his research project with non-magicians,
and one of the major takeaways from that article was that the specic details
of card tricks were the most dicult for people to vividly remember. Now,
there was an additional detail to this, which was that involving something

other than the cards helped greatly in memory retention, but with so many
magicians carrying around nothing other than their cards, the risk of one's
set being hamstrung by perceived sameness is palpable.
Yet, Ricky Jay has an entire show that revolves around card tricks. Sure,
there's the possibility that a few aspects of some tricks may be forgotten
by audiences after the show, in much the same way a few scenes might be
forgotten from a movie.

But there's so much going on in his show that it

seems unlikely that people will forget him throwing a card and piercing the
outer skin of a watermelon, or doing a card trick where a dozen people pick
cards and he found them all, or winning a bunch of card games in a row
against audience members, or a bunch of wind-up toys bobbling around the
table trying to nd a lady's selection.
What's going on, then?
What Ricky Jay's show has is something we've already talked about,
and that's Eugene Burger's notion of texture.

The denition of texture,

from an artistic standpoint, is the quality created by the combination of the
dierent elements in a work. By that denition, presumably everything in
art has texture, so we'll assume Burger is alluding to texture as it is when
it's implemented well.
How does one achieve texture?
There's one easy way to accomplish this, which is to add variety in the
premises and dynamics of the card tricks in question.
Imagine a card trick where a card is selected, returned, and lost in the
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deck, and the magician nds it through a series of ourishy cuts. The premise
of the trick is, You will pick a card and I'll nd it.

The dynamic of the

trick is an aesthetic display of skill.
Imagine another trick where the magician fails to nd a card, over and
over again, in increasingly outlandish ways.

Finally, he apologizes, stands

up, and walks o stage with the card attached to the back of his jacket. The
premise is, as before, You will pick a card and I'll nd it. The dynamics of
the trick, however, are comedy and "Magician in Trouble".
The premise of a trick is what starts it o. It's the basic claim that the
magician makes related to what's going to happen. Maybe the magician will
have cards jump to their pocket, or change colour, or rise from the deck.
Maybe the magician will show you how to win at poker, or how to avoid
getting scammed by hustlers.

Maybe the magician will predict the future

or read your mind. Maybe the magician will tell a story with the cards, or
toss them out so that they return like boomerangs, or prove the existence of
a ghost that haunts the performance venue. Maybe they will show you the
rst card trick they ever learned, or the rst card trick they ever invented,
or the card trick that they use to fool magicians, or the card trick they once
showed a celebrity. There are any number of possible premises that can be
used in a magic trick, and the rst step to adding texture to a show is to
avoid hitting the same premise over and over again.
The dynamics of a trick relate to how the trick plays out.

In the two

pick-a-card tricks that we saw earlier, the premises are exactly the same, but
the way they play out is drastically dierent. Tricks can be funny, serious,
aesthetically beautiful, or frightening.

The magician may be in complete

control, or he might run into complications at every step of the way. The
manner of presentation may be a lecture, or a poem, or a song, or a dance.
The magician may draw people in so that the atmosphere is intimate, or they
may distance themselves to create a spectacle. The trick may be lled with
surprises, or there may be a single eect the magician holds back to generate
tension.
Sometimes the premise may t with the subsequent dynamics in a predictable way. If somebody comes out to do a manipulation routine, people
may sense it immediately and know without being told that they're probably going to see something aesthetically pleasing. The dynamics of the eect
might just play out in exactly the way that the premise suggests, at which
point the dynamics are all about the magician's commitment to making good
on that premise. It should also be clear that there's not necessarily a need
to state the premise outright  audiences are usually smart enough to gure
out that sort of thing on their own.
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In other instances, the premise may promise one thing, but the dynamics
of the routine take things in an unforeseen direction. An experiment may go
wrong, or yield greater-than-expected results. A story that is being told by
the magician might come to life in the props around him. A stunt may be
demonstrated once by the magician, and when a spectator is brought in to
repeat it, they may do better than the magician did. There are any number
of ways you can take a premise and throw surprises at it.
artistic choices you will make as a magician.
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These are the
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The Glide

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we'll learn how to switch one card for another using
a technique call the Glide. You may think card switches only allow eects
where one card transforms into another. While you can do this with the Glide
(and while you'll certainly learn how to do that here) there's much more that
can be accomplished. You can magically separate previously mixed red and
black cards. You can make burn marks appear on the back of a card. You
can bury the aces into dierent packets of cards, then make them vanish
and reappear elsewhere. You can even rescue yourself from the Holy Grail of
worst-case scenarios: a troublesome spectator removes a card, puts it back,
shues the deck, and demands that you nd it.
Now, the Glide has a reputation for being a beginner's move, the sort
of thing one learns early so they can replace it later with something better.
That's due in part to its apparent simplicity, which on its own isn't a bad
thing. However, the move does have two problems. The rst is the contrived
way you must display each card before it's switched. The second problem
is the standard grip, which is encumbered by more deck-ddling than one
would normally want.
Thankfully, both of these problems can be addressed. In the interests of
making this book a useful reference, the traditional Glide grip will be covered
later in this chapter. We'll begin, however, with what we feel is the superior
handling.

5.2

A New Glide

Expert Card Technique

The Glide has done yeoman service for card conjurers for over two
hundred years and is still a very useful sleight. It has, however, become
rather widely known even outside the conjuror's coteries and the following method, equally easy and deceptive, may well be substituted for
it.
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1.

Hold the pack by the

ends in the left hand between
the thumb and ngers, with
the third joint of the second
nger resting on the face of the
bottom card.
2.

Raise the left hand to

display the bottom card, then

I. A New Glide

drop it to bring the pack parallel with the surface of the table

and a few inches above it. Press the ball of the second nger on the bottom card, pull outwards slightly to free its inner end from the ball of the
thumb and then press it towards the left, swinging the card diagonally
half an inch o the pack, pivoting on the top of the rst nger, Fig. II.
3. Press the ball of the right second nger against the exposed corner
of the second bottom card, draw it out half an inch, drop the rst nger
on it and draw the card away, gripped thus at the very tips of the two
ngers. Reverse the action of the left second nger and swing the bottom
card back, ush with the deck.

5.3

The Traditional Glide Technique

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This sleight is one of the easiest and most
useful to the card magician. In its original form
it was used merely to substitute one card for another, but since the turn of the century other and
excellent uses of the sleight have been evolved,
some of which we shall describe. The basic action of the glide is this:
1.

Hold a pack of cards face downwards in

the left hand  the thumb at one side, the ngers

II. The Glide

at the other  its outer side pressing against the
middle phalanx of the index nger, near the outer

left corner, and the rst (innermost) phalanx of the little nger. Rest the
tip of the ring nger lightly against the middle of the face card. The third
(outermost) phalanges of the index and middle ngers are bent inwards
but take no part in the action to follow.
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2. Press backwards with the tip of the ring nger, forcing the face
card back about an inch and making it protrude beyond the inner end
of the deck (Fig. I). This shows the sleight as seen from below; viewed
from above, the cards appear to be in normal position, the protruding
card being concealed by the back of the hand.
3.

Bring the right hand palm upwards over to the deck, press its

middle nger tip against the outer end of the second lowermost card,
which is now exposed, and draw this card outwards about an inch; then
seize and remove it with the aid of the thumb.

Finally move the left

little nger backwards and with it press the protruding card ush with
the deck.
A little practice will show that the sleight is an easy one to do, yet it
must be performed smoothly and without looking at the hands.

In general, I prefer the rst of the above two methods. I feel that getting
into position and taking a card from that grip looks much more natural most
of the time. However, since it's conceivable that the process of a trick might
lead to the rst grip being easier to get into and work with than the second,
both methods have been oered.
One added touch to make the Glide look even smoother is to nudge over
the bottom card with the middle nger of the taking hand, allowing you to
drag out the second-from-bottom card using the index nger. This eliminates
any nger motion of the hand holding the deck, which can be a bad tell. I've
seen this nesse attributed both to Dai Vernon and Jean-EugÃ¨ne RobertHoudin.

5.4

The Lost Card, Second Method

Expert Card Technique

Here's a way to recover if you've lost control of a spectator's selected
card. Mention that you have a card that helps you nd other cards. Remove
the Ace of Spades and hand out the deck for shuing.
Take it back and, using your preferred method, control the Ace of Spades
to the bottom. Shue once more, keeping it there.
Say that you will deal cards until you arrive at their card or the ace. Ask
them what their card was, or (if you think you can trust them) tell them
to stop you when their card shows up. Nudge over the Ace of Spades and
begin removing the cards above it, turning them face up as you go. When
you get to their card, stop dealing and say, Ok, we got to your card rst.
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But wouldn't it be amazing if somehow our cards found each other in all that
shuing?

Slowly remove the Ace of Spades from the bottom, concluding

the trick.
This is sort of a theatrical oddity. You're trying to extract a Ta-Da!
moment out of the reveal of a dierent card rather than the initially intended
selection. That said, it's useful to know just in case you end up in the worstcase scenario.

5.5

Design For Laughter

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The spectator chooses and returns a card. After shuing, the magician
hands the deck to the spectator and instructs them to cut it into three piles.
I'm going to ask questions based on the cards you cut to. Just answer the
questions specically. Don't give me any extra information. The magician
picks up the rst packet and looks at the bottom card. I see that this is a
black card. By any chance, is your card also black? The spectator shakes
their head. The magician shrugs, removes that card and tosses it to the side.
I probably should have practiced more.

That's ne, we've got two more

chances.
The magician picks up the second packet and looks at the bottom card.
It's the Eight of Hearts. This card is a heart. Is your card also a heart?
The spectator looks surprised. Yes! the spectator says. The magician nods
and tosses the card to the table with the rst.
The magician picks up the third packet and looks at the bottom card.
We've got the Two of Spades. Now, this is actually going to tell us where
your card is. He tosses the card to the table and reassembles the deck. Are
you OK at spelling? The spectator answers that they're OK at it, although
they've got an uncomfortable look on their face.
The third card you cut to is the Two of Spades.

I'm going to take

cards here from the bottom... The magician ashes the bottom of the pack,
showing an indierent card.

...and spell the Two of Spades.

He turns

the deck face down and starts removing cards, one for each letter.

T...

W... O... the magician begins. The spectator helps complete the spelling,
stopping after spades.
The magician holds the last card face down. For the rst time, could
you please tell me the name of your card?
The spectator sheepishly says that the card was the Eight of Hearts, one
of the cards that the magician showed and discarded earlier. The magician
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looks startled. That's strange. If it was there... how did it get here? They
turn over the card in hand to reveal the Eight of Hearts.
To do the trick, have a card selected and controlled to the bottom. Table
the deck and instruct the spectator to cut the top third cut to one side, then
half of the remaining cards to the other side. You're left with three packets
of approximately equal size.

The selection is at the bottom of the middle

packet.
Pick up the rst packet, point out the bottom card's color. If it doesn't
match the color of the selection, just follow the script, it's not a big deal.
Turn the packet face down as if executing the Glide and remove the bottom
card, tossing it o to the side. Replace the packet.
Pick up the second pile and point out the suit of the face card.
will be their selection.

This

If the spectator listened to your instructions, then

they'll simply answer yes. If they overreact (it is their card, after all), act as
if they're amazed that the suit matches. If they want to tell you more, cut
them o before they can and mention that you don't want too much help.
Turn the packet face down and execute the Glide, removing the next card
and tossing it with the rst discard. Table the packet.
Pick up the third pile and mention that it will tell you where the selection
is. If the card has a higher value, you'll use the it to count to their card. If
it's low (as it was in the script), you'll spell the value and suit. Once again
remove the card (replicating the actions of the Glide) and table it with the
two others.
Reassemble the deck so the selection remains on the bottom.

Pick up

the deck and Glide-remove the card second from the bottom. Before dealing
it, however, pause and put it back on the bottom. Explain that you'll deal
a card for each count (or spell).

Flashing the face of the deck, then turn

the deck face down in Glide position. Fairly remove the bottom card. Glide
over the next card and continue taking the second-from-the-bottom cards as
you count.
down.

On the nal count, fairly remove the selection, keeping it face

Ask them to name their card.

When they do, look a tad shocked.

Conclude the eect by showing that their selection has somehow ended up
in your hands.
This is often considered one of the real gems of Royal Road. The overall
plot  that of suckering the spectator into believing that you've lost the card
hopelessly before nding the card elsewhere  started with a Victor Farelli
eect called The Partagas Sell and was popularized by Charlie Miller's
Dunbury Delusion.

Genuinely deceptive magician-in-trouble eects play

well, and so it's worth learning how to execute this properly.
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5.6

A False Display
Val Evans,

This bit of business can be used in multiple ways.

The Jinx

For Evans' original

trick, take four blank-faced cards and, before your performance, write a message on one of them. Position the prepared card second from the top of the
face down packet. To perform, hold the packet in Glide position. Show the
bottom card. Turn the packet face down, remove the bottom card, and table
it. Show the next bottom card, then Glide it over and take the one above it
(this will be your prepared card). Place it on the rst card. Show the next
bottom card, turn the packet face down, and remove it normally.

Finally,

show both sides of the last card. You've apparently just shown the faces and
backs of four blank cards, and are now in a position to make the writing
magically appear. I'll leave the written message and presentation up to you.
We'll use this idea for a dierent eect. You will need to lightly scorch
the back of a card with a match or lighter. The key is to burn the card just
enough so it scorches on the back but doesn't show on the face.

A court

card is best, so let's use the King of Clubs. Your only other preparation is
to place the scorched King of Clubs third from the top.
Ask the spectator if they want to see something weird. Place the deck of
cards and a lighter on the table.
Normally the magician has you pick a card. Spread the deck so that the
top few cards don't separate. But this isn't a normal trick. Instead, I'll just
cut to a random spot. Gather up the spread and give the deck a false cut.
Turn the deck so it's in face up Glide position. Point to the lighter, subtly
ashing the face down underside of the deck. We're going to use the lighter
to damage a card. Replicating the actions of the Glide, remove the bottom
card of the deck and drop it face up on the table. Let's say it's the Five of
Spades. Most people don't have a preference for one card over another. But
for the sake of fairness, which do you like better: the Five of Spades or... the
King of Clubs? Suiting actions to words, point toward the Five of Spades
(once again ashing the underside of the deck), then Glide over the bottom
card and remove the secretly scorched King of Clubs.
If they say the Five of Spades, say, Really? Alright, since we're destroying a card, if you like that one better we'll save it for the next trick. Pick
up the ve and insert it into the deck.
If they say the King of Clubs, say, Alright, I'll get rid of the Five of
Spades. Pick up the ve and insert it into the deck.
Hand the spectator the lighter and instruct them to briey light, then
extinguish, the ame. As the ame sparks, reach out and pretend to catch
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the heat above the lighter.

Open your hand over the King of Clubs as if

trying to project the heat onto the card. Wait a beat, then ask the spectator
to turn over the card. Everyone will gasp at the burn marks on the back.
This is a pretty simple eect, but it should show you the possibilities for
the display. You could use it to make marks appear, disappear, or change. In
the next chapter, when you learn how to force spectators to choose specic
cards, you could use this to make a ghostly message from one card appear
on the back of another.
If you want a follow-up trick, you're set to perform The Lost Card from
earlier in this chapter. In this case, you'd use the scorched King of Clubs to
locate the Five of Spades, the card that you returned to the deck.

5.7

Like Seeks Like
Walter Gibson,

The Jinx

The magician pulls out six red cards and six black cards. Three of each
are given to a spectator. Each packet is arranged so that its colors alternate.
The magician makes a bet that the spectator cannot do as he does.

The

spectator agrees. The magician takes a card from the bottom and puts it on
top. The spectator does the same. The magician does this ve more times,
and the spectator does as well. The magician shrugs and says, Sorry, I think
you weren't able to do as I did. Look at your cards. The spectator's colors
are still mixed. The magician's colors, however, have separated.
(This is a modication of the original, which didn't involve a spectator.)
To do this trick, order your cards so that the colors alternate. Wait for
your spectator to do the same with theirs. Make sure both of you have a red
card at the face. Hold your cards in position for the Glide and wait for them
to do the same. Here's the rest of the script.
1. Alright, you've done well so far. Now, take your bottom card, the red
one...

(casually ash the face of the packet) ...and put it on top.

(ash

the card before you put it on top)
2. You did well! Now do the same thing with your black card. (ash
the face and move the card to the top)
3. You're doing well! Now you've got to do that once more with the next
red card. (casually ash the face, turn it downwards, perform the Glide and
remove the next card) You're doing better than I thought! (drop it on top,
do not show the card)
4. I tell you, you're better than the last guy I had. Once more, take the
bottom card and put it on top. (without ashing the face, remove the next
card and put it on top)
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5. Ok, you almost went wrong there. Be sure to go slowly!

(casually

ash the face of the packet as you point at them) Take the fth card and
put it on top. (casually ash the card as you drop it on top.)
6. There's one card left. Do you think you can pull o the impossible?
(casually ash the face of the packet, then turn it downwards, perform the
Glide, and remove the next card) I think... I think maybe... Goodness, you
made it all the way through! (put the card on top, don't ash the face)
You deserve a hand for getting this far! Unfortunately, I'm afraid I've
got some bad news... Show the nal result.
This was the earliest instance I could nd of Oil and Water, a card plot
that underwent great evolution in the second half of the 20th Century. The
purest form of the eect is that a packet of cards is mixed, and after the magic
happens (with no sneaky moves), the cards are shown to have unmixed. This
particular trick doesn't exactly live up to that, so if you're intrigued, take it
on as a research project when you've nished this book.

5.8

Hijacked Mid-Flight

The magician produces the four aces. Three of them are arranged face
up in a line on the table. The magician pulls out a stack of envelopes, and
the Ace of Spades is put inside. The spectator then picks three random cards
from the deck and puts them in with the Ace of Spades.

The envelope is

sealed shut, signed by both the magician and the spectator, and put into the
spectator's pocket.
The magician puts three cards on each of the tabled aces. After a magical
gesture toward the rst packet, the cards are dealt face up  and the ace has
vanished. This is repeated with the next two packets.
The magician mentions that the aces didn't vanish. Each packet had an
ace and three cards, and in the end they still had four cards. Where have
those other cards come from? And where have the aces gone?
Both questions are answered when the spectator opens the envelope
they're holding and nds the four aces inside.
This is a slight variation on Stanley Collins's Omega Ace Assembly from

Original Magical Creations. Later, we'll be showing an approach to the trick
from Expert Card Technique. The vanishing sequence has been used as the
basis for several tricks.
Some cheating is required for this trick to work as described. You'll need
a stack of envelopes, duplicates of the four aces, and a pen. Put the four aces
(Ace of Spades at the bottom) into one envelope, seal it, and sign it over the
sealed ap.

That envelope goes at the bottom of your stack of envelopes,
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sealed side down. Above that is another envelope, ap side up, and above
that, the rest of the envelopes, ap sides down.
To perform, set aside the aces and spread the deck to have three cards
chosen. Then have the spectator to take an envelope (taking care not to ash
the underside of the stack) and seal their three cards and the Ace of Spades
together inside. As they do, surreptitiously turn over your stack of envelopes,
but keep your signature tilted out of view. When they give you the envelope,
set it sealed-side up on your stack as you go for your pen. Sign your name
along the ap (the same way you did with the other envelope), then say,
Alright, I've signed this side.

Please sign the other side.

After you give

them the pen, ip over the top two envelopes (as a single unit). Hand them
the top envelope to sign the back side, then pocket it. This clever envelope
switch comes from Theodore Annemann.
Turn the aces face down on the table and mix them around.

Do you

think you're able to keep track of the aces? Thumb the top card of the deck
into your right hand and point it at one of the aces. Which do you think
this is?

As they answer, obtain a pinkie break under the top card of the

deck by thumbing it toward the right, then pulling it back to the left. Before
it squares ush with the deck, slip your pinkie underneath.
With the card in the right hand, ip the chosen ace face up. Replace the
pointer card ush on the deck, leaving you with a break under two cards.
As a single unit, pick up the top two cards of the deck, thumb at the back,
middle and ring ngers at the front, and the index nger slightly curled on
top. This is called a double lift, and it's a technique we'll explore more deeply
in a later chapter. Pick up the new top card of the deck under the double,
then the next. We'll put three cards on the rst ace. Tap the packet against
the at of the deck to square the cards. Drop the packet onto the rst face
up ace.
Repeat this sequence with the remaining two aces. Afterward, you should
have three aces face up on the table with supposedly three (actually four)
face down cards on top of each. Set the rest of the deck face up behind them.
Pick up the rst packet. Draw the ace from the bottom and drop it face
down on top of the packet. Give it a quick shue, retaining the ace at the
top. Take the cards in Glide position. After your favorite magical gesture,
Glide the bottom card and remove the one above it. Place that card face up
onto the face up deck. Repeat with the next card. The third card is a little
dierent. Instead of removing it from the bottom, you're going to grab the
two cards that remain above your Glided-over card.

Place these cards, as

one, face up onto the deck. Take the nal card and drop it face up onto the
rest. The ace has vanished. This sequence will take practice. You want it
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to be slow enough that they see four cards and register the vanish, but also
brisk enough that they can't focus on the double card.
Repeat the vanish sequence with the remaining two packets. Point out
that two questions remain: Where did new cards come from?

And where

did the aces go? For an answer to both questions, the spectator holding the
envelope need only open it and show everybody what's inside.
That's the hijacked version of Solo Flight Aces, which is itself sort of a
hijacked version of Stanley Collins's trick. It's also a somewhat premature
introduction to the double lift, albeit performed in a slightly safer context
than what comes later in this book. Still, it's a sleight that requires a great
deal of care, so practice is paramount. If, however, you nd the preceding
version a piece of cake, forget everything involving envelopes and duplicate
aces and read the following.

5.8.1

Solo Flight Aces

Expert Card Technique

This eect in its rst phase utilizes the ace trick generally ascribed
to Stanley Collins; its denouement is a new and interesting assembly of
the aces suggested for another trick by Dai Vernon.
Eect: Four aces vanish before the spectator's eyes. Four indierent
cards are shown; these turn into the aces in a mysterious manner.
Method.
1.

Make a pressure fan and remove

the four aces, placing them in any order
face upwards upon the table. Profess to
deal three indierent cards, but actually
deal four cards, face upwards upon each
ace. Place the remainder of the pack face
upwards to your right.

III.

The Buckle

2.

Pick up one packet, turn it face

downwards, bringing the ace to the top.

Hold the packet as for the glide and remove, with the right ngers, the
face card, placing this face upwards upon the table. Deal the next card
in the same manner. Glide back the next card with the left ngers and,
with the right ngers at the outer end, remove the next two cards as one
and place them face upwards upon the cards previously dealt. The ace
is concealed underneath this card, the spectators logically believing that
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the remaining face down card held in the left hand is the ace. This in
turn is dealt face upwards, and shown to be an indierent card.
3. Repeat this procedure with the remaining three packets of cards,
dealing them into one face upwards pile.
4. Pick up, with the left hand, the packet of sixteen cards just dealt
and place it upon the remainder of the pack, which is face upwards to
your right, inserting the tip of the left little nger in doing this. Turn the
left hand with its back downwards, bringing the pack face downwards,
with the little nger holding its break at the right side. Grasp the pack
at the ends, near the right corners, between the right second nger and
thumb, holding the break with the thumb, and turn the cards for an
overhand shue. Shue to the break and throw the remainder of the
cards on top. The sixteen cards are at the top.
5. Deal ve packets of four cards each, from left to right. The aces
will be assembled in the third pile. Have a spectator choose any pile and
push this packet forward. It must not be the ace pile; if this is chosen,
force one of the other packets by the process of elimination.
6. Holding the pack face downwards in the left hand, which is back
upwards, gather the four rejected packets one by one by gathering them
to the face of the pack with the left ngers. Last of all gather the third
pile, the four aces, in the same manner but insert the left little nger
between the four cards and the pack.
7. Pick up the chosen pile with the right hand and place it at the
face of the deck, above the four aces; immediately turn the pack face
upwards and spread these four cards and show that they are indierent,
the left little nger still retaining the break under the four aces. Remove
the four cards and the aces below them and place the eight cards in the
left hand, dropping the remainder of the pack face upwards on the table.
8.

Hold the packet of eight cards with their right edges pressing

against the tips of the four left ngers, the tips of which are ush with
the top of the packet. Push o three cards with the left thumb, fanning
them; the remaining ve cards remain under perfect control of the tips
of the left ngers, the faces of the cards being buckled slightly concave.
9.

Square the packet and, holding the cards as described in No.

8, place the right hand over the cards to square them lightly at the
ends; under cover of this action press the tips of the four left ngers
against the surface of the bottom card at the right side, buckling this
card downwards, and replace the nger tips at the right side of the packet
but with the right edge of the bottom card now resting against the rst
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phalanges of the four ngers a quarter of an inch below the packet, Fig.
III.
10. Push the rst indierent card o the packet with the thumb; push
o the second indierent card; taking it under the rst with the right
hand; place the left thumb at against the left side of the packet and,
as the right hand approaches with its two cards, move the left ngers
inwards, buckling the bottom card heavily, and remove all the cards
above it at the bottom of the right hand cards, as one card. Immediately
show the card remaining in the left hand, an ace, and place it at the top
of the cards in the right hand. The left ngers at the right side keep the
cards under control, preventing any overlap of the edges, as the rst two
cards are taken away; the left thumb at the left side prevents a similar
overlap as the right hand removes the ve cards as one.
11. Replace the cards in the left hand and repeat the procedure in
No. 10 three times, which will cause an indierent card to vanish and an
ace to appear on each operation. Apparently you have caused the aces
to materialize as mysteriously as they vanished.
12. Drop the entire packet face upwards upon the pack, previously
placed face up on the table. The four indierent cards are thus added to
the pack and got rid of.
The student should particularly note the economy of movement in the
routining of this trick; there is hardly a waste or an unnecessary action
in the entire trick.

If you're just starting out, I think that the initial vanish sequence is
dicult enough to do without trying to do the reappearance described here,
but it's your choice.
A couple of notes from the description.

First, it doesn't specify how

to get the four cards on top of each ace  you can use the same approach
as Hijacked Mid-Flight.

Second, it advocates doing the glide just before

setting down the double, but you may nd it safer doing it earlier. Third,
on the rst ace vanish, the trick calls for setting down the cards face up on
the table rather than face up on the rest of the deck. Hijacked Mid-Flight
uses the latter as extra protection against the double card splitting.

General Thoughts
The Glide is one of those moves that is somewhat known by non-magicians,
and I think it has fallen out of favour with magician because of it. In truth, I
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think there are better ways to switch a card. But as a prospective magician's
rst sleight, it can be invaluable  even if it's only ever used in Design For
Laughter.
The Glide is an easy move that will allow you to practice principles that
go beyond sleight of hand. Imagine, for example, a simple card trick. You've
just controlled the card to second from the bottom. Tell the audience that
you've successfully found their card, and that it's at the bottom of the deck.
Show the bottom card  the wrong card  and say something cheeky, like,
Isn't magic wonderful? Execute the Glide as their eyes meet yours, taking
the selection into the left hand. When they say no, peek at the card again and
miscall it as the one just shown (i.e., You didn't pick the Five of Spades?).
Place the card on their palm. Ask them to wave their hand over the card,
then turn it over to reveal the transformation.
Now, even this isn't necessarily the best way to go about this sort of trick
(we'll look at some other methods in upcoming chapters). But it aords you
the opportunity to practice two fundamental principles that will benet the
rest of your magic.
First, you have the misdirection involved in drawing their attention from
the deck at the moment of the move. Famed Scottish magician John Ramsay
made the point that if you want the audience to look at something, look at it
yourself, and if you want the audience to look at you, look at them. Staring
at the card at the face allows you to harness their attention, and later direct
it away from the deck at the moment you do the move. This may be a rather
blunt use of misdirection, but it helps you experience the principle in action.
Second, you have the audience management required to get them to hold
onto their card without prematurely looking at it. If there is one advantage
to Design For Laughter, it's that the eect can just sort of move past the
moment of the sleight.

But later on in your magic education, when you

want the magic to actually happen in their hands, you're going to have to
deal with that scary moment of audience interaction.
practicing here, with a relatively easy sleight.
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And you can start

Interlude 5:
Misdirection
In the beginning, misdirection seems easy. The basic idea is to get the
audience to look at one place, while you accomplish something sneaky in
another place.

You point to the magic wand, and when they look at the

magic wand, you drop a card on the oor. You make a funny comment to
the spectator in front of you, their eyes meet yours as you both laugh, and
you switch cards right at that moment. You ask a question to the spectator
on your left, and when everybody looks at that spectator to hear the answer,
you sneak an elephant from backstage into your pocket. Easy, right?
The basic problem with misdirection is that you're going to run into
some people in your audiences who know about it. You point to the magic
wand, you make a funny comment to the spectator in front of you, you ask
a question to the spectator on your left, and those select few never look
where you want them to because they're too busy staring at your hands
to see what you're going to do next. What's worse, even if you successfully
misdirect these people, if they feel like they were misdirected, they may reject
the trick, since for them the explanation will be that something happened
when they weren't looking.
As we can see, the basic idea with misdirection isn't enough.
How do we solve this problem?
A few magicians have come up with some guidelines that can help. As
mentioned earlier, John Ramsay said, If you want people to look at something, look at it yourself. If you want them to look at you, look at them.
Already we're starting to see the rst steps of redening misdirection as more
than just a look-there-but-not-here technique. We're talking about establishing and maintaining audience attention throughout the trick.
Tommy Wonder built on this. He was actually not a big fan of the word
misdirection and prefered direction, because he believed it was important to constantly maintain audience attention throughout the routine, even
when you weren't doing anything sneaky. A weird thing can happen sometimes where a spectator might have missed something you did, even when
you weren't doing a sleight, but because their attention was relaxed, they actually missed the trick. The reason? They weren't paying enough attention.
There's an old saying that before you can change an apple into an orange,
they need to know that you were holding an apple in the rst place. If they
miss that, and you just show them an orange, then they've missed the magic.
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Misdirection is sometimes dicult for card magicians to grasp because
so much of card magic relies on cover rather than misdirection.

If you're

really, really good at false shuing the cards, it doesn't matter so much if
they notice, because they'll just think you're shuing the cards. If you're
really, really good at moving the sliding key card around, it doesn't matter if
they're looking as you spread the cards, because those cards you're spreading
are covering that secret key card.

Even with something such as the glide,

which you just learned, it's not too terrible if they're looking at the deck at
the moment you draw the card out, because you've got the entire deck of
cards obscuring the action. In fact, assuming you do the move really, really
well, you could argue that it'd be detrimental for them to look away entirely
because if they did, the fact that you took the bottom card at all (rather
than a card from the middle or from the top) might not register, at which
point showing them that the card changed wouldn't have the same impact.
In any case, because of this issue with card
magic, we're going to examine a coin move, a basic
false transfer. You'll need a coin in your left hand,
and a magic wand sitting on a table in front of you,
a little to the left. You're holding the coin palm up,
so that it's actually right at the base of your middle

IV. The Finger Palm

and ring ngers. Your right hand comes over as if
to take it (ngers at the front, thumb at the back)

but instead of taking it, your thumb doesn't touch the coin, instead just
pressing against the back of your right hand's middle nger. The right hand
rises and rotates up, clockwise from your point of view, and mimes like it's
catching the coin in a st. The left hand drops and rotates downwards, also
clockwise from your point of view.

The left hand then goes to the magic

wand with the ngers curled just enough that the coin stays in place (this is
called the nger-palm, and it looks like Fig. IV). The left hand picks up the
wand, waves it over the right hand, and the right hand opens to show it's
got nothing.
Now, this is a basic vanish of a coin. Try this in front of the mirror a
few times, but go back-and-forth between pretending to take the coin and

actually taking the coin, to achieve some uniformity of action between the
fake move and the real move.

Once you can execute it correctly, you can

then start guring out how misdirection can come into play.
Scenario (A): You show the coin in the left hand, and you look at it. The
right hand fakes taking that coin and you continue to look at the right hand
for a moment, before your eyes go to the wand, to pick it up and then wave
it over the right hand, before you show the coin has vanished.
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Scenario (B): You show the coin in the left hand, and you look at it. As
the right hand comes to take the coin, you look the spectator in the eyes and
say Are you ready for this? You time it so that the hands meet at about
the moment you say ready, and then they go down to the right hand once
the question is nished. You look briey over at the wand, pick it up, and
then wave it over the right hand, before you show the coin has vanished.
Scenario (C): You show the coin in the left hand, positioning the hand
near the wand. You look at it. You then look at the spectator and say Are
you ready for this?

Your eyes go down to the wand and right when they

meet the wand, the right hand pretends to take the coin, and the left hand
then picks up the wand as the right hand rotates up clockwise.

You then

stare at the right hand, wave the wand over the top of it, and nally show
the coin has vanished.
Scenario (D): You show the coin in the left hand. You look at it. You
then look at the spectator and say Are you ready for this?

Your eyes go

down to the wand, and then you look back at the spectator and say I'm
going to need the wand, with your right hand coming to take the coin at
around the word need. The eyes go to the magic wand, you pick it up, then
your attention goes to the right hand, and you wave the wand over the top,
before showing it's vanished.
Let's compare these four scenarios in terms of the misdirection they employ. Scenario (A) has very little  the only misdirection there happens when
your eyes follow the right hand after it's apparently taken the coin. The benet of this approach is that the audience will feel like their eyes never left the
action. There's one major drawback, though, in that even if your technique
is sublime, they will get a big eyeful of the moment when the coin is taken.
It's suddenly a big event, one they might remember when it comes time to
try to gure out how the coin vanished.
Scenario (B) has some fairly bold misdirection, since you've pulled their
eyes away from the hands right at the moment of the move, and when your
attention goes back to the hands, you're actually going to the right hand,
which isn't where the coin was last seen. You may consider saving this type
of misdirection as a last resort for moves where you don't really have a choice
(some bold card moves later in this book are a decent example of that type
of situation).
Scenario (C) can be very strong for a couple of reasons. First, the magic
wand is kind of important, so it makes sense that your eyes would go to
it. Second, if you follow the directions and have the false transfer happen
near the wand, suddenly you're doing the move in the spectator's frame of
attention, but it's not the focus of their attention. This in frame, but out-of-
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focus approach to misdirection is great because the spectator cannot rightly
say that they were misdirected away from the move, but they'll also not have
actually had their attention on the move when it happened. It falls into the
background.
Scenario (D) has a bit more going on.

Their attention goes from the

coin, to your eyes, to the wand, to your eyes, to the wand again, and then
to the right hand. There is the risk of having their attention jump around
like a pinball, and you'll need to be careful to ensure that they don't feel like
they were misdirected. Ideally, you'll get them into a more passive state of
observing everything in a relaxed manner, and if you can get that, then you
have possibly the safest of the four scenarios described.
Now, when it comes to coin vanishes, depending upon the routine and
the person performing it, there may be many other way to handle them.
For right now, though, let's consider these four.

At this point, which is

the best? It might not be a case of simply choosing which one of the four
you like and then going with it. You might have no choice but to struggle
through (A) because the spectator refuses to look away from your hands.
Even if they aren't burning you, you might have no other possible point of
interest to misdirect them towards, either by circumstance or by design, and
as such maybe you're stuck with (B). Scenario (C) seems like the best one,
but notice that you're bringing their attention towards a magic wand, and
if they're adults who suspect your hands more than the wand, then they
may suspect that this was a manufactured moment to get their eyes o your
hands, in which case your misdirection may have failed. Scenario (D) involves
very active control of their attention, and they might still sense that even if
they're not cheated by your direction to the magic wand, at which point the
disappearance of the coin may feel somewhat dampened amidst all the other
details they were forced to absorb.
It's also worth mentioning that the degree of misdirection you'll need to
use might change from trick to trick. This is especially true of card magic,
where you're going to have some moments involving moves that can survive a
lot of attention, some moments that you want them to kind of forget about,
and some moments that you don't want them to notice at all.

It may be

tempting to think you can plug one of the above four scenarios into every
socket, but again, the art of routine design here is a bit more complicated,
and will involve lots of rening.
Let's take two examples, involving the glide.

First example...

You've

controlled their card second from the bottom, and you ask them to select a
number. You ash the bottom card of the deck towards them, and then ask
them to hold their hand palm-up. You then deal the card from the bottom
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of the deck and put it face down on their hand, and then say Well, we can
do it face up. At that moment, you turn the card over in their hand, and
as their eyes are there, your other hand, the one holding the deck, performs
the action preparing for the glide. You then continue to take cards, putting
them face up on the spectator's hand, counting towards the number they
give you, and when you reach it, you withdraw the card you were controlling
and hold it face down. You ask them what their card was, they say it, and
you show that you've found it.
This situation employs misdirection that's very close to Scenario (C),
and your sneaky action of getting ready for the glide can happen right when
you're turning over that rst card.

It's an obvious point of interest even

though there's no magic wand.
Second example... Ahead of time, you prepare your deck so that you have
two identical Jokers, which you put at the face of the deck. You have a card
selected from the middle and, as you ask them to hold out their hand palm
up, openly place their card at the bottom of the deck. You ash their card
towards them, pointing at it with your free hand, before you steady their
hand as you turn the deck face down, gliding the bottom card over so that
your free hand can come back to take the rst of the two Jokers and place
it on their hand, face down, asking them to cover it with their other hand.
You then look them in the eyes as you also Glide out the second of the two
Jokers, and say This next one will be my card.
you see that it's the Joker.

You turn it face up and

You look worried and remark that maybe the

trick won't go well now, because Jokers are wild. You place that Joker back
on the face (covering their selection), and you ash it towards them saying
What was your card again?

as you point at their hand.

They mention

their card, and right when you're looking them in the eyes, you rotate the
deck downwards and perform the Glide again, removing their selection. At
this point you say, Yeah, but don't forget the Jokers are wild.

and after

waving your card over theirs, you then show them that you now have their
selection, and when they turn over their card, they see they have the Joker.
In this situation you're using misdirection three times, and yet the rst
uses the approach from Scenario (C), while the second and third use the
approach from Scenario (B). In this case, if you execute the move well, the
audience is going to be a lot more attentive of the card they're holding,
rather than the other cards you're pulling out, so they're less likely to worry
about having missed something there. Now, you could repeat the Scenario
(C) approach again twice more, but Scenario (B) is much more brisk, and
this way there's less attention on the deck, which means that they'll be less
likely to pick up tells of your technique than they might if there was more
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focus on your hands.
Now, one thing to add to this is that if you used only the second half of the
trick, that of changing the Joker into their selection, then the heavy misdirection there would be problematic, because the question of where the Joker
had gone would instantly bring attention to the deck, which they weren't
paying attention to at the point of the glide. However, because we're doing
a two-card transposition, they're holding onto a card that they should think
is theirs, so you've now got something to bring attention to other than the
deck. Even though there's still a point of vulnerability (the bottom of the
deck, where the second Joker is) it will gain less interest than what's going
on in their hand, since something magical just happened there.
That's just two examples of misdirection being applied in a trick. They
don't cover all the dierent ways we can manipulate their attention or interest.

What's more, sometimes audience members will surprise you with

what they notice and ignore, where the slightest tremor of a knuckle will get
some of them to lock onto your hands, whereas others will remain happily
oblivious to the most ridiculously sloppy nger-inging you unload on them.
There will be more examples of reliable misdirection later on in this book,
but for right now, just try to keep in mind that misdirection is much more
complex than just pointing and saying Look!, and something that has to
be used carefully, so that it, like your other secrets, never gets discovered.
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Forces

6.1

Introduction

Earlier, with the stacked deck, we learned an enormously powerful principle that allowed us to know which card was selected even if it was a free
choice. While we stand by our praise of that strategy, there are two downfalls
to it. First, you need to have a stacked deck, which means that you can't use
a borrowed deck, or a deck that has been previously shued. Second, while
the nature of the eect one can achieve with that strategy is impressive, the
range of eects available is somewhat less so.
Here, with the force, you're going to be able to expand upon that range
considerably. A spectator can take a card, and you'll know what it is, without any stack.

You can write down a card's name or have it printed in a

newspaper, and the card they select matches it.

The name of a card can

mysteriously appear by sprinkling salt on a piece of paper, or by rubbing ash
on your forearm. You can even have a card appear inside an orange.
If you'd never heard of forcing before, it might surprise you to learn not
only that this technique exists, but that there are dozens of ways to force a
card. Here, we're going to focus only on a few specic situations. Because
(as we talked about in chapter one) it helps to make our deceptive actions
mirror our legitimate actions, we're going to learn how to force from a spread
of cards, just as we might for a trick involving a key card, or a stacked deck.
We'll also learn how to force a card if the spectator is unable to physically
take a card themselves (perhaps because you're on stage and they're not, or
else because their hands are otherwise occupied). We'll learn how to use a
force to conclude an eect, rather than set one up. First, though, we'll learn
a subtle force that happens in the spectator's hands.

6.2

Cross Cut Force

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This method of forcing is bold.
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1. Place the card to be forced at the bottom of the deck, and retain
it there while shuing.
2. Square the pack, place it on the table, and request someone to cut
it, placing the cut to the right.
3. Next invite him to pick up the lower packet and place it at ght
angles upon the cut (Fig. I).
4.

Pause for a moment, conversing or per-

forming any action which is a part of your trick,
then have someone lift the upper crosswise packet
and look at the card at its face, as you say,
Please note and remember the card at which you
cut. This will be the original bottom card. So
few people understand the nature of the cut that

I. Cross Cut Force

your statement will not be questioned.
You should never repeat a force of this type for the same audience.
Knowing what you will do, the spectators will analyse the action and
may fathom the method.

I still remember to my shame the rst time I learned about this after
having been fooled badly by it. I suspect it gets a bad rep as a beginner's
force, but it works, and is especially eective in a scenario where you want the
procedure to feel hands-o (since the magician doesn't really have to touch
anything here) and where there's mystery in other parts of the eect (for
example, if you've got a gimmicked painting where the force card magically
appears). Denitely pay attention to the beginning of step 4, though. The
pause introduces what's now popularly termed as time misdirection, and
it's vital to the success of the technique. Otherwise, it just looks like you're
showing the card that was originally on top or bottom of the deck.

6.3

Rie-Break Force

The Royal Road to Card Magic

One or more cards can be forced by this method. These are at the
top of the pack.
1. Shue the card to be forced to the centre of the deck, and hold
the pack in the left hand, with the thumb along one side, the middle and
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ring ngers at the other, and the little nger holding a break above the
card to be forced. Bend the forenger under the outer end of the pack.
Hold the pack with its outer end sloping downwards, and be careful that
no one on your right can see the little-nger break. To avoid this, turn
the left hand inwards toward the body.
2. Rie the left outer corners downwards with the thumb, explaining that when you repeat the rie you would like someone to call stop
whenever he pleases.
3. Rie downwards again rather slowly, but do not rie below the
break. If the command to stop does not come soon enough, simply begin
the rie again. Try to have the command come when you have ried
to a point just above the break. When it does come, stop the rie at
this point and press down with the thumb tip upon the cards under it,
forming a wide break at this corner.
4. Place the right hand over the pack, with the thumb at the inner
end and the ngers at the outer end, which they cover completely. Grasp
and slide away to the ght all the cards above the little-nger break at the
inner end. Do not lift these cards away; slide them atly. Simultaneously
press down with the left thumb on the corners of the packet remaining
in the left hand, so that its condition appears unchanged.
5. Extend the left hand and have the top card removed, thus forcing
the card.

If you take the break below the force card rather than above, and at step
5 display the bottom card of the top packet, you now have something that
is suitable for stage or even close-up where people aren't able to take a card
themselves (e.g., you're at a party and everybody's holding drinks).

6.4

Hindu Shue Force

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This is a common variation of what's taught in Royal Road. The card
you want to force is at the bottom of the deck.

Begin the Hindu Shue,

pulling blocks from the top into the left hand. Ask the spectator to call stop.
When they do, pause for a moment, and then lift the packet in the right
hand, showing the card at the face.
This is another bold force, but it ies. One common subtlety to sell its
fairness is the following..
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Start with the force card on the bottom of the deck.

With the right

hand, begin a Hindu Shue by pulling a block of cards from the center of
the deck. This is known as a Center Hindu Shue. Just tell me when you
want to stop, you say while pulling cards from the right hand into the left.
When you do, I'll show you the card at that point.

Momentarily lift the

right hand to show the indierent card, then drop that packet on top. Begin
the Hindu Shue again, this time with the block pulled properly from the
bottom. When they call stop, show them the force card.

6.5

The Force That Couldn't Be Done
Clayton Rawson,

Annemann's Full Deck of Impromptu Tricks
Take a face down packet of three
cards with the force card on top.

Re-

verse the packet and place it at the face
of the deck.

A Center Hindu Shue

can be used to maintain your bottom
stock.

The spectator cuts o however

many cards they want.
The magician gestures towards the
cut-o packet, asking if they're OK with
the cut. As attention moves away from
the deck, secretly turn over the cards in
your left hand.

Thumb over the force

card for the spectator to take.
You're left with the deck in an awkward state, so you might want to consider using this force in a trick where
the deck can be put away after the selection.

There are tricks to come that

are appropriate for that scenario.
This was published in 1943.

II.

Inter-

esting to note that over twenty years
The Force That Couldn't Be

Done
several cards.

earlier in Australia, Charles Waller published a version that involved forcing

Just have multiple reversed cards on the bottom, with an

extra couple beneath them, and you're ready to go.
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6.6

The Classic Force

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Forcing a card is the act of making a spectator remove from the pack
a card which you wish him to take, although he believes that he has a
free choice.
Of all the methods evolved for accomplishing this, the classic force
is the oldest and still the best. In this method you spread the deck and
invite someone to draw a card. You place the card you want him to take
under his ngers at the moment they touch the pack. He removes this
card, condent that he has had an uninuenced choice.
The mechanics of this force are as follows:
1. Let us say that you wish to force the ace of hearts, and this is at
the top of the pack. Give the cards an overhand shue, taking the card
to the bottom and back to the top.
2. Next take the force card to the middle of the pack in the following way: Give
the pack another overhand shue by undercutting the lower half, injogging the
rst card, and shuing o. Turn the left
hand so that the pack is horizontal, with
the backs of the cards uppermost. Place
the right hand over the pack, with ngers

III.

The Classic Force

at the outer end and the thumb at the inner end. Place the tip of the
thumb under the inner edge of the injogged card, pressing it upwards
and inwards, so that when it is pushed ush with the pack there will be
a small break under it and above the card to be forced. Hold this break
with the right thumb, then shift the left hand so that it holds the pack,
with the little nger holding the break above the card to be forced.
Unlike the usual method of holding a break, the tip of the left little
nger in this case rests against the face of the card above the break.
3.

Push cards o the top of the pack with the left thumb, taking

them with the right hand, and request someone to take a card. (RobertHoudin, in Secrets of Conjuring and Magic , has this to say: It is well to
say take, and not choose, though the latter word is frequently used. The
word choose implies a liberty of action which it is better not to suggest
too strongly.)
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Press the left little nger rmly against the side of the lower packet,
preventing these cards from spreading to the right.
4. Time the spreading of the cards so that, at the moment the spectator's hand reaches the pack, all the cards above the break have been
pushed into the right hand and you are beginning to push the cards under
it; the rst of these cards, you will remember, is the card to be forced.
At the very moment that you begin to push o this lower portion,
the spectator's hand arrives at the deck to make a choice. Advance both
hands two or three inches toward his hand and literally place the force
card under his ngers. That must be done with nesse, and this is where
experience enters into the picture. After you have done a good deal of
forcing, you will nd that there is a knack in spreading the cards so
that the force card is under the spectator's ngers at precisely the right
moment.
If, when you rst begin to force cards, you nd that you have exposed
the force card too soon, here is what you do: Spread a few more cards
with the left thumb and stop. Hold the pack as in Fig. III. A little more
of the force is exposed than of any other card. Now, as the spectator's
hand approaches, turn both hands and the cards a little to the right
or left a matter of less than an inch, to make the force card the most
convenient to his hand.

In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred he will

take the card.
We have mentioned that the tip of the left little nger presses up into
the break against the face of the lowermost card of the upper packet.
This is a great help in forcing, for when the left thumb pushes this card
to the right you can feel it glide over the ngertip and thus you know
that the next card is the force card.

With experience you can force a

card without looking at the pack, relying solely on your left little nger's
sense of touch to tell you when you have come to the force card.
The force is certainly simple, but to do it with dead certainty calls for
experience and for the timing which comes only with experience. There
are also psychological factors which must be kept in mind.
(a) You should shue the cards before the force so that you cannot
seem to know the position of any card. If the spectator believes this to
be the ease, he will remove any card without suspicion, since it does not
seem to matter which card he takes.
(b) You must not, by your manner or by anything you say, lead anyone
to believe that you have a reason for forcing a card. Your manner must
be easy and relaxed. If you are tense, this will be noticed, and although
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the spectator may not know what you have in mind he will be dicult
to control.
You may think: Very well. But, while I am gaining experience, what
shall I do if the force fails?
Let us say that the force has failed and that a card has been drawn two
or three beyond the force card. Have the card returned at the place from
which it was taken and count the number of cards intervening between
it and the force card. The force card, the name of which you know, thus
becomes a key card, and to locate the chosen card you need only count
the number of cards above or below it that you noted previously.
If the card has been removed from a point too far distant from the
force card to enable you to count the intervening cards, you do this:
Have the card withdrawn from the pack and, as its name is being
noted, remove all the cards to the right of the force card with the right
hand. This is easy, because the tip of the left little nger still presses up
against the face of the card just above it. Hold these a few inches away
from those spread in the left hand and have the selected card replaced
on the left-hand portion. Dropping the cards held by the right hand on
top of all completes the action. To nd the chosen card, look for the card
just above your force card, which acts as a key card.
You may still think: But what if the force fails and I cannot use the
force card as a key card? In such a predicament, you then do another
trick which does not require that a card be forced. You have not stated
what you would do with the drawn card, and no one will know that
you have changed your plans. This is very important for you, because
the knowledge that failure is not going to prove a disaster will prevent
tenseness, which spoils more forces than any other single factor.
A nal word on the matter of experience. To get experience, make it
a practice to attempt to force a card in every trick you perform, whether
it calls for a force or notif, of course, the nature of the trick permits
this. In that way you will get invaluable experience and learn the timing
of the force, and if you fail in the rst few attempts it is a matter of no
consequence. You should never, however, force the same card repeatedly
simply to show how clever you are, for this is tantamount to revealing a
method which you should keep secret.

I somewhat dislike the last line of this description, since (a) multiple
forces of that sort play great and can still retain a lot of their mystery, and
(b) presumably the magician has something even more impressive planned
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for later in his set.
Otherwise, this description is just as good as most others from an introductory standpoint. There's been a lot written up on the classic force over
the years, but even if you were to read all the good stu, this is just one
of those techniques that you've got to get a ton of experience with, while
constantly evaluating and rening your technique so that you're making the
forcing action as smooth and subtle as possible.
Personally, I never classic force. I've done a fair amount of card magic
over the years, but whenever a force is involved, it's usually for a routine
where a 100% hit is necessary. If your aim is to primarily perform in a casual
environment, then you might want to consider classic forcing all the time, as

Royal Road suggests, even for routines that don't require a forced card at
all. If the eect is something like A Pocket Discovery or Pinkie Does It
where you're going to control the selected card anyway, or The Circus Card
Trick or Gray's Spelling Trick where you can reposition the force card to
be a key card (or even just get sight of a new key card), then there's nothing
lost by missing the force.
If, however, you come across a trick where it's an absolute must that the
card is taken from the spread, and you want a 100% hit rate, there are some
options.

First, you could purchase a forcing deck where all cards are the

same. Take half that deck and put it on top of another half-deck where the
force card is missing. False shue to keep everything in order. Spread the
cards face up (stopping before the half-way point) to show they're dierent
or to remove the joker or whatever, and then spread them face down (again,
stopping before the half-way point) and have them touch a card, and you've
got a great force. Or, you could do the following...

6.7

The Sliding-Key Force

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This very deceptive and easy method of forcing a card makes use of
the sleight described as the sliding-key card.
1.

Have the card to be forced on the bottom of the pack; shue

overhand, keeping it in that position.
2. Spread the cards between your hands, at the same time sliding the
force card underneath to the centre, and invite a spectator to touch the
back of any card he pleases.
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3. Place the tip of your left thumb upon the card to the left of the
one touched by the spectator and draw away to the right, with your
right hand, the card touched by the spectator and all the cards above it,
together with the force card, which automatically becomes the bottom
card of the right-hand packet.
4. Square the cards in your right hand by tapping their sides against
the cards in the left hand.
5. Turn your head and lift the right-hand packet to a vertical position,
asking the spectator to note and remember the card he has chosen freely.
At this point it is not advisable at once to hand the deck to the
spectator to be shued.

It is better to square the pack and execute

a short overhand shue yourself, and then hand the cards out to be
shued.

This is excellent. Similar to the Sliding-Key Card talked about earlier,
this is a very deceptive way of accomplishing the task at hand.

It should

be noted that both the Sliding-Key Card and the Sliding-Key Force are in
the same ballpark as the Hofzinser Cull, which also allows for card controls.
We'll be looking at a rudimentary description of that sleight later.

6.8

Some Revelations of a Forced Card

6.8.1

Thoughts Ablaze
Charles Roe,

The Jinx

To perform this, get some dish soap, a small paintbrush, a piece of paper,
a lighter, and an ash tray. Shortly before your performance, dip the brush
into a small bit of dish soap and, on your forearm, lightly paint the name
of the card you want to force. (Not the full name, something like 4© will
suce.)
When it's time to do the trick, force the card that matches what you
painted. Ask them to remember it, then set the cards aside. Give them the
piece of paper and let them examine it. Light the paper on re and put it
in the ashtray. When it's burnt out, roll up your sleeve, pick up some ash
and rub it on the message on your forearm. The card's name will appear.
A common approach for this is to have the spectator write the name of the
card on the piece of paper before it is burnt.
I used to close kid's shows with this eect, back when the rules were a
bit looser about re in the room.

This plays great.
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A word of warning 

you'll really want to be careful about light hitting your forearm before the
trick starts. They should get a glimpse of bare skin, but you don't want light
catching the writing and giving away the fact that something's already there.

6.8.2

Before Your Eyes
Norman Ashworth,

The Jinx

The magician picks up a portable whiteboard and writes a message on
it: THE NAME OF THE CARD IS...

The board is set aside. A card is

selected, noted and returned to the deck, which can be shued. The magician
says that a ghost will appear and nish the message on the whiteboard. After
a moment, the whiteboard is turned around. The message remains the same.
The performer looks concerned, sets it down and
waits some more. When he picks it up, the message
remains the same.
The performer apologizes and grabs an eraser to
wipe o the board to do another trick.

Strangely

enough, some of the letters remain, spelling out the
selected card.
You need a permanent marker and a whiteboard
marker that match in color.

Prepare by writing

"Ten of Hearts" with the permanent marker, as seen

IV. Both Messages

below. With the whiteboard marker, ll in the rest
of the letters to get THE NAME OF THE CARD

IS... Set that aside, back towards the audience. When it's time to perform,
force the appropriate card and nish.
If, for whatever reason, you need to clean o the whiteboard after the
show, write over the permanent message with the eraseable marker.

The

lines should erase more easily.
The original method called for a special chalkboard and white paint.
These days, only hardcore mentalists seem to use chalkboards (or, as they
used to be called, slates). If you're interested in the original method, see the
Appendix to learn more about reading The Jinx online.

6.8.3

Psychic Writing

Annemann's Bargain Mental Eects

To prepare, get two cards that are blank on both sides (unruled index
cards work well). With a pencil, write a 1 in the middle of one of the cards,
and on the rest of the card, write out some sort of message, perhaps in a
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creepy style using a red marker. Place this card writing-side-up, then place
the other card on top. You're ready to perform.
Pull out the two cards. Turn over the packet and count the cards individually to the table (bringing the prepared card to the bottom).
Write a 1 in the middle of the top card. Raise the left hand and show the
number. Come back down to a `dealing' position and, with the right ngers,
drag that card to the right, turn it face down, and place it under the other
card.
On the next card, write a large 2. Lift the left hand to show the number.
Come back down and ip this card under the other, just like before. Make
sure to tilt your hand slightly toward you so you don't ash the prepared
side.
On the next surface, write a large 3. Lift the left hand to show it. Come
back down and ip over the card, this time leaving it on top.

Keep your

hand tilted toward you so the spectator can't see the 1 that's already there.
With your pencil, turn the 1 into a 4 by adding the necessary lines. Rotate
and lift the left hand to show it. Set the cards aside. You've apparently shown
and numbered all four surfaces. The principle of Uniformity of Action should
be adhered to in order to make sure that the steps in the numbering of the
cards all look the same.
Making this relevant to the card forces section, I should note that you
can write a playing card as your message. Number and set aside the blank
cards, then force your playing card. Ask the spirits to tell you what the card
is. Open the blank cards bookwise to reveal the name of their card in red,
creepy writing.

6.8.4

Salty Surprise

Conjuring With Christopher

To prepare, get a business card or some other form of thick, white paper.
Wet the end of a stick and write the name of a card on it. You're ready to
perform.
Briey show the business card and table it, writing-side-up. Take a pinch
of salt or pepper and sprinkle it across the surface of the card.

Force the

playing card that matches your prediction. Make a magical gesture above the
pile of salt, then shake it o the business card. The name of their selection
will be left behind.
As with Thoughts Ablaze, you'll need to take care that the light doesn't
catch the message, revealing the secret prematurely.
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6.9

The Pulse Trick

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The spectator picks a card, looks at it, and sets it o to the side. The
magician takes the spectator by the wrist and names the four suits.

The

magician claims to sense a change in the spectator's pulse when the selection's
suit is called. Next, the magician names each value, from ace to king. Once
again, the magician announces a change in their pulse when the value comes
up. In both instances, the magician is correct.
To show how this works, the magician switches roles with the spectator.
The magician chooses a card. The spectator takes them by the wrist. To the
audience's surprise, with no apparent signal from the magician, the spectator
is correctly able to determine the card's suit and value.
The rst phase is straightforward  force the card and pretend that you're
getting the information from their pulse. It's being able to invert the process
that gives this trick its real value. Extend your arm and make a st. With
the other hand, locate the spot on your wrist that will pulse if you press your
middle and ring ngers into the base of your palm. That's the exact spot
where you'll need your spectator to place their ngers.

Simply ex when

they say the card's suit, and again when they say the value.
Two things to be wary of. First, it's possible to tip to the audience the
fact that you're doing something with your st when you ex, so seat your
spectator, arrange your blocking, and determine the precise `pulse-checking'
grip to cover it. Second, once you've done that, make sure that you're using
the exact same grip on their hand in the rst part, to motivate its use in the
second.

6.10

Card In The Orange

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

A card is selected and noted by the spectator. The magician says that
they will show a miracle, where a torn-up card is restored in the most amazing
fashion. He tears up the card, and hands one of the pieces to the spectator,
saying that once complete, he will be left with a one-of-a-kind item.
The card is placed into a small envelope, which is sealed and given to the
spectator. The magician waves his hands over the envelope and triumphantly
claims that the impossible has happened. The envelope is opened and out
falls a couple of orange seeds.
Confused, the magician says, Those are orange seeds.
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That's already

kind of weird, but not the weirdest part. I have an orange in that bag over
there. Could you grab it?

The orange is retrieved. The magician cuts it

open with a knife and nds a rolled-up playing card inside.
There is a corner missing.

It's unrolled.

Miraculously, the spectator's corner piece ts

perfectly.
You'll need an orange, a knife, strong glue, a few orange seeds, and a
duplicate of your force card. You'll also need a way to vanish the torn-up
card. You could use the vanish you learned in Hijacked Mid Flight, or the
one taught here. It uses a small envelope and a thumbtip (a versatile device
you can nd at any magic retailer). Into the envelope put a few orange seeds
and the thumbtip, open-side up.

Place the envelope in your pocket, also

open-side up.
Tear o an index corner of the duplicate force card.

With your knife,

slice o the orange's pip (the small stem in the rind). Cut a bit deeper to
create a small hole. Roll up your duplicate and push it into the orange (you
may need to poke a pen or similar object in there to create a better channel).
Glue the pip back on.
You will need to choose a force that will allow you to keep the index
corner concealed in your hand. For this description, we'll use the cross cut
force. Place your force card on top of the deck, and put the deck in the card
box.
Begin with the corner in your left hand, facing your palm. The card box
is in your left hand, concealing the corner. Remove the cards from the case
and table them, but keep hold of the box.

Ask the spectator to cut the

cards and place the bottom half over the top, crosswise. Ask the spectator
if he wants to see an amazing card trick. Spend a moment talking up the
trick you're about to perform, generating the time misdirection needed for
the force. Take the top card of the lower packet and show it. Drop the card
box to the table and immediately transfer the card to your left hand, taking
care to not ash the palmed corner.
Tear the card into pieces small enough to t in the thumbtip. Let them
settle onto the previously concealed corner in your left hand. Freely display
the pieces in a loose stack on your palm. With your right hand, remove the
corner and drop it to the table.
Transfer the pieces to your right hand.

With your left hand, retrieve

the envelope from your pocket. The right hand inserts the pieces into the
envelope and directly into the thumbtip. Jam the thumbtip onto your thumb
and remove your hand. You can, if you'd like, casually wave your hand at the
audience (pointing your thumb at them, not up into the air) before taking the
envelope with the right hand and sealing the ap shut. Hand the envelope
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to the spectator.
You can relax your right hand at your side and, so long as the palm is
towards your body and your thumb is touching your middle nger, you're
well covered.

If you must gesture with that hand, make sure your thumb

never sticks out perpendicularly from the hand.
The envelope is opened and the seeds spill out. Remove the knife from
your pocket, leaving the thumbtip behind. You're clean and ready to nish
the eect as desired.
For reasons I'll never understand, bills end up in lemons and cards end
up in oranges.

Regardless, objects to impossible locations are very strong

eects when done well.
Now, the card can't be signed, and that seems to be what's currently
en vogue amongst magicians.

That said, it's hard to see how this doesn't

play. It's got closer written all over it. Darwin Ortiz in Designing Miracles
talks about how it should be possible to gain conviction in an object-toimpossible-location eect without having the object signed.

If you've got

some performance experience under your belt, and you're at the point where
you're trying to perfect your magic, then Designing Miracles is a great read.

6.11

The Backslip & Backslip Force

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The Backslip
The backslip is an easy and useful sleight in which the pack is cut,
and in the action the top card is slipped secretly to the top of the lower
portion.
1.

Hold the pack face downwards juin the left hand, the thumb

extending along one side, the index nger at the outer end, the other
ngers at the other side.
2. Grasp the upper half of the pack at the ends with the right ngers
and thumb (Fig. V), and open it in book fashion.
3. Press against the top card with the tips of the left middle, ring,
and little ngers.
4. Lift upwards all the cards held by the right hand except the top
card. Fold this card down on the top of the lower portion with the left
ngers.
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Smoothly
the

slipping

performed,
of

the

card

cannot be seen, but care
must be taken to make the
fall of the card noiseless.
This
sleight.

V. Backslip Force

the

late

is

the

Nate
great

basic
Leipzig,

American

card conjurer, devised the

following procedure to hide the transfer of the card:

In making the

action in step No. 4, turn both hands at the same time so that the cards
they hold are face upwards.
Point to the face card of the packet in the right hand with your
extended left index nger and make some appropriate remark about this
card (Fig. V).

Backslip Force
Let us say that you have a card at the top of the pack which you
wish to force. Rie downwards with the thumb at the left side of the
pack and ask someone to stop you whenever he likes. Stop the rie at
this point and remove the cards above the thumb with the right hand,
backslipping the top card on to the lower portion. Extend the left hand
and have this card removed.
This is an easy and deceptive force used by many performers.

Royal Road is correct that this move is used a lot (it still is), and they're
correct that it's easy, and they're mostly correct that it's deceptive, as it
does y. The problem is that it's not really all that natural.
Here's the theory. When you're having a card selected by an audience
member, there are three major scenarios. First, the audience is close by and
can take the card. Second, the audience is far away and can't touch the card.
Third, the audience is holding the cards themselves.
For the backslip force to work, the spectator needs to be nearby to take
the card. Conceivably, you could raise the deck and push the card over with
the thumb, but they'd have to be so close to see the index that you might as
well just have them take the card. But, if you're going to have the spectator
that close, why not just have the card taken from a spread? Or have them
take the deck and choose a card themselves?
What's more, Leipzig's covering action allows everybody to see the adja-
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cent card, including the magician. Usually, magicians will make it a point to
see no cards during a selection procedure, to the point that some performers
will deliberately look away as the card is shown to the audience, just to explicitly sell the image of the magician not being able to see anything about
the card.

Yet, with this approach, the magician gets to see the selection

that's right next to the card, which is a bit anomalous.
Now, usually the application involves some sort of eect that can't be explained by a simple glimpse of the adjacent card, but why introduce potential
problems when you can just do a more natural force?
That said, the overall technique is still deceptive, so can it still be used
as a force? I'd argue yes, but I'd oer the suggestion that it be used as a
revelation instead of a selection. Meaning, you have a card selected and it's
returned to the deck. You rie down the edge and ask them to stick their
nger into the cards wherever they want.

They do.

You open it up and

show the face of the indierent card at that point. You say Well, it's either
above- (point above to the face as per the Leipzig subtlety) -or below where
you touched. Take the card below? They do, and it's their card. This rarely
fails to get a strong reaction for me, and in my multiple selection routine it's
a reliable high point early on in the revelations. You could even do this as
a single card routine with a card stabbing presentation, with a butter knife
instead of the spectator's nger.

6.12

R.W. Hull's Force

202 Methods of Forcing

The force card is at the top of the deck.
random number.

You ask the spectator for a

They tell you, and that number of cards is dealt o the

top of the deck. You point out that if they had said a higher number, they'd
have had one of the next cards, and ip over a couple of the cards at the top
of the deck. Spreading the cards you've dealt o, you point to the cards just
above the force card and say that if they had said a lower number, they'd
have had one of these cards, ipping them over the show the cards. Isolate
the force card and push it towards them, saying that this was the card at
the number they said.
Hull's original force is more direct than this  the magician conrms the
number of cards they wanted, ips over the tabled packet and says, Well,
there's your card.

The whole process is a bit convoluted for a pick-a-card

situation, but it can be an eective reveal.
Wilson have interesting work on this.
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Andrew Gerard and R. Paul

General Thoughts
One of the really great features of a card force is that it allows for a
spectator to shue the deck after choosing a card. In fact, you can leverage
this scenario into allowing you to secretly prearrange a deck, right in front
of your audience. I'll describe this ruse in the context of bringing the aces
to the top of the deck, but the idea is exible and can apply to numerous
prearrangements.
Force a card. Take it back and return it to the deck in a slightly suspicious
manner. Oer to mix the deck, but instead of shuing, simply give it a cut.
Your actions have likely left the spectator less than convinced of the card
having been lost. Noticing their suspicion, hand them the deck and oer to
let them mix the cards themselves. Turn to the side to deliver some ohand
remark before noticing that your spectator is really shuing the deck. Act
surprised and dismayed, asking them why they didn't mix the cards the way
you had.
Claim that you'll now have to resort to using your psychic powers to
end the trick. Put a hand to their head and ask them to think of their card.
Pick up the deck and spread it faces toward yourself. In the act of apparently
narrowing down your options, upjog the four aces along with your force card.
Strip out the ve cards (making sure to not ash their faces) and set the deck
to the side. Spread the packet toward yourself like a poker hand. Look at
the spectator, then back to the cards. Pluck the force card out of the packet
and drop the four aces on top of the deck.
At this point, milk the rest of the force card's reveal as much as possible.
When you're done, wait to see if they want to see something else. If they do,
you're in position for a ashy four-ace reveal before moving into whatever
routine you've got planned.
There are many more ways to force a card, but the techniques in this
chapter should cover the vast majority of scenarios you'll nd yourself in.
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Interlude 6:
The Critical Interval
Darwin Ortiz is one of the all-time great theorists in magic, and if you've
enjoyed these theory sections at all, then his books on magic theory, Design-

ing Miracles and Strong Magic, are required reading. In this section we'll
examine an important concept from Designing Miracles called the Critical
Interval.
Most magic tricks can be divided into three parts: the initial state, the
magic moment, and the nal state. Ortiz's denition of the Critical Interval
is the period between when the audience perceives the initial state and when
they perceive the nal state. Why is this important? Because this is the moment that the audience is going to be at their most attentive, trying to soak
in details about the trick. Because of that, you need to be extremely careful about what you try to accomplish during that period, methodologically
speaking.
For our purposes, we'll broaden the denition: the Critical Interval is
the period between when the audience believes the trick started and when
they believe it has ended. This is a slightly more nuanced version of Ortiz's
denition, but I think it has merit.
Here's an example from my own performing repertoire.

I used to do

a version of Daryl's Card In The Hat in the middle of a three-selection
routine. After revealing the rst selection in an impressive manner (usually
a colour change), I'd perform a magic gesture and remove my cap  revealing
a card inside. I would then pull out the card and reveal it to be the second
selection.
Briey, the method involved having an indierent card secured to the
inside of the hat.

While getting ready to perform the magic gesture, I'd

shue the card into position and palm it o into the left hand. I'd take o
my hat, show the indierent card inside, and pretend to remove it as I turned
the hat toward myself  in reality removing the palmed selection. I've left
out important details, so if you're interested in doing the routine, pick up
Daryl's DVD, (Card Revelations #3 ).
The routine's construction was tremendously reliable.

Why?

Because

the moment they see the card in the hat, their impression is that whatever
method I was going to use to get their selection in there has already been
employed. In other words, the trick, as they see it, is essentially over. Yeah,
they'll need conrmation of the card itself, but there is so little heat at that
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moment that producing the palmed card from inside is as easy as one could
hope for.
What does that have to do with card forcing? Well, if you think about
it, most pick-a-card tricks involve someone choosing a card, the card being
shued into the deck, and then the magician producing that card.

The

Critical Interval is usually the period between when the card is returned
and the moment of its revelation.

In something like A Tipsy Trick, the

magician is required to do some sneaky stu right when the spectators are
on high alert. Contrast that with a trick like Thoughts Ablaze, in which
there's absolutely nothing for the audience to see during the Critical Interval.
Thoughts Ablaze also holds up to what magic theorist Al Schneider
calls Rewind Theory. If the audience knows ahead of time what's going to
happen in the trick, they'll be looking for two things: how the magician could
learn the identity of their card, and how the magician's arm could produce
the message. But because the card is forced, and the arm prepared before
the trick, all the dirty work takes place outside of the Critical Interval. If the
audience "rewinds" back to the card selection itself, they'd swear they had
a free choice (assuming you sold the force well enough).
This is also one of the reasons why much of the material in chapter 4 is
so potent.

When allowing for a free selection, a full-deck false shue and

a stacked deck can be a powerful combination. The only sneaky thing the
magician has to do to know the spectator's card is glimpse the next one in
the stack, right when all interest will be on the selection. By the time the
card is returned, the dirty work is done. The magician has managed to avoid
sleight of hand during the Critical Interval.
This isn't applicable to every trick. If a card is signed and you want it
to end up in your wallet, at some point you'll have to actually get it into the
wallet. There are many techniques that can be used to accomplish this, but
it would be dicult to avoid using them at a critical moment.
Context also matters when considering the Critical Interval. The Card
in the Hat, for example, might have been perceived dierently depending on
when I used it in the show. I wouldn't have felt as comfortable using it as
an opener, because without the context of good magic before it, audiences
might have lacked the faith needed to believe that I could so eortlessly get
the card into my hat.

I felt much more comfortable positioning the trick

later in a set, after they'd already seen a bunch of surprising magic involving
unexpected vanishes and appearances.
What's more, in this or any other trick, the audience might go on guard
earlier if you were to tell them the specic eect ahead of time. For a trick like
Thoughts Ablaze, they may pay more attention to the selection procedure
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if they already knew that you were going to make their card's identity appear
on your arm. This is why aspiring magicians are frequently told not to tell
audiences what they're going to do before they've started, and to not repeat
a trick for the same audience using the same method. The more they know
ahead of time, the longer the Critical Interval.
There's a strong argument to be made that sleight of hand should appear
moveless. A good force can get you so far ahead that your sleight of hand
ies not just because of how you do it, but when.
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The Double Lift
7.1

Introduction

Earlier we looked at the Glide, which is a method to switch one card for
another at the bottom of the deck. Here, we will look at the Double Lift 
a move that many consider to be the most powerful move in card magic. It
accomplishes the same thing as the Glide, but at the top of the deck  cleanly,
openly, and without any apparent subterfuge. The ability to imperceptibly
switch cards in this manner can set us up for some pretty incredible magic.
We each get a card, and after a magical gesture, the two cards change places.
We each get two cards, and after a magical gesture, both sets of cards change
places. In an eort to cut to four kings, I cut to three Kings, but then get
an Ace, so after a magical gesture, the three Kings are changed into three
Aces. A card that is buried in the center of the deck keeps jumping to the
top. A trick involving red cards keeps fouling up because the red cards keep
turning into Jokers. We're talking about some very commercial magic here.
There are two potential problems with the double lift. First, its powerful
nature means that magicians are often tempted to overuse it.

No matter

how cool a move may seem, it's useless if the audience gets wise. Second, we
have a similar situation to the Glide, where the method commonly taught to
beginners isn't the best. As before, you'll have the easy approach explained
to you. We'll learn that rst, so you can see it straight away before (hopefully)
banishing it from your thoughts in favor of the better approaches that follow.

7.2

The Double Lift Technique

The Royal Road to Card Magic

As the name implies, the sleight consists of lifting two cards as one,
turning them over on the deck, and then turning them face downwards
again. The moves are as follows:
1. Hold the deck face downwards in the left hand, practically in the
position for dealing but with the left thumb extended against the left
side.
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With the right hand square the ends, and at
the same time wedge the pack slightly by pressing
back with the tips of the last three ngers on the
outer edge, the tip of the index nger resting on
the back near the outer end.
2.

With the tip of the right thumb lift the

inner end of the top card and then the inner end
of the second card about a quarter of an inch
(Fig. I). The wedging of the pack enables you to
do this with ease and certainty. Press the tip of
the left little nger against the side of the second
card to hold the break thus made. Do not insert
the tip of the nger into the break.
3.

I.

The Double-Lift

Get-Ready

Make another squaring motion with the right hand, and then

remove it to make some gesture appropriate to your patter.
4. To lift the two cards as one, turn your right hand palm upwards
and seize the inner ght corners between the tips of the thumb above
and the index and middle ngers below.
Turn the hand over to the left and lay the two cards face upwards
on the deck so that the lower ends protrude inwards about half an inch
(Fig. II). Move the right hand away toward the right, running the tip of
the thumb along the ends of the two cards. This is done to make certain
that the ends of the two cards will be perfectly aligned. The pressure of
the left ngers on the cards, forcing them against the ball of the thumb,
will ensure the sides being ush.
5. The second card having thus been shown,
turn the two cards face downwards again as follows: With the ght hand palm upwards, seize
the index corner, turn the two cards face down,
and lay them ush on the pack.
Done properly, the sleight is a very easy one.
The two cards must be made ready and the hands
separated before the lift and turnover is made.
Too often the move is made immediately after
fumbling in getting the two cards separated at

II.

The Double-Lift

Turnover

the inner ends. To attain an easy and natural action in performing the
sleight, rst turn a single card in the manner described, and then turn
two cards as one, copying the action closely.
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The turnover action here is ne, if a bit aected.

However, the initial

preparation of the double, using the thumb at the rear of the deck, is now
considered archaic. Let's look at some better options.

7.3

The Robert-Houdin Get-Ready

The following get-ready for the double lift, credited to Jean-EugÃ¨ne
Robert-Houdin, was apparently highly regarded by Dai Vernon. It's a natural
and easy way to secure a break under two cards.
With your right hand, take the top card of the deck and gesture with
it. While you do this, the left hand relaxes a bit and turns slightly inward.
Your thumb pushes the top card over to the right, then pulls it back ush,
sneaking the pinkie underneath to get a break. The card in the right hand
is brought back to the deck and placed squarely on top, giving you a break
below two cards. You can now perform a double lift or turnover.
You'll want to motivate the right hand's gesture somehow.
possible script.

I'm going to ask you to hold this card...

Here's one

Gesture with

the card and get the break. But before I do, can you hold your hand out?
Actually, just a little bit higher. The card is returned to the deck as your
right hand adjusts theirs to the desired spot. Alright, so I need you to hold
this card. Execute the double lift and proceed.
Alternatively, Now, I'd like to try something with you, if you don't mind.
Wait, before I do, have you ever heard the phrase, `The hand is quicker than
the eye' ? Oh good! You've been around the block, I see. Alright, let's do
this. I have here a random card...
If your trick only calls for one double lift, this approach to getting your
break is eective. It will quickly become tedious if you have to use it more
than once, though.

7.4

The Push-O

Expert Card Technique

In this method the rst and second cards are pushed o the deck as
one card by the left thumb. The right hand draws o the second card as
the left thumb draws back the rst card onto the deck.
This method has the great virtue of providing a deal in which the
cards are dealt in a manner approximating the standard deal used by
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most card players.

The demands for perfect timing are less exacting

than in the strike method but, as in that method, the grip of the left
hand must be absolutely correct.
The procedure to be described here for the
rst time is a further improvement over other
similar deals in that the grip has been simplied, the four right ngers being at the side of
the pack as in a regular deal with the top card
always under absolute control.

III.

a. The Left Hand Grip

The Push-O

First of all, hold your left hand out at before you with the ngers
pressed tightly one against the other.
Bend the four ngers, as a unit, at the innermost joints, placing
them at right angles to the palm of The hand. Note that the point of
the right angle thus formed is marked by the crease from which both the
so-called life line and head line stem. When a reference to the palm is
made hereafter it will signify that portion of the palm above the head
line creasethat portion of the palm which forms the upright arc of the
right angle. To secure the correct grip of the pack, proceed as follows:
1. With the left hand held in the above position, place the deck in it, its left side pressing at
against the palm of the hand above the head line
crease. The top of the pack thus falls just below
the base of the thumb; the inner left corner is
pressed into the palm an inch from its inner side,
and the outer end extends half an inch beyond
the side of the rst nger, the end of the pack
and the length of the palm being parallel. The
left ngers, pressed closely together, are grouped
at the right side of the pack, their tips ush with

IV. The Bevelling of
the Deck

the top, the little nger being at the inner right corner.
2. Grip the pack by an inward pressure of the joints of the left third
and fourth ngers.

If the position is properly taken, the left rst and

second ngers can be removed completely and the pack will still be held
rmly by the third and fourth ngers pressing its left side at against
the palm of the hand. The ngers now arc slightly under the top of the
pack, Fig. III.
3. Place the right thumb and second nger at the right ends of the
cards and bevel them approximately a quarter of an inch inwards, Fig.
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IV. This action is of great importance since it materially aids in the
action of pushing o two cards as one.
4.

Place the left thumb tip upon the edge of the top card at the

middle of the end. To do this it will be necessary to bend the top joint
so that the point of contact with the card is the side of the thumb tip,
as marked A in Fig. V.
5. Move the left thumb three-quarters of an
inch to the right in an arc which is a segment
of an imaginary circle, the center of which would
be a point midway between the tip of the thumb
and the inner left corner of the top card, which
is pressed into the esh of the palm, Fig.

1.

Again, it is important that the left thumb should
not push the card straight o the pack to the
right but should describe the small inward arc

V. The Push-O

as stated; the nature of this action will be more

fully explained in item 2 of the actual deal. The reason for this arcing
push-o is that the card pivots at its inner left corner against the esh of
the palm and is at all times under the control of the left thumb, whether
it is being pushed o the pack or drawn back onto it.

Now, as you can see in the second paragraph, this is actually a seconddealing technique, which helps the dealer cheat by keeping the top card for
themselves. Why learn it here? Well, if you give a deck to a regular person
and ask them to show you the top card, they're going to do one of three
things: drag the card back with their right ngers and grab it underneath
with the right thumb, before lifting to show it; drag the card over to the
right with the right thumb, grab it underneath with the right ngers, and
lift to show it; or push the card over to the right with the left thumb, before
grabbing it with the right hand to lift and show it. The push-o deal most
closely mirrors the latter.
This raises the issue of what you should do once you're at the point where
the left thumb has successfully pushed over the top two cards at perfect or
near-perfect alignment.

You've got some options.

First, you can take the

double at the right side with the right ngers (using that moment of contact
to align the cards, if necessary) and lift or turn it over. Alternately, you could
bring the double back square and sneak your left pinkie nger underneath,
maintaining a break and ready to do any number of lifting actions.
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7.5

Thumb Count & Transfer

Expert Card Technique

The Top Thumb Count
This familiar sleight has been inaccurately
described in most cases; the correct method is
as follows:
1. Hold the pack face downwards in the left
hand between the thumb, held rigidly straight
against the left side, and the second, third and
fourth ngers at the right side, the rst nger
being doubled under the deck, which should be
beveled to the right at the upper right corner and
the left inner corner pressed rmly into the esh
at the base of the thumb, Fig. VI.
2.

Press the outer left corners of the cards

VI.

The

Thumb

Count

downwards with the thumb against the left forenger and let the cards
spring o the esh of the ball of the thumb. The slight beveling of the
cards provides for an accurate count being made.
3. By turning the hand, bringing the back of the hand towards the
body, the sleight is completely covered.
Again, it can be made under cover of the right hand which is brought
over the pack, the ngers being held close together at the outer end.
The transfer to the little nger of the break
between the counted cards and the remainder of
the pack is described next.

Transfer of Thumb-Count Break to the
Little Finger
This move is a very valuable one, being especially useful when working at a table. Its purpose
is, after the thumb has counted o a number of

VII. The Transfer to
Base of Thumb

cards, to enable the left little nger to secure a
break under these cards without using the right hand.
1. Hold the pack in the left hand in position for the thumb count, face
outwards and vertically, the left forearm resting on the table, the inner
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left corner of the pack being pressed rmly against the eshy mound at
the base of the thumb.
2. Thumb count the desired number of cards and press the ball of
the thumb against the side of the outer left corner of the lower packet,
buckling the cards and forcing the inner left corner to slip free from the
rest of the cards. Squeeze the inner end of the pack rmly so that a tiny
pan of the esh at the base of the thumb is forced into the break, thus
retaining it, Fig. VII.
3.

Place the ball of the thumb on the back

of the pack at the outer left corner and press
downwards.
This

action

causes

the

counted

cards

to

buckle, the heel of the thumb acting as a fulcrum, the lower right corner of the packet moves
upwards and the insertion of the left little nger

VIII.

becomes an easy matter, Fig. VIII.
The Transfer

to Pinkie Break

The sleight can also be useful as a get-set for
double, triple and quadruple lifts. It can be made
in seconds and is absolutely imperceptible, being

covered by the position of the hand.

Needless to say you do not even

glance at the pack while making the move.

This way of getting a break under a double might be easier in the shortterm (and useful with plastic cards or a deck in poor condition). In the long
run, however, I recommended you gain aptitude with a more subtle technique
like the push-o.

7.6
7.6.1

Transpositions
Rapid Transit

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The magician shows a card (e.g., the Four of Spades) and sets it o to
the side. The magician shows a second card (e.g., the Jack of Hearts) and
gives it to the spectator to hold. The Four of Spades is picked up and placed
on the deck. After a magic gesture, it changes into the Jack of Hearts. The
spectator's card is turned over and it's now the Four of Spades.
The trick calls for three double lifts. It helps to look through the deck
beforehand to nd two cards that highly contrast each other.
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Make sure

there's an extra card behind them, and cut that group of three to the top.
Let's say we've got the Joker on top, followed by the Four of Spades and the
Jack of Hearts.
Double lift to show the Four of Spades, turn it face down, and set the
top card (the Joker) to the side. Double lift to show the Jack of Hearts, turn
it face down, and deal the top card (the Four) onto their palm. Pick up the
Joker and set it back on the deck. Perform your magic gesture and double
lift to show that you've got the Jack of Hearts. Have the spectator turn over
their card to show the Four of Spades.
A common variation uses two duplicates, eliminates a move, and lets them
really see the card in your hand before it ends up in theirs. Get a matching
Joker from another deck. Set up the pack so there's a Joker on top, then the
Ace of Spades, then the other Joker. Double lift to show the Ace of Spades,
turn it down, and hand them the Joker. Double lift to show the Joker, turn
it down, and lift o the Ace of Spades. With a magical gesture, show that
you now have the Ace of Spades and they have the Joker.

7.6.2

Perambulating Pasteboards
Hal Haber,

Annual of Magic, 1938-39

This is a slightly modied version of Haber's original. Bring up a spectator and force an easily remembered card (we'll use the Ace of Clubs). Have
it returned to the pack and shue it to the top.

Double lift to show (for

example) the Nine of Diamonds. To nd your card, you say, we're going
to create a weird sort of circuit using two random cards. Here's the rst of
the two cards we'll use. Replace the double. Drop the Ace of Clubs to the
oor and say, Do me a favour and put your foot on that. To get it to drop
without turning over takes some practice  hold the card with the thumb at
the back, the middle nger at the front, and release both at the same time
so it falls at. At this point, the selection is under their foot.
Milk shue to bring the Nine of Diamonds second from the bottom. Let's
assume the bottom card is the Jack of Hearts. The second of the two cards
we'll use for the circuit is... turn the deck over, ...the Jack of Hearts. Do
me a favour and hold out your left hand?

Turn the deck face down and

execute the Glide, putting the Nine of Diamonds in their hand. Can you
cover that with your other hand? They do.
Great. Now we have a circuit. What I need you guys to do is project
your thoughts towards my assistant, and he in turn can project them towards
me. Shue the deck, bringing the Jack of Hearts to the top of the deck. If
this works, I'm going to be able to take the shued deck, put it in my pocket,
reach inside, and pull out your card. Suiting actions to words, pocket the
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deck and remove the top card, the Jack of Hearts. Miscalling it, say, Your
card wouldn't happen to be the Ace of Clubs, would it? Thanks very much!
Place it back into your pocket, but sticking out a bit.
Of course, with the electricity pouring through both of us right now,
maybe we could do something even more bizarre.

On the count of three,

yell, `Jump!' and let's see what happens. One... Two... Three! When they
yell Jump!, nod as if something's happened.

I think it worked, because

right now, the Ace of Clubs has changed into the Jack of Hearts. Show that
the card has changed. Which is weird, because that was the card in your
hand a moment ago. Do us a favour and show us that card? They'll show
the Nine of Diamonds. Interesting. The Nine of Diamonds, which is also
weird, because that was the card under your foot a moment ago. Please show
everybody the card you have there. They do, revealing the Ace of Clubs.
The original eect didn't call for a forced card, but adding it kills two
birds with one stone. First, you're asking the audience to remember three
dierent cards. Perform often enough and you'll realize it's sometimes too
much to ask them to remember one. Having an easily remembered card as
your nal revelation helps. Second, forcing the card allows you to miscall it
later, further reinforcing that it's in your pocket.
While Rapid Transit has a clearer eect, Perambulating Pasteboards
plays larger and doesn't overuse the double lift. That said, the trick takes
some theatrical prowess to stage properly. I'll leave it up to you to decide
which is better.

7.6.3

Uneasy Aces

Conjuring With Christopher

Produce the four Aces using your preferred method.
that the colors alternate, red-black-red-black.

Arrange them so

Spread the aces face down

and, as you square up, secure a pinkie break under the top two cards. Ask
the spectator which color they prefer.

If they say red, double turnover to

show a black ace and say, Aw... that's too bad. Turn the double face down
and deal the top card into their hand. Double turnover to show a red ace
and say, I guess the red card's for me.

Turn the card face down and put

it on the bottom of the packet. I wonder if...?

Double turnover to show

the second black ace. Yup, there's the other black ace. Can you hold onto
it as well?

Slide it under their hand with the other ace. So I've got the

reds, then. Pause for a moment. Tell me, are you disappointed you didn't
get the red Aces? Regardless of their answer, wave your hand in a magical
gesture, and get them to turn over their cards. Their black aces have turned
red.
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If, on the other hand, they got the color they wanted the rst time, you
can express disappointment instead of sympathy.
say, You know, I really wanted those cards.
magic?

At the end of the trick,

Do you mind if I do a little

Do the magical gesture and say, Cool. I got them back. Take a

look at your cards, will you? Their cards have changed.
I'm starting to feel a bit sorry for Rapid Transit. In that trick, three
double lifts are required for two cards to transpose. Here, three double lifts
make two pairs of cards transpose.

7.7

The Ambitious Card

This is a very popular eect with magicians.

A card jumps from the

middle to the top of the deck in many surprising ways. Here we provide two
opening sequences (one basic, one relatively advanced), and a climax from

Expert Card Technique.

7.7.1

Basic Opening Sequence

This uses ideas from Royal Road. Start with the Nine of Diamonds on
top of the deck, and the Ten of Diamonds at the bottom of the deck. Give
the deck a false shue (keeping both cards in place), followed by a false cut
(if you're feeling bold, you can even talk them through the multiple packet
false cut in Chapter 4).
Turn over the top card in a manner that will mimic your double lift later
on. Remark that the card cut to, the Nine of Diamonds, is an unlucky card,
The Curse of Scotland, and that maybe you should choose another card.
Instead of doing all that cutting, I'll just shue the deck. Turn the Nine
face down and milk-shue it to second from the face. Continue with another
overhand shue, this time running the last few cards singly. That brings the
Ten of Diamonds to the top and the Nine of Diamonds right below it. Let's
see what we have here. Double lift and show that you still have the Nine of
Diamonds. Look concerned. That's the Curse of Scotland card again.
Turn the double face down and begin to insert the Ten of Diamonds into
the deck. Grip the card at the outer right corner, thumb on the back and
index and middle ngers at the face. This will cover the index, so when the
card is about halfway down, you can turn your left hand to ash the face of
the card. It will pass as the Nine. Do me a favour and make sure it goes
all the way in. Push the card ush, making sure to not ash the index. It
went in? Good. We can use the next card. Turn over the top card to show
it's, once again, the Nine of Diamonds.
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There aren't any other Nine of Diamonds in here, are there? Tell you
what, this is going to sound weird, but I've heard that one way to get rid of
a cursed card is to scribble on it. Pull out a marker and have them write
whatever they want on the face of the Nine.
When they return the card, shue it to second from the top. Turn over
the top card (mimicking your double lift) to show it's not on top. Turn it face
down. Ok, it worked. Good job. Now, the trick we're going to do is a pretty
impressive one. In fact, if Harry Houdini were here to see it, we'd... well,
we'd all be running because apparently the zombie apocalypse has begun.
Bad example. I'll just get on with the trick. We'll take your card...

This

time, turn over a double and show that the signed Nine of Diamonds has
returned. Um...
Let's try this again, but slower. Watch me so I don't make any mistakes
this time. Grasp the face up double at its rear end, ngers on the face and
thumb underneath. Turn the card face down, end for end, and insert it into
the middle of the deck, outjogged halfway. Turn your left hand to ash the
Nine's face (right ngers maintaining contact with the double), then return
to dealing position.

As you do, secretly push the face card of the double

(the Nine) into the deck, the left index nger helping to square it ush. This
move, called the Push-in Change, is credited to August Roterberg. Maybe
I should bury it twice as deep. Contact the cards below the outjogged card
with your index nger and push them toward you, injogged half an inch.
Strip out the top half of this packet with your right hand and drop it on top
of the deck. There you go, buried twice as deep.
Square in the outjogged card. Now, where were we? I was saying something about Zombie Houdini. I can't quite remember. Ah well. The important thing is that we can use a dierent card now, so let's use this one here.
Pause for a second.

Take the top card and turn it towards yourself, and

relax. It's the Nine of Diamonds, but you want to give the impression it's
not. While this is happening, get a pinkie break under the top card. Replace
the Nine on top and lift o both cards above the break, ashing the face of
the double. Thumb over the top card of the deck and raise the hand to show
that it's also not the Nine.

Bring the right hand over and take that card

behind the double, being careful not to spread the cards and reveal the Nine
of Diamonds. Toss the cards on top of the deck and square up, bringing the
Nine of Diamonds to second from the top. We're good. Let's continue. To
do this trick, we just need to use a random card. It doesn't really matter if
I saw it, because this is a dierent kind of trick... Midway through, do the
double lift to display the Nine of Diamonds again.
At this point, you can proceed to the Pop-Up Card nale  the idea being
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that you're going to bend the card so that it will be impossible to lose track
of it.

7.7.2

The Pop-Up Card

Expert Card Technique

For intimate work, this pretty little feat will enhance any Ambitious
Card routine.
Eect.
A card is shown and marked distinctively. It is placed in the center
of the pack and, upon command, rises visibly to the top.
Method:
1.

Lift two cards as one from the pack, holding them at the ends

between the right thumb and second ngers, face outwards.
2. State that you will mark the card so that it will be easily recognizable. Bend the cards smartly bringing the tips of the thumb and ngers
almost together, placing a strong bend in the cards.
3. Hold the pack with the ball of the left thumb at the left side, the
tip of the rst nger at the outer end, the tips of the remaining ngers at
the right side, Fig. IX. Place the two cards upon the pack as with your
right hand you gesture for a spectator to step a little closer, and press
the tips of the ngers and thumb inwards to hold the cards at upon the
pack.
4. Apparently turning your attention to the
trick once more, draw the top indierent card o
the inner end, the bend being noticeable in the
card.

Thrust this into the middle of the deck

from the inner end.
5.

Command the card to rise to the top of

the pack. As you say, See, there it comes! relax
pressure on the sides of the top card, allowing it
visibly to spring upwards as if it had just risen
to the top of the pack, Fig. IX.

IX.

The

Pop-Up

Card

The eect is all that could be asked for.

7.7.3

Advanced Opening Sequence

This routine uses sleights taught later on in the book.
The spectator shues the deck, removes a card, and shows it around.
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Retrieve the deck and, with your left thumb, rie down the corner, asking
for the spectator to call stop. When they do, pick up the cards above the
stopping point with your right hand, making sure to bring the packet back
towards you a bit (this is important for reasons you'll see later). Have the
card replaced on the left hand's half.

Dribble the right hand's cards onto

the selection, getting a pinkie break over their selection as you do.

The

messy dribble will help obscure the action. After squaring up (and getting
the pinkie into position for the pass), ask the spectator if they think they
can remember about how far down their card was. Under that misdirection,
execute the pass.

(If you think your pass may have been caught, you can

use a double lift to show that it's not on top. This is not ideal, though, and
should be used only as an out, not a crutch.)
About halfway down, then? Don't blink. Make a slight shaking gesture
with the left hand.

Did you see what happened?

It's now on top.

In a

manner that mimics your double lift, lift o and display top card. As they
react, perform the top change.
Let's see, where was it before? Let's put it back.

Push the card into

the deck. Pause, then give the deck another shake. Did you see that? It's
back on top. Turn over the top card.
Now, a lot of people think that maybe I've got an extra one of these.
But you know better, because you looked through the cards and chose the
one you wanted yourself, right? Oh no, don't tell me you doubt my magic
powers, as well... Alright, we should probably put that fear to rest. Hand
them a marker to sign the face of their selection. As they do, get a pinkie
break below the top card.
As before, rie the deck to have the card returned. Instead of taking the
top half of the deck when they call stop, the right hand picks up only the top
card. Tilt the front end of the card toward the oor to mask its singularity.
Likewise, tilt the deck forward to obscure its thickness.

After they return

their selection, bring your right hand over the deck and replace its card on
top.

Without pause, pick up about half the cards and dribble them back

onto the deck. This cunning control is called the Blu Pass, and comes from
Tommy Tucker.
Repeat the shake of the hand and double turnover to show that the card
has returned.

Turn it face down and lift o the indierent card.

Ask the

spectator to lift up about half the deck. Return the card at that point and
have them replace their half. Hand them the deck to give it a shake and turn
over the top card themselves.
Take back the deck and put the selection face down on top. Sometimes
magicians cheat. Not me, the other guys! They do some sort of sneaky switch
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and put a dierent card in the middle. Suiting actions to words, pantomime
a clumsy move with the deck, using it as cover to get a break beneath the
top two cards.

Smoothly pick up the double and accidentally ash the

indierent card on the face.

Insert the double into the deck, holding the

cards as if for dealing, so they cannot see the face anymore. When it's about
a third of the way into the deck, pause and say But I would never do that.
You saw your card here, right? Under the misdirection of the question, do
the Push-in Change as described in the Basic Opening Sequence. This will
leave the single selection protruding from the deck. I told you, that's the
other guys, not me. Let them take the card to prove that it's still theirs.
Take back the card and do something that looks like a clumsy top change
(but isn't).
the deck.

Hand the card to somebody else and ask them to put it into

When someone protests (and they will), say, I swear, you give

somebody an inch and they take a mile. Spread through the deck face up
to show that it's truly in the middle. Look, it's right there in the middle.
It's got all these cards above it... Cull the selection under the spread as you
run through the rest of the deck.

...and all these cards below it.

Finish

the cull by feeding the selection under the rear card of the spread. Square
up and turn it face down, the selection now second from the top. Shake the
deck and double lift to show the card has once again risen to the top. You're
now set to nish with the Braue Pop-Up Card.

7.7.4

Further Thoughts

These Ambitious Card sequences represent two dierent presentational
approaches. The rst involves pretending to be a magician in trouble, and
the second a bit of playful teasing of the audience when they can't catch what
you did. Assuming your execution is solid, this is one of those tricks that can
play strongly even if you do nothing but say, If I put the card in the middle
and rie the deck, it'll jump to the top. That sort of approach tends to be
looked down upon by the more artistically inclined in the magic community.
The important lesson here is that the structures detailed above are blank
slates for you to apply your own presentation.

You could be showing o

the fastest hands in the world. Or hypnotizing them to forget your actions.
Or traveling ve seconds into the past.

Or demonstrating the selection's

apparent obedience. Or whatever.
When developing your own Ambitious Card presentation, you may be
tempted to forgo the signing of the card.

Unless you're working with a

borrowed deck, however, a signed card is really the best way to rule out
duplicate cards.

You could leave the signature out of the Basic Opening

Sequence, but don't be surprised if you're forced to eld questions about
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how many duplicates of the selection you have.
One nice feature about the Ambitious Card plot is that it's modular.
Card magic is lled with ways to get the selection to the top of the deck, so
you can switch things up as you like. Later on we'll discuss ways to do this
eectively, rather than just mixing random moves together.
Finally, a word of caution. The Ambitious Card is ubiquitous, and explanations can be found all over the internet. For this reason, never refer to
the trick by name, or call the selection ambitious. A curious spectator is
just one Google search away from a bad tutorial.

7.8

Magician vs. Gambler

Annual of Magic, 1937

From the top down, arrange the cards as follows: King, Ace, Ace, King,
Ace, King, Ace, King, rest of the deck.
Tell the story of an argument between a magician and a gambler, where
the gambler challenges the magician to cut to a four of a kind, shuing and
cutting each time.
False shue and false cut the deck. Turn over the top card to reveal that
you've cut to a King. Turn it face down and set it o to the side. But when
the magician wasn't looking, the gambler switched the King and pocketed
it. Shove the king into your pocket and drop the top card of the deck, an
ace, onto the table (without ashing its face).
False shue and false cut. Double turnover to show the next King. Turn
the double face down and deal the Ace o to the side. I was pretty happy
because I'd gotten a second King.
False shue, getting rid of the top King. This can be done by performing
a face-outwards milk shue, stopping midway through, and replacing the
right hand's cards behind the rest. Turn the deck face down. False cut again
and double turnover to show the third King.

Turn it face down and deal

the Ace o to the side. Repeat this sequence to reveal the fourth King and
supposedly deal it to the table. That makes four Kings!
According to the gambler in the story, however, the magician failed. Flip
over what was supposed to be a King, and show that it's an Ace. The bet
wasn't to nd the four Kings, you say, speaking as the magician. It was
to make four of a kind. Turn over the face down cards to reveal the three
other aces.
For another presentation using this basic idea, look into Dai Vernon's
Matching the Cards. It's a great trick.
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7.9

A Paradox of Pairs

Annemann's Full Deck of Impromptu Card Tricks

Dr. Jacob Daley,

To prepare, put one red Ten at the top of the deck, and the other at the
bottom. Next, put a black Four on top, then the other at the bottom.
Begin with a rie shue, maintaining the top and bottom stock. Have
the spectator cut the deck into two piles. Take the top half and overhand
shue it as follows.

Run the top two cards singly and shue o.

Milk

shue to bring the red Ten to the top and leave the black Four on the
bottom. Table the packet and pick up the bottom half. This time just do a
single milk shue. The Ten is on top, the Four on the bottom. Table the
cards.
The spectator takes whichever packet they like. You take the remaining
half.

Each of you deal simultaneously until the spectator chooses to stop.

Was there anything that made you stop there?

Each of you count the

cards remaining in your hands by dealing them into a pile alongside the rst.
Could you have known you'd have that many cards left?
Point to the rst pile. These cards came from the top. Let's see what
we got. Each turns over their pile. Two red Tens, a match.
Pick up your second pile.

These were the cards left on the bottom.

Double lift to show an indierent card. Turn it face down and deal the top
card far from the pile.

Did we match again?

Their card will be a black

Four. Look confused. Try this. Wiggle your hands magically over my card.
When they do, turn over the dealt-o card to show a match.
This gives you the benet of a Do As I Do eect combined with the
magician-in-trouble element. Since Do As I Do (from the chapter on Key
Cards) is somewhat known by non-magicians, you might consider doing this
trick instead. It also helps that it only uses a single deck.

7.10

The Homing Card

This plot comes from Jean Hugard and Frederick Braue's Show Stop-

pers with Cards. While this version is a little easier than theirs, the careful
handling of double cards will require signicant practice.
Cut the Joker to the face. Spread through with the faces toward you and
upjog ve red number cards. As you close the spread, obtain a break under
the Joker. Strip out the ve cards and place them on the face of the deck.
Square up.

With your right hand, pick up the six cards above the break,

ngers at the front and thumb at the back. Table the deck to your right.
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Milk shue the packet to send the Joker to second from the bottom.
Explain that you're going to do the Five Red Card Trick.
card with the right hand and show it, saying, One.

Take the top

Take the next card

in front of the rst, but not perfectly square, and display, saying, Two.
Thumb over the third and fourth cards in the same way. Conclude by taking
and showing the double, making sure it doesn't split and expose the Joker.
Square the face down packet into left-hand dealing grip and obtain a
break above the bottom card.

Explain that you'll imbue the cards with a

little magic, allowing you to do a trick with one of the ve cards. Perform a
magical gesture. Thumb over the rst three cards as before, counting each
time. On the count of four, pick up a double (facilitated by your break) and
show it  the Joker.
Someone in the audience should react before you can take the nal card.
If they don't, pretend that you've noticed a suspicious look on someone's
face. Look down at the Joker and act duly surprised. Reassemble the packet
so the Joker goes to the bottom. Take the cards in face down Glide position.
Briey ash the Joker, then use the Glide to remove the red card behind it.
Toss it o to the left, away from the deck.
Shue the Joker to the top, then milk shue to bring it second from
the bottom. Display four red cards as before by thumbing over three singles
and a double. Square up. State that you think you did the magical gesture
wrong last time. Take the packet face down in the right hand, thumb on top,
ngers at the face, pinching the middle of the right side. Make the magic
gesture with the left hand.
With your right thumb, push over the top four cards, as a unit, into the
left hand. Display the face of the single card in your right hand. Let's just
do the `Four Red Card Trick. ' Thumb over the top card of the packet and
take it in front of the right hand's card. On the third count, push o and
take a double. Casually show the Joker in your left hand without looking
at it. When the audience reacts, act oblivious, saying, No, don't worry, the
Joker didn't come back. This is... Trail o as you notice the Joker.
This is odd.

Square up so the Joker goes to the bottom.

Turn the

packet face up. Am I seeing things? I swear I just got rid of this.

Take

the Joker in the right hand and gesture with it. As you do, secure a pinkie
break under the card at the face of the packet. Replace the Joker and gesture
towards the tabled card. You all saw it.

Pick up the two cards over the

break as one, ngers on top and thumb underneath. Turn the packet face
down. Drop the double face down on top, then thumb the top card onto the
table.
Maybe somebody else needs to do the magic. Have a spectator make a
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magical gesture over the cards. Take the top card with the right hand and
peek at it, securing a pinkie break under the next card. Feign relief. Replace
the card on the packet, maintaining your break. Flash the red card at the
face. Phew! Ok, so we have three red cards.

Display three red cards by

counting over the double and two singles. Square the cards into the left hand.
You have a choice of any of these three cards.

With the right hand,

draw out the bottom card and display it. You can choose this one. Set it
face down on top of the packet. Repeat the bottom take of the next card.
Or this one. Set it on top and do the bottom take once more. Or this one.
Set it on top. The Joker is now at the face. It really doesn't matter, just
choose any one of the three cards. Take the top card in the right hand and
display its face, followed by the next card, and nally the double  bringing
the Joker into view again. Once it's brought to your attention, grow visibly
distressed.
Take the double in the left hand. Place the two other cards underneath
the double, obtaining a pinkie break below the Joker. Double lift to briey
show the Joker, replace it, and exasperatedly deal the top card to the table.
I guess we have to do the `Two Red Card Trick' now.

Display two red

cards by taking a double and a single into the right hand. Place the double
underneath, bring the Joker to the middle. Maybe everyone needs to do the
magic gesture. Everybody does the magic gesture. Anxiously push over the
top card, keeping the double square in the left hand. Take the top card, look
at it, and smile with relief. Show it around, then place it back on the double.
Push over a double and hold it in place while your left hand turns its single
card face up. Ok, they're both red, you say, lifting the right hand's double
to show the Joker. When they react, look at the left hand's card and say,
It's ne! Then notice the Joker and make a pained noise.
Turn the cards face down and drop the double onto the left hand's card.
Thumb the top card to the table. Take the double between the right thumb
at the inner left corner and the middle and ring ngers at the front end.
Make sure the double is held deep enough for your ngertips to curl around
and contact the face card. Your right index nger is slightly curled on top,
applying just enough pressure to bow the card and conceal the thickness.
Rotate the right hand palm up so that the card faces the audience, keeping
the double secure enough that the index nger can join the others.
Instruct everybody (yourself included) to do the magic gesture as you
turn the double face down.

Bring it back up to show the red card is still

there. Briey look relieved, then turn your gaze towards the tabled cards. I
don't trust these other cards. Let's get rid of them, just to be safe. Turn the
right hand palm down. With your left hand, sweep the tabled pile towards
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the deck. Simultaneously, curl your right ngers under the front edge of the
double and pivot the face card out and to the right, as in Fig. X. The Joker
stays in place.
When the pile reaches the middle of the table,
switch hands  the left hand taking the single Joker
and the right hand smoothly dropping to the pile
with the pivoted-out card, depositing it, and completing the sweep to the right, near the deck. Finally, everybody, I give you...

Pause to sneak a

peek at the single card in your hand.

Smile with

relief. ...the `One Red Card Trick.' It's not as cool
as the `Five Red Card Trick', since you only get one
to choose from, but it's still pretty good. Take this
card, and...

X. The Final Card

Bring it into view, showing the Joker, and continue saying

whatever you like at this point, because it won't matter as the audience will
react accordingly. Conclude by tossing the card towards the deck in disgust.
Although this is a demanding trick, it plays great. The masterful Fred
Kaps chose this plot for his appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show, which
should tell you something. Substitute the Joker with a blank-faced card that
has a picture of a face sticking its tongue out, and you've got a rare card trick
that will play for very young children. I can't recommend it highly enough.

General Thoughts
I don't have much to add. The double lift is incredibly powerful. If you
wish to expand your knowledge and learn more about the sleight (and you
should), I recommend Volume 5 of Daryl's Encyclopedia of Card Sleights, on
which he demonstrates and teaches over a dozen dierent variations on the
move.
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Interlude 7:
Conditioning
At the start of this book, we were introduced to Uniformity of Action and
the two kinds of consistency.
actions.

The rst kind is consistency with one's own

The second is consistency with the actions of normal people.

In

examining the second kind, we run into potential problems with the double
lift. The double lift is typically a display of the top card. If you were to give
a regular person a deck of cards and ask them to display the top card for
you, they would almost always do it in one of three ways: dragging it to the
side with the right thumb and lifting it up; dragging it backward with the
right hand and lifting it up; or pushing it o with the left thumb and taking
it with the right hand.
If our denition of natural is consistent with the way a normal person
does things (handling cards with basic competence), then already we have to
dismiss aspects of the Royal Road approach, where there's never a need for
the right hand's thumb to pick up the top card by its rear edge. That's why
I included the two-card push-o technique  it's tantalizingly close to the
third scenario above. However, even if you agree that the push-o is good,
the act of taking the double and ipping it over onto the deck like the pages
of a book is not how regular people would turn over the top card.
One solution is to condition the audience to a certain action through
repetition. In the case of the two-card push-o, the ideal conditioning would
be a trick where you turn over a single card before turning over a double
(using identical handlings both times). For instance, consider an Ambitious
Card routine where the top (single) card is turned over and handed out to
be signed. The audience observes the way you turn over your single cards,
conditioning them to your double-card handling later in the routine. Another
example is Design For Laughter, in which you mimic the actions of the Glide
early on, taking the heat o the move when you're called on to use it.
Long ago, the word feint was used to talk about conditioning actions.
Since then, feints have largely become synonymous with moves that deliber-

ately look tricky, in order to raise suspicion. How would you take advantage
of them?
Let's say you're doing the Ambitious Card for a group of people and
there's somebody present who may know about the double lift. One ruse to
throw that person o would be to turn over your single cards in a slightly
heavy manner (as if you could be doing a double turnover). If the person
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speaks up, hand them the single card and quell their suspicions.
The same goes for Three Card Monte (an old swindle that we'll learn
later). If you think the person you're performing for is wise to certain moves,
you can inject extra oomph into a toss to make it seems like you did a fake
move. If they protest, you're clean. You can then switch your presentation
from interactive to storytelling, changing their role from somebody participating in the game (and potentially causing trouble) to somebody who's now
an audience for your story.
Feints can have other uses as well. Sometimes it's fun to use a feint to add
an air of mischief to a trick's presentation.

Sometimes a feint will compel

the audience to openly accuse you of doing something sneaky.

When you

go on to show that everything's fair, their relaxation will provide you with
a window of low attention, during which you can get away with a genuine
move. And if an earlier move aroused suspicion in an audience, a feint can
help retroactively disprove those suspicions.
Managing your audiences' suspicions is critical. Conditioning and feints
won't make your routines bulletproof, but they will strengthen them.
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Miscellaneous Techniques
8.1

Introduction

Until now, you've learned a number of methods to accomplish a wide variety of card eects. This chapter will forego card tricks in favour of broadening
the number of methods available to you, to give you more options for the
future. You'll learn how to secretly reverse a card in the deck. You'll learn
how to secretly glimpse a selected card. You'll learn a few more card controls,
including ways to control multiple cards. Finally, you'll learn how to false
count and false display a small packet of cards.

8.2

Injog and Break

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The drawback to the undercut and throw, after jogging a card in
the overhand shue, is that frequent repetition would reveal to a keen
observer the fact that only half of the deck is being shued. To obviate
this diculty, recourse is had to the formation of a division between
the jogged card and the cards below it, which are to be kept intact and
returned to the top of the pack. This division is termed a break, and the
method of forming it is as follows:
1. Undercut half the cards, injog the rst card, and shue o in a
manner already explained.
2. Preparing for a second overhand shue, pat the upper side of the
deck square with the at right ngers, then place the right thumb against
the end of the jogged card and the ght middle nger against the outer
end. Press the thumb upwards and inwards, bending the protruding end
of the jogged card upwards as it enters the pack, thus making a division
or break between it and the cards below it.
3. Grip the whole pack rmly between the right thumb and middle
nger, lift it, and begin another overhand shue in the usual fashion.
Shue freely until the break held by the thumb is reached, then throw
the whole of the packet below it on the top in one block.
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Thus the same result follows as that obtained by the undercut; apparently the deck has been freely shued twice.
We have found that most beginners cannot learn this sleight from a
printed explanation, whereas an ocular demonstration enables them to
do it in a few minutes. The diculty seems to be in understanding the
action of the thumb on the jogged card, with the result that it is pushed
ush with the other cards and so lost. To avoid this fatal error, let the
tip of your thumb touch the end of the jogged card and rest it there for
a fraction of a second.

Then, as you press your middle nger against

the outer end of the deck, push the end of the jogged card upwards and
inwards, and the break will be formed automatically under the thumb as
it presses rmly against its end of the pack.

There's something about a normal injog shue followed by an undercut
that can give the impression of a specic card being brought to the top. This,
on the other hand, accomplishes the same task without any apparent cuts.
It'll take practice to do this in a carefree manner without actually losing the
break.

8.3

Overhand Lift Shue

The Royal Road to Card Magic

To a certain extent the same objection that we have noted with regard
to the undercut and throw method applies to the use of the break.

If

used constantly without any variation it would be possible to detect the
fact that a portion of the deck is kept intact. The lift shue obtains the
same result as both the preceding methods in one shue and is therefore
the most perfect partial false shue extant.
Here is the method:
1. Let us suppose that a small number of cards, up to say eight or
ten, must be retained intact on the top of the pack in the course of an
overhand shue.
Begin by lifting the whole pack with the right hand, holding it by the
ends between the third (top) phalanges of the thumb and middle nger.
2. As the rst movement of the shue, pull o these cards into the
left hand. Bring the deck down on top of this packet (A) and pull o
another packet (B) with the left thumb.
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At the same moment that the deck strikes the left palm, press the tip
of the right ring nger against the end of the rst packet (A), pressing its
inner end against the right thumb at the second joint and thus holding
it rmly.
3.

After releasing packet B, lift the right hand, carrying away the

remainder of the deck and packet A gripped between the ring nger and
the thumb. Packet B completely conceals this move (Fig. I).
4.

Continue the shue until all the cards

between the middle nger and the thumb have
been shued o, then drop packet A intact on
top of all the cards in the left hand.
A few minutes' practice will enable you to
make this lift of the special packet smoothly and
imperceptibly.

We know of no other sleight in

the whole range of card conjuring which is so
valuable and so easily learned. A judicious mixture of the shue and undercut (overhand shue

I.

Overhand

Lift

Shue

control), the shue and break (overhand break
control), and the shue and lift (overhand lift shue) will bae the
keenest and most sceptical observer.
Naturally the top card can be controlled in this way just as easily as
can a small number, but this is only one of the several uses to which the
sleight can be put.
A very eective use is for gathering several chosen cards and retaining
them on the top of the deck, although they are replaced separately and
the pack is shued each time.
left hand.

To do this, start with the deck in the

Undercut the bulk of the cards with the right hand, and

thrust forward the left for the replacement of the chosen card on top of
that packet. Then execute the lift sleight in the rst movement of the
overhand shue, and nally drop the lifted packet on top of all. Repeat
the moves for the remaining cards, and you have all the chosen cards on
the top of the pack. Remember, however, that the order they are now in
is the reverse of that in which they were replaced.

I was guilty of not giving this much thought until I saw it done well.

Royal Road recommends trying to use this method to force a card, and that
I'm not so keen on. But as a control, this can look great. The nal paragraph
even oers an ecient multiple control. As stated in the description of the
key undercut placement, I'm not fond of telling spectators where to return
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their card in the deck.

But following up that moment with the overhand

lift shue lends it a carefree feel that's often lacking from other key card
placements.

8.4

Twelve-Down Rie

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This is one of the best card controls.
1. Spread the cards from your left into your right hand as if to have
one drawn.

Secretly count the rst twelve cards, insert your left little

nger tip under them to hold a break, and square the deck.

Give the

impression that you have changed your mind.
2.

Place your right hand over the pack, with the ngers and the

thumb at the ends, and slowly rie the cards upwards from bottom to
top. Ask a spectator on your left to insert his index nger anywhere in
the pack as you rie and remove the card under it.

Contrive to have

him take one near the middle.
3. When he has removed a card and all are looking at it, slant the
outer end of the pack downwards and lift o the twelve cards above the
break between the right ngers and thumb. Hold the pack and the cards
with their backs squarely to the spectators, preventing them from noting
how many cards you hold in either hand.
4. Say, Kindly replace your card where you took it from. Extend
the left hand a little and have the card replaced at the top of the packet.
Drop the cards held in the right hand on top of all, and square the pack
meticulously.
The spectators believe the card is lost, for they think it is returned
to the haphazard position from which it was taken. You know it is the
thirteenth card from the top and are ready to use it for whatever trick
you have in mind.

This is like a small-packet approach to the Tommy Tucker blu pass
taught earlier. It's useful for when you need to control a card to a position
other than the top or bottom.
Why would you want to do this? In a moment you'll read an interesting
twist on the classic spelling trick.

Instead of spelling a card, you might

want to spell the spectator's name, or deal one card for each syllable of the
Happy Birthday song.

Both would require you to control the card to a
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specic position. Certain math-based tricks also call for such a control.
In the same way that Hugard and Braue suggest that it's possible to force
multiple cards using the rie force, you may be tempted to try returning
multiple cards using this technique, controlling them to a known position in
the deck and setting yourself up for multiple revelations. I'll leave that to
your discretion, with two warnings. First, it's always risky to perform the
same move multiple times. Second, the latter half of the 20th century has
spoiled us with a large number of multiple-card controls, so you may nd a
more preferable method in your continuing education.

8.5

The Lie Speller

A card is selected and shued back into the deck, which is then set down.
The magician asks the spectator to name their card, but with a twist: they
are allowed to lie. The magician spells whatever card the spectator says, and
manages to arrive at the selected card.
The secret is that any card can be spelled to using 10-12 letters. That
means that if you control a selection using the 12-Down Rie (but with 11
cards instead of 12), and then false shue to maintain the top stock, you're
prepared to spell to that card, even if the spectator lies.
Learn the basics behind the chart below so that you can ex into whatever
spelling is required.
For the Ace, Two, Six, and Ten of Clubs, you can demonstrate what
you want them to do. Take the deck and deal the cards into a face up pile,
spelling the named card, including the of . Show the indierent card you
arrive at, then shove it into the deck. Drop the dealt-o pile onto the balance
and hand the deck to the spectator. This time they spell their named card,
nally arriving at the selection.
If they don't name one of the above cards, then no demonstration deal is
necessary and they can spell everything themselves. Remember, if 11 cards
are dealt, their selection will be the top card of the deck.

If 12 cards are

dealt, it will be on top of the pile on the table.
For a longer name, like the Queen of Diamonds, instruct them to spell
Q-U-E-E-N, followed by D-I-A-M-O-N-D.
If they name the Joker, say, Oh, it was a Joker? Pause, then spell: It
was a Joker.
Here's the complete table showing how to spell the cards.
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Spades / Hearts

#

Clubs

#

Diamonds

Ace of Spades

11

Ace of Clubs

10

Ace Diamonds

11

Two of Spades

11

Two of Clubs

10

Two Diamonds

11

Three Spades

11

Three of Clubs

12

Three Diamond

12

Four of Spades

12

Four of Clubs

11

Four Diamonds

12

Five of Spades

12

Five of Clubs

11

Five Diamonds

12

Six of Spades

11

Six of Clubs

10

Six Diamonds

11

Seven Spades

11

Seven of Clubs

12

Seven Diamond

12

Eight Spades

11

Eight of Clubs

12

Eight Diamond

11

Nine of Spades

12

Nine of Clubs

11

Nine Diamonds

12

Ten of Spades

11

Ten of Clubs

10

Ten Diamonds

11

Jack of Spades

12

Jack of Clubs

11

Jack Diamonds

12

Queen Spades

11

Queen of Clubs

12

Queen Diamond

12

King of Spades

12

King of Clubs

11

King Diamonds

12

8.6

Top-Card Glimpse

#

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Take the pack in the left hand, as for dealing,
but with the index nger curled up over the outer
end and the thumb lying at against the left-side
edge.
Gesture to someone, saying, Will you help
me?

As you make this gesture, turn the back

of the hand uppermost, bringing the deck face
upwards.

Push the top card to the right with

the left ngertips; this will expose the inner index (Fig.

III). Return the hand to its original

II.

Top-Card

Glimpse

position.
Rie shue the pack, retaining the top card in position but making
sure that the original bottom card is lost near the bottom of the pack in
the event that someone may have noticed it and may be following it.

To better justify the turning of the hand, I recommend pointing with
your left index nger as you execute the glimpse. Ideally, you would have
something of interest to point to (which has the added bonus of drawing their
attention away from the deck as the glimpse is made). For a fun, obeat trick
using this glimpse, check out Royal Road 's "The Insidious Dr. Fu Liu Tu".
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8.7

Double-Lift Glimpse

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The double lift aords a subtle method of glimpsing a chosen card
when it is on the top of the pack. Ostensibly, to show that the card is
not at the top, make a double lift, showing the second card and naming
it. Replace the two cards, then show the bottom card and call its name.
Turn the pack face downwards and lift the top card, holding it so that
only you can see its face, and again name the second card. Note what
it really is and replace it. Miscalling a card can often be used to good
advantage.

It may seem like overkill to show a card, replace it, lift it again, name
it, and replace it again.

Here's one way to overcome that issue.

Imagine

you've just secretly controlled a card to the top. Openly claim, through your
amazing shuing powers, that you've in fact brought their card to the top.
Now, when you double lift and realize you have an incorrect card, you have
a reason to replace it and show the bottom card. They deny that card, too,
suggesting that you've screwed up the trick. Take another quick look at the
top card and miscall it to conrm your mistake. At this point, you can divine
the card from the spectator's thoughts (Look into my eyes and think of the
card...) and then move into any revelation that makes sense.

8.8

Hindu Shue Glimpse

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Let us say that you have taken a shued pack and wish to learn the
name of a card before forcing it.
1. Begin the Hindu shue and, after several packets have been drawn
o the top into the left hand, turn the cards held by the right hand so
that they face you and are at right angles to those held in the left hand.
Rap the inner end of the other packet with these cards, as if to square
them, glimpsing the bottom card at the same time.
Continue the shue, and drop this card at the top, last of all. This
is a natural way of squaring the cards in this shue, and it should be
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used occasionally for that purpose only.
Again, a card may have been returned to the pack and you may have
controlled it to the bottom by one of the other methods. Glimpse the
card in the manner described above and, after one or two more packets
have been shued into the left hand, drop those held by the right on
top. Oer the pack for shuing, saying, Perhaps it would be better if
you shued. You know the name of the card and are perfectly willing
to let him shue as long as he likes.

This works, but here's a word of advice. If you
go on to force the glimpsed card or use it as a key
card, do so only after a reasonable amount of time
has elapsed after the glimpse. It's a deceptive maneuver, but only when your audience isn't suspecting a glimpse. A routine using a force or key card
could potentially lead them toward that conclusion.

8.9

Reverses

The Royal Road to Card Magic
A reversed card can be useful as a secret device
or a card revelation on its own. It helps to use cards
that have a white border on the back.

8.9.1

Against the Leg

The deck is in your left hand.

Let that hand

drop naturally to the side against your leg.

Push

o the top card using your left thumb so that the
edge of the card catches on your leg, near the hip.
Move the hand a bit downwards so that the card
pivots on the long right edge that's in contact with
the leg. If you keep going down, the card will want
to revolve on its own, so move the thumb out of the
way and catch the card between the deck and your
leg when it's nished its reversal. Use your ngers
to square the card and you're ready to proceed.
This can be done quickly and you can use the
body to mask the action.

III.

Against the Leg

Reversal
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8.9.2

The Braue Reversal

Hold the deck face down in the left hand with a pinkie break under the
top card (which is the one you're going to reverse). With your right hand,
cut o the top half of the deck, transferring the pinkie break to the right
thumb. Turn your left hand's half face up and place it on top of the right
hand's half. (You're now holding a break between two halves of the deck.)
With the left hand, take all the cards below the break, turn them face up,
and place them below the top half. Your reversed card is now in the center
of the deck.

8.9.3

Double Lift Reversal 1

Obtain a pinkie break under the top card. With the right hand, remove
the bottom card and place it face up on top of the deck.
Take the top two cards as one, right thumb at the back, middle nger at
the front. Raise it about an inch. Bring the left thumb under the deck and
turn it over so it's face up.
Drop the double on top. Turn the deck face down, remove the bottom
card and insert it into the middle of the deck. You're left with a reversed
card on the bottom.
This works well as a means of showing that the selected card isn't on top
or bottom. For instance, control the card to the top. Double lift, expressing
disappointment when they deny the card as theirs.

Replace the double.

Suggest to the spectator that it might be on the bottom. As you say this,
gain a break under the top card. Withdraw the bottom card and set it face
up on top of the deck, pointing at it and looking excited. When it's not that
card either, beg their forgiveness.

Pick up the double, turn the deck face

up, and replace the double at the face. Turn the deck face down and pause.
Turn over the top card, take it and then thrust it in the middle of the deck.
Withdraw the bottom card, ash it, and thrust it in the middle of the deck,
saying that you were sure it should be one of those two cards.
If you like, you're now in position to reveal the selected card. As if you've
been struck by an inspired vision, excitedly mention that you once learned a
bizarre shuing technique known only to the illegal, underground Pass the
Trash poker scene. Lift o half the deck with the right hand, turning it palm
up. At the same time, rotate your left hand palm down, bringing the reversed
card into view. This is Tenkai Ishida's Optical Revolve, which, when both
actions are performed simultaneously, creates a compelling illusion of half the
deck being turned over (when in reality the whole deck is reversed). Butt
together the short edges of each packet and weave them together, making sure
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the reversed card stays on top. Square the cards ush. Flash the underside
of the deck to show a back, then cut the deck, bringing a face up card into
view, saying, Some cards are facing one way, some are facing the other.
After a quick rie, spread the deck to reveal all the cards facing one way,
except for their selection.

8.9.4

Double Lift Reversal 2

Let's say that you've controlled their selection to the top of the deck.
Double turnover and ask if the card is theirs. They'll say no. Lift the deck
a bit and bend your wrist towards yourself, bringing the bottom card into
view. Ask if it's theirs. No again.
So it's not this one, you say as you remove the top card (still facing
you) and turn it around. And it's not this one. Point to the bottom card
facing them. The deck should remain elevated so that nobody but yourself
can see their reversed selection on top. Replace the right hand's card face
down and lower your left hand to dealing position. Their card is now face
up, second from the top.

8.9.5

Double Lift Reversal 3

The card to be reversed is second from the top. Lift the top card and
show it. As you do, obtain a pinkie break under the new top card. Place the
right hand's card on top of the deck, face up. Not yours?
Take the double with the right thumb at the inner right corner, ngers
at the outer right corner. Slide it to the right until it's just clear of the deck.
Bring the left thumb under the pack and ip it over onto the double, face
up. Settle the deck into left dealing grip and point to the face card. Not
yours either? The selection is now face down under the face up deck, and a
cut will bring the reversed card to the center.

8.9.6

Double Lift Reversal 4

The selected card is second from the top. Execute the rst part of the
previous reversal, up until the moment you've taken hold of the back-to-back
double. Thumb over the next card and use the left edge of the double to ip
it face up onto the deck. Catch a pinkie break under the card as it squares
with the deck.
Drop the double onto the face up card.

With your right thumb and

ngers, pinch the three cards at their inner right corners and ip them over
onto the deck. The selection is now reversed second from the top.
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8.10

The Natural Injog

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The spectator has just taken a card. With the left thumb, rie the outer
left corner of the deck, asking them to say stop. When they do, lift o the
top half and extend the left hand's cards to receive the selection.
Toss the right hand's packet on top. If your right hand is a bit behind
the left hand, and if you toss the packet forward, the friction will naturally
injog the lowermost card of the upper half. Square up and get your pinkie
break, or wait and obtain it later.
Later on, you'll learn how to dribble
cards. When you do, it will be self-evident
that you can dribble in such a way that the
rst few cards stick out a bit at the back of
the left hand's packet, leaving an injog over
the selection.

IV. Natural Injog

With practice, you can even table the
messy packet, maintain the jog, then pick
it up later to gain your break. This can be

very disarming if there's a noticeable mess and not too obvious a step.

8.11

The Cull
Jean Hugard's letter,

The Magic Mirror

Spread the pack, fanwise, but make an opening about the middle of
the pack and have the chosen card replaced in it. As you close the fan,
the left thumb resting on the chosen card pushes it towards the right and
the third and fourth ngers seize it under cover of the upper portion of
the fan of cards, pull it away till it is just clear of the pack, and as the
pack is completely closed up the chosen card is slipped ot the bottom.
In this position a very simple false shue will serve to keep it in view
according to the requirements of the trick in hand.

This is a strong technique, although the description needs some renement. You don't need to replace the card in a fan. Assuming they're holding
their selection, spread the cards from hand to hand and ask the spectator to
say stop. When they do, extend your left hand to take the card, come back,
and perform the culling action, immediately spreading through the rest of
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the deck. It also talks about pushing it with the left thumb. Instead, I recommend using the left hand's ngers to push it over, the left thumb pressing
down on the bottom-most of the right hand's cards.
A few more tips. First, because of the nature of the move, it's possible
for the movement of that card to be seen, so you might want to make the
right hand's cards a wee bit messy at the beginning, to give you extra cover.
Second, a simple script to set up the misdirection can go like this. Once
the card is replaced on the lower half, gesture with the left hand, saying,
Now, you selected any card you wanted? Bring the left hand back and cull
the card, continuing, And you could have put it back anywhere you wanted,
right? Spread through more of the left hand's cards before squaring up and
moving on to the rest of the trick.
Third, with practice, you can do this with multiple cards  meaning,
three or four people can select cards, and you can have them returned and
culled as explained.

8.12

Vernon's Multiple Shift
Dai Vernon,

Card Control

Here is one of the outstanding sleights of all time, truly beautiful
and perfectly deceptive. Its simplicity and perfection are worthy of that
master, Dai Vernon.
The Sleight:
The pack is held in the left hand, and four aces are held in the right
hand, as shown in Fig. VI.i.
The aces are inserted into the pack, one at a time, as follows: Several
cards are released from the corner of the pack by the left thumb, and the
rst ace is inserted into the break between the released cards and the
pack.

Several more cards are similarly released, and the second ace is

inserted. This procedure is repeated until the four aces are occupying the
position shown in Fig. VI.ii. About one inch of each ace is protruding
from the other cards.
The right hand grips the pack on the sides near the bottom corners
between the second nger and thumb. the rst nger is about one-third
up from the bottom edge and in the middle. The second nger is at the
index corner, and the third nger is under the bottom edge giving the
pack substantial support for the move to follow.
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The left hand seizes the
aces,

rst nger on top,

thumb at the index corner,
second nger at the opposite corner, third nger
along the side of the aces
and fourth nger along its
adjacent side of the pack.
This position is depicted in
Fig. VII.iii.
Push

the

aces

down

into the pack. If the pressure is correct on the sides
of the pack held by the
right hand and the pressure is also correctly applied by the thumb and
second
hand

nger
while

of

the

pushing

aces into the pack,

left
the
then

V. Vernon Multiple Shift

the pack when the aces are
pushed down will assume
the position shown in Fig. VII.iv.

The left thumb and second nger now apply holding pressure to the
aces and the cards in from of them. (See Fig. VII.v) The right hand,
without altering its position at all, easily withdraws the cards interwoven
with the lower extremities of the aces, and when clear of cards in the left
hand packet, places them on the front of the pack (See Fig. VII.vi) The
aces are together on the back of the pack.
The moves as described maybe carried out with the pack face down
to bring the aces to the bottom of the pack.
The moves, when made properly, give the illusion that the aces are
deliberately pushed into the pack and the pack cut.

No more perfect

piece of deception could be devised.

At this point, between the Vernon Multiple Shift, the cull, arguably the
12-Down Rie, and the overhand lift shue, you have a handful of great
ways to control multiple cards. After putting in the required practice, what
do you do with this newfound ability?
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Well, you could produce the four aces in some impressive way, return and
control them into position in the deck, and deal them to yourself in a poker
deal.

Or you could have several spectators select a card, perhaps forcing

the rst of them. Return and control all but the force card. At that point,
you could reveal three of the selections, using ideas from elsewhere in this
book (Pinkie Does It, the Backslip Force, A Tipsy Trick), and end with
one of the more mysterious revelations in Chapter 6. Later on, you'll learn
how to palm multiple cards, and with this you could produce several signed
selections from your pocket.

8.13
8.13.1

False Counts
The Carlyle False Count, Showing Fewer Cards
Francis Carlyle,

More Card Manipulations #3

This is a exible false count that can be used to show fewer or more cards
than are actually there. Unlike most counts, its deceptiveness relies on an
auditory illusion.
Let's assume you've got 10 cards, held in dealing grip between between
the left index nger at the outer right corner and the base of the left thumb
at the inner left corner. The index and middle ngers lightly grip the side of
the cards, and the pinkie stays out of the way.
Let's say you want to display 10 cards as six. In
the above grip, have the left thumb push over the
top card. The right hand takes that card between
the thumb and index nger. Count One.
The second card is pushed over the same way,
except that it's taken between the tips of the right
index and middle ngers. Quickly extend your index nger outward, creating a snapping sound.
Repeat the count and snap with three more
cards, leaving you with ve cards in the left hand.
Finally, count those ve cards as one into the right
hand, snapping them o your nger.

VI.

Carlyle

False

Count Grip

It will take

some practice to ensure you don't inadvertently
spread the left hand's cards (the reason for the grip described earlier).

Showing More Cards
Let's assume you want to count the 10 cards as 11. Hold the cards in the
same initial grip as before. Count over the rst four cards exactly the same
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as the previous section, with that little snapping sound on the second, third,
and fourth cards.
To make a false count, thumb over the fth and bring your right hand
over as if to take it. Two things will happen almost simultaneously. First,
you're going to nip the right edge of the card between the index and middle
ngers to snap it. As soon as you create the snap, the left thumb pulls the
card square with the packet.

As soon as it's square, move the right hand

away, as if it's counted o a card. Finish counting the rest of the cards to
show 11.
This technique relies on two crucial elements: the snapping sound, and
maintaining a steady rhythm on each count. Practice it well and you'll have
an undeniably deceptive false count in your toolbox.

8.13.2

The Jordan Count

30 Card Mysteries

From Charles Jordan's Phantom Aces trick, this looks like you're counting cards singly from one hand into the other, but something sneaky happens.
This is a slightly altered version from the original.
The right hand holds four cards face down, pinched at the right edge
between the thumb on top and ngertips underneath. With the left hand,
drag o the top card into dealing grip, moving forward and to the left. Make
sure the left ngertips don't extend too far past the card's edge.
When the left hand comes back, the card in hand goes under the right
ngers (in line with the packet) as the left thumb drags o the second card
and counts it onto the rst. At this point, you'll want both hands' cards to
be relatively square.
The critical action is on the third take.

The left hand comes back to

take the third card, bringing its cards underneath the right hand's cards, but
what really happens is that the left packet rides over the right ngertips as all
four cards momentarily align in the right hand. The right hand momentarily
pinches all four cards, and then thumb immediately pushes over the top three
cards of the packet, the ngers keeping hold of the bottom card. The left
hand takes the three cards as a single unit, then returns to take the fourth
and nal card.
It will take some practice to make this count smooth and even without
breaking the rhythm. Because the action happens on the third count, you
risk exposing the switch if your rst two counts are noticeably easier and
quicker. As such, in addition to smoothing out the switch on the third card,
you might want to slow down the taking of the rst two.
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8.13.3

The Stanyon Count

Stanyon's Magic

Ellis Stanyon's original description counts three cards as four, which is
how we'll describe it here.
Hold the three cards in the same position as the initial grip in the Jordan
Count, pinched between the right ngers and thumb. Peel the the top card
into the left hand, using some downward pressure so it snaps o the other two
cards. The left hand returns, its card going under the other two. Instead of
peeling o the next card, the thumb slides over its surface, pretending to take
the card. With similar downward pressure, you can get the same snapping
sound as before. Legitimately take the last two cards (snapping on the third
count). As with the Carlyle count, the noise sells the illusion.

8.13.4

Further Thoughts and Applications

With all these counts, it's vital to maintain an even rhythm and uniform
nger movement so as to not tip the moment that you're doing something
sneaky. You also want to avoid spreading the cards in a way that gives away
the true numbers in play.
That said, now that you have some false counts, the question remains of
what to do with them. One common stage trick called Six Card Repeat
involves counting six cards, throwing away a card or two, and then counting
them again to show that you still have six. Variations on this abound, using
anywhere from four to 12 cards. You can also switch up methods, counting
seven cards as six into the spectator's hands, only pushing over the double
on the count of ve instead of six. If the spectator gets rid of one card, they
can then legitimately count six back into your hand. Six Card Repeat is a
good plot, but nding a unique presentational spin, as well as a nice climax,
can be a challenge.

But there's a lot out there to research.

The Jordan

Count could accomplish something similar through a Four Card Repeat
trick, which would make sense in close-up situations.
Later, you'll learn how to palm cards, and with that you'll also learn
the Cards Across plot, where several cards travel to a packet held by the
spectator.

A common variation on this is to have cards travel from one

packet to another, with both held by dierent spectators.

Let's say that

the audience thinks both assistants have 10 cards, but you've secretly stolen
three from one and added three to the other. If you wanted to, you could
represent each packet as containing 10 cards one last time before they're
isolated.
The Jordan Count has some interesting potential. In Jordan's trick The
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Phantom Aces, the Aces are arranged so they alternate by color. The aces
are (Jordan) counted singly, then spread face down before the spectator, who
is instructed to remove two aces of the same color. Because the spectator
is unaware that the aces are displaced as they're counted, they will fail and
instead remove one of each color.
red-black-black (or vice versa).

This also works if you start with red-

Jordan claimed this trick was as good as

Monte. I'm not so sure about that, but there are other possibilities with the
count. Because the count separates alternating colors, you could duplicate
the eect of Like Seeks Like. You could also use the count to hide an oddbacked playing card. For instance, if you had four red cards with a blue card
secretly on the bottom, the Jordan Count would hide that blue card. After
a magic pass, a blue card could appear amongst the four others.
Eventually, if you stay in card magic long enough, you're going to run
into the Elmsley Count, arguably the sleight responsible for the explosion of
small-packet card magic in the latter half of the 20th century. If the potential
of the above appeals to you, then you'd do well to seek it out.

General Thoughts
Although this chapter is almost exclusively technique, I hope it's apparent
how many of these ideas could be used in tricks elsewhere in the book.
At this point, you should have most of what you'll ever need to perform
good card magic. For further research, jump ahead to the book's concluding
chapter for more suggested techniques to explore.
What follows in the next three chapters are, to my mind, three of the
most advanced techniques in card magic. They are incredibly powerful, but
also risky and/or dicult. It's also possible to do great magic without them.
So, if you get frustrated when trying to get these moves down, you might
want to consider jumping to the Miscellaneous Tricks chapter, which involves
technically easier magic (that nonetheless calls for a fair amount of performing experience to pull o well).
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Interlude 8:
The Internal and
External Reality
By now, you've learned a large number of moves, and you may be starting
to wonder if you're using the best move in the best context. Before you can
do that, though, you rst need to understand what your eect is, and then
gure out what it is that the audience needs to see to fully appreciate that
eect.
Let's say we've got two tricks. The rst trick involves a card jumping to
the top of the deck by magic. The second trick involves the spectator trying
to tap into their hidden psychic powers to gure out where their card is in
the shued deck. Finally, the two methods that you're really good at are
the overhand shue and the double lift.
Which move do you use to accomplish each trick?
To tackle this, we need to take a step back and look at what Darwin Ortiz
teaches us in Designing Miracles  the External Reality and the Internal
Reality. The Internal Reality is easiest to understand, in that it is what's
going on behind the scenes in any sleight. The External Reality is what we

appear to be doing from the audience's perspective.
For example, say we're doing Design For Laughter. After we show them
their selection, the External Reality is that we remove that card and throw
it aside. The Internal Reality, on the other hand, is that we Glide that card
back, remove the second card, and throw it aside.
For another example, say we're doing Rapid Transit. From the audience's standpoint, we show card A and set it aside.

We show card B and

hand it to the spectator. Then we put card A back onto the deck. This is
the External Reality. The Internal Reality, though, is far dierent. We show
card A, sure, but an indierent card is hidden behind it, and that card is
set aside.

We show card B, sure, but card A is hidden behind it, and we

give them card A to hold onto.

Finally, the card that we set aside in the

beginning is actually an indierent card, which we put back on the deck.
Now, this is fairly straightforward, so why bother thinking about magic
sleights in these terms at all?
Well, let's go back to our two tricks above. The rst trick involves having
a card jump to the top of the deck by magic. If we were to put the card in
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the middle of the deck, shue, say the magic words, and then show the card
has returned to the top, it stands to reason that the shue has something to
do with it. That's because the actions have an External Reality: The deck
is being mixed. The card will appear to have jumped to the top by skillful
shuing, not magic.
Compare this to a version using the double lift. Suppose we double lift to
apparently show the top card, turn it face down, put the indierent card into
the middle of the deck, say the magic words, and show the card has returned
to the top. Now we've got a better case for magic being the cause, because
the External Reality is that seemingly nothing happened during the trick's
Critical Interval.
Now let's look at our second trick, where the spectator nds their card
using hidden psychic powers. Let's say our method involves controlling the
card to the top and using the Burling Hull Force (from chapter 6) to have
the spectator apparently psychically stop at their selection. Let's say that
this approach has worked well for you, and now all you need to do is gure
out how to control their card to the top.
Your rst method would use a shue control, apparently inserting the
card into the approximate middle of the deck and secretly shuing it to the
top, ready for the Hull force.
Compare this to the double lift, by which you would apparently show
the top card and insert it into the approximate middle of the deck.

You

commence the Hull force, with the spectator (for instance) stopping you
after about eight cards.
Already, the double lift method is problematic. Why? Because they saw
their card inserted about halfway down.

So if they truly have stopped at

their card, how is it now only eight cards down? If you think about it, it's
practically a magic eect. That's not a bad thing in and of itself, but the
eect we were going for involved them nding their card using hidden psychic
powers.

Are they supposed to believe that their psychic powers somehow

caused the card to jump from the middle of the deck to the eighth spot? Or
are they going to think that maybe the magician somehow moved the card
around? More likely the latter.
Now, there's nothing stopping us from adding a false shue to the second
method to deal with that issue. However, we have to be careful when adding
sleights to a trick. If we go back to the trick where we use the double lift to
make it seem like the card magically jumped to the top, we could use that
double lift strategy, and then shue to maintain it there.

If we did this,

though, we'd be altering the External Reality of the trick, so that the shue
risks getting credit for bringing the card to the top. Try to keep these issues
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in mind when you come across tricks that combine sleights.
This brings us back to Tommy Wonder's Mind Movie  his concept of
envisioning the idealized version of a given eect.

When choosing moves,

we can't just settle for ones that provide us the Internal Reality we want.
We also need to consider moves that construct External Realities that don't
compromise the ideal eect with cluttered actions or poor logic.
I should mention at this point that there are some hard moves coming
up, the most dicult of which is the pass. When it comes to the pass, you'll
have to answer some really tough questions about how and where it t in
your repertoire of moves. In this instance, Darwin Ortiz's Designing Miracles
oers tremendous insight, and I highly recommended it if you want to take
your magic to the next level.
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The Palm

9.1

Introduction

This nal set of chapters will focus specically on advanced techniques.
With only a few minor exceptions, most of the techniques used to this point
have involved a visible action that the spectator sees, covering a secret action
that the magician performs. For instance, the spectator sees the magician
shue the cards and he assumes they're being mixed, when really a selected
card is being controlled.

The magician displays a single card, but really

there's an extra card hidden behind it. It's hard enough trying to pull these
things o, but starting now we'll be looking at three major classes of techniques where we don't want the audience to perceive anything at all. With a
false shue, for instance, the magician needs to execute the technique well
to get away with it, but it's not like they're concealing the fact that cards
are being shued. The techniques in the next three chapters, though, have
to completely slip by the audience's attention undetected.
You may have heard magicians talk about the magic tricks that Uncle
Bob might do at the family picnic.

Usually Uncle Bob is the target of

scorn, doing beginner's tricks or fumbling through rudimentary sleight of
hand, fooling only those who know less about card tricks than he does.
Well, Uncle Bob doesn't do anything you'll see in the next three chapters.
In fact, there are some professional magicians who don't either, and of those
who do, a few too many do the techniques poorly. That's too bad, because
when it comes to the potential of sleight of hand, what's coming up is very
close to being the promised land.
First up is the palm, where you secretly conceal a playing card within
your hand. If the thought of doing that isn't intimidating enough on its own,
keep in mind that you've also got to nd a way to invisibly get it there in
the rst place. The pay-o, though, is worth it. You'll make a card jump
into your pocket. You'll make cards multiply in the spectator's hand. You'll
make a selection magically penetrate through a handkerchief. You'll make a
signed selection magically arrive in your shoe.
It won't be easy. Whereas the majority of the techniques taught in this
book have come from Hugard and Braue, here you're starting o with S. W.
Erdnase, who has a reputation for being a bit tougher to read. It'll be hard
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work both acquiring the technique and rening it so that you'll be ready to
show it to a live audience, and when you get to that point it'll be scary as
hell to try to pull it o.
But it's worth it.

9.2

Palming

The Expert At The Card Table

The top cards may be palmed apparently without touching the deck
in the following manner: Hold the deck across the left palm, the little
nger well inserted under the cards to be palmed, the rst, second and
third ngers holding the cards rmly in place. Now move the right hand,
through some natural motive, over the left, and as it passes within one
inch or two straighten out the left-hand ngers, forcing the cards up into
the right palm with the little nger, which is under them.

The right

hand either continues its movement as it slightly closes over the palmed
cards or else seizes the deck in a manner to expose it fully, and the left
hand makes some gesture or natural movement.
A simple way to palm one top card is to push it slightly over the side
under cover of the right hand, then press down on its outer-end corner
with the right little ngertip, and it will spring up into the right palm.
In all cases of palming the deck should be covered for the smallest
possible space of time, and the covering and exposing should be made
under some natural pretext, such as squaring up the cards, or passing the
deck to the other hand, or changing its position in the hand, or turning
it over.

This was included rst, despite there being other methods of palming
covered earlier in Erdnase's book, specically because of the description of
the single card top palm in the second paragraph. Compared to the descriptions to come, this is surprisingly brisk, but it's absolutely functional. You'll
want to practice a lot in front of the mirror, paying particular attention to
minimizing any overt covering of the deck by the right hand.
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9.3

Erdnase's Top Palm, First Method

The Expert At The Card Table

The art of card palming can be brought to a
degree of perfection that borders on the wonderful. It is very simple to place one or several cards
in the palm and conceal them by partly closing
and turning the palm downward, or inward; but
it is entirely another matter to palm them from
the deck in such a manner that the most critical observer would not even suspect, let alone
detect, the action.

The method following were

originated by us, and we believe them to be the

I. Top Palm

most rapid and subtle ever devised.
Hold the deck in the left hand so that the
rst joints of the second and third ngers will be
against the middle of one side, the thumb against
middle of opposite side, the rst joint of little
nger against middle of end and rst nger curled
up against bottom.

Bring the right hand over

top of deck, the third, second and little ngers
close together, rst joint of the little nger being

II. Top Palm

against the end corner, the rst nger curled up
on top and the tip of thumb resting idly at end, above left little nger.
To palm, press the right little nger, exactly
at the rst joint, rmly against the top cards,
pull them up about half an inch at corner, freeing them from the left second and third ngers,
keeping the three right ngers (little, second and
third) perfectly straight. The cards to be palmed
are now held rmly between the right little nger,
and the left little nger. (See Fig. I.) Straighten
out right rst nger, swing left little nger with

III.

Top Palm

the cards to be palmed free of the end of the deck,
press the cards into the right palm with the end of the left third nger.
(See Fig. II.)
Draw the deck out about half way from under the right hand, and
release the left hand entirely. (See Fig. III.) Then the right drops the
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deck on the table to be cut.
After the hands are in the rst position the whole process does not
occupy half a second.
The deck should be kept in view as much as possible, and the right
rst nger is curled up on top for that purpose until the instant the palm
is performed. The action of drawing the deck into view when the cards
are palmed is made a part of the whole movement.

Some things, in case you're confused about the parlance: rst nger is
the index nger, second nger is the middle nger, third nger is the ring
nger.
I won't lie, it will take some time to learn to do this as written. As Dai
Vernon himself warned, you may feel the need to make minor adjustments to
get the action to t you perfectly. However, try not to adjust things so much
that you lose what can make this palm work so well. Changing which nger
does which action might make things easier, but it can also add tells which
will give away the method. If you can stay true to the method outlined here,
you will have an excellent top palm.
My initial experience learning this move was of the two steps forward one
step back variety. I was constantly rening  like having the right hand's
index nger extending at the right moment to cover the pivot action, keeping the left hand's ngers from aring out during the action, and working
to eliminate movement from the right hand's pinkie nger. Later, in Royal

Road 's approach, there's an image that you really want to avoid when palming.

By learning how to do it correctly the rst time, you won't have to

unlearn a bad habit later.
One issue with Erdnase's writeup is that he never mentions holding a
break before the move, which is of course necessary if you're looking to palm
o a specic number of cards (such as in Cards Across). You might want to
consider a deep pinkie break to help out with the palming action. Assuming
you've got a regular pinkie break, here's the action. Momentarily secure the
deck in the right hand, with the thumb at the back and ngers at the front,
and make sure that the thumb maintains the break at the back of the deck.
Adjust your left hand slightly so that the pinkie goes deeper into the break,
so that the inner right corner of the top cards is resting between the cuticle
and the knuckle of the pinkie nger. From here, you might nd, as I have,
that the position actually simplies the action of securing the packet between
both hands' pinkie ngers prior to pushing them up into the palm. Of course,
as with all adjustments, you want to make sure that any change you make
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doesn't hurt the overall technique. Always rene, rene, rene...

9.4

Erdnase's Top Palm, Second Method

The Expert At The Card Table

The positions of the hands are identically the same as the rst
method, a slight dierence is made in the process of palming. Pull up the
cards to be palmed as before, then insert the ends of the left second and
third ngers.

Now straighten out right rst nger, press down on end

of deck with all four right ngers, bending the cards to be palmed over
the left second and third nger ends, and holding them in place by left
little nger. Release left little nger and the cards will spring up into the
right palm, the left second nger aiding the movement by pressing the
cards rmly into the palm and holding them there while the deck is being
drawn into view by the left hand. As described in the former method,
the left hand should immediately release the deck, which is dropped on
the table by the right.
We consider these methods the best for palming the top cards after
a shue. The positions the hands assume are taken quite naturally in
squaring up the cards. The right hand should seize the ends rst, and
the left thumb and ngers square up the sides by sliding up and down;
then by moving the left little nger to the end of deck the proper position
is obtained and the palm made in a twinkling.
When the cut is made reach the right hand boldly for the deck, but
instead of picking it up lay the palmed cards on top and draw the deck
to the edge of the table. Then the thumb naturally goes under the end
and the cards can be picked up with ease.

This was included in case you nd this approach suits you better than
the rst.

9.5

Top Palm, Single and Multiple Cards

The Royal Road to Card Magic

To palm a card, in conjurer's language, means to take a card in the
hand  generally the right hand  and hold it concealed there without
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its presence being suspected by the onlookers.

The principle is a very

important one in card magic, for many of the nest feats possible depend
upon it. The best methods of palming cards are not dicult to learn. The
reason that palming is neglected or badly done by cardmen is because of
lack of condence. The rst thing a beginner is likely to say is that his
hands are too small; he cannot conceive that he should hold so large an
object as a playing card in his hand secretly.
To show what a mistaken notion this is, test
it in this way:
Take a card and lay it on your hand with the
ngers extended in such a way that its outer left
corner is at the outer phalanx of the little nger

IV. Top Palm

and its inner right corner against the ball of the
thumb.

Flex the ngers slightly and turn your

hand over.
You will nd that the card is held (that is, palmed) securely, and so
long as the ngers are pressed together it is completely hidden.

Since

one's hand always has a half-closed appearance when in repose, the position of the hand will appear to be a perfectly natural one, Fig. VII. At
rst you will be so conscious of the presence of the card in your hand that
you will want to drop it to your side or even put it behind your back.
To overcome this self-consciousness, the best thing to do is to become so
accustomed to having a card in your hand that you no longer take any
notice of it. When you are reading a book or listening to the radio, place
a card in your hand in the proper position, bend the ngers slightly, and
then try to forget all about it. In a very short time you will become so
used to it that you will be able to move your hand freely and naturally,
always remembering, of course, that the back of your hand must always
be outwards.

Do not be afraid to bend the card; you cannot palm it

naturally unless you do.
Practically everyone, when beginning to practice the palming of cards, will be careful to keep
the ngers curved naturally but will overlook the
importance of having the thumb lie in its natural position along the side of the hand. When the
thumb extends at a right angle from the hand, a
reex action which must be overcome, its unnat-

V. Top Palm

ural appearance at once attracts attention to the
hand and arouses suspicion.
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9.5.1

Top Palm, I (Single Card)

1. Hold the deck in your left hand by the sides between the middle,
third, and little ngers, the tips of which are ush with the top of the
deck, pressing the left side of the deck against the ball of the thumb.
Bend the thumb at the outermost phalanx on the top card, with the tip
resting a little below its middle, and place the tip of the index nger
against the outer right corner (Fig. IV).
2. Bring the right hand over the pack as if merely to square it, the
hand being well arched. Place the ngers, held close together, against
the outer end, with the third outermost) phalanges pressing against the
outer end. Rest the tip of the thumb against the left inner corner (Fig.
V).
3.

Straighten the left thumb

pressing it on the top card and
so push the card into the position
shown in Fig. VI. (Right hand not
shown.)
4.

VI. Single Card Top Palm

The

outer

right

corner

of the top card is thus brought
against the tip of the little nger.

Press lightly downwards with the right little nger and lever the card
upwards, at the same time bending the left thumb inward to its original
position, and the card will be tilted upwards against the palm and the
ngers (Fig. VI).
5.

Draw the right ngers and thumb along the ends of the deck,

squaring the cards.

Grip the outer corners between the thumb at the

inner end and the index and middle ngers at the outer end, at the same
time exing the ring and little ngers (Fig. VII).
The two essential points in the correct palming of cards are:
(a) The right hand must remain arched throughout.
(b) The right hand must retain
the deck after the card is palmed,
while the left hand moves away to
make some appropriate gesture or

VII. Hand Position While Palming

natural personal action.

For ex-

ample, you may gesture to illus-

trate what you want done, which may be for a person to stand closer
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to you. Or you may brush the table clean of an imaginary speck, touch
the corner of your mouth with the knuckle of your index nger, touch
your chin as if in momentary thoughtin other words, make some personal action that is natural and characteristic of you. Because of this,
the transfer of the pack from your left to your right hand will seem to
have no connection with the trick you are performing.
Do not make the mistake of trying to palm a card with the utmost
rapidity, for all rapid actions of the hand arouse suspicion. The quickness
of the hand does not deceive the eye. The palm must be made in exactly
the same time asneither more nor less thanin merely squaring the cards.
6. A moment later, take the pack from the right hand with the left
and dispose of the palmed card as required by the trick.

9.5.2

Top Palm, II (Several Cards)

1. Hold the deck face downwards in your left hand between the second
(top) phalanx of the thumb on one side and the third phalanges of the
middle and ring ngers on the other, the index nger bent under the
pack and the little nger free. Not only is this a very open and graceful
method of holding the deck but it is also essential to the proper execution
of the sleight.
2.

With your right hand square the deck, and under cover of this

action lift the inner ends of the cards to be palmed and insert the tip of
the left little nger into the break thus made (Fig. VIII).
3.

Remove the right hand,

making some appropriate gesture,
then with it grasp the whole pack,
with the ngers close together at
the outer end and the thumb at
the inner end, which maintains the

VIII.

break.

Multiple Card Top Palm

Move the left thumb and

ngers inwards along the sides of

the deck, squaring it. Press the tips of the thumb and ngers into the
break, and in the outward squaring motion push the separated packet of
cards up into the right hand (Fig. VIII).
4.

Slide the right thumb and ngers along the ends of the pack,

squaring them.

Grip the pack between the thumb and the index and

middle ngers, and ex the ring and little ngers a little, thus palming the
cards securely. Remove the left hand, holding the right hand stationary
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for a few moments. Use the left hand as you would when palming a single
card, and a few moments later take the pack with the left hand again
and dispose of the palmed cards as may be required.

I've included both of these in the same chapter mostly so that you can
have the option of slightly easier palms than the ones taught by Erdnase.
However, in my mind, you'd do well to ght your way through what Erdnase
teaches specically because you've got a better chance of avoiding the image
that's shown in Figure V in the Royal Road section, which is actually really
bad.

Royal Road gets more than its share of accolades for being a great

introductory book, and they're mostly deserved, but when things like this
are being shown to new magicians, it makes me cringe.
description tries to emphasize the proper hand position.

To be fair, the
But the Erdnase

palm's little-nger action helps to avoid an alignment of the hand and the
deck, which is a screaming tell.
Now, between you and me, there are some routines that are just so well
constructed that you'll be able to get away with lesser technique. That said,
don't do what I did and nd yourself at a point where you're forced to unlearn
bad habits that you could have avoided just by doing things correctly in the
rst place.

9.6

Replacement of Palmed Cards

Expert Card Technique

The secret replacement of palmed cards onto the pack is a more difcult operation than their secret abstraction by palming.

Writers on

magic have devoted much space to explaining many ways of palming
cards but the replacement principle has been almost entirely ignored.
Several methods are given by Robert-Houdin in Les Secrets (translated
by Professor Homann) and some more modern methods are explained
in Card Manipulations, No. 4 by Jean Hugard, but apart from these we
do not know of any explanations of the principle in the textbooks.
Any performer who takes pride in handling cards cleanly and neatly
and is not satised with getting away with it, as is too often heard from
careless operators, will do well to study the following methods.
We will assume that you have a card, or a small packet of cards,
palmed in the right hand, that a spectator has shued the pack and has
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placed it on the table before you, and that you wish to add the palmed
card to the pack in picking it up; there are several methods of procedure.

9.6.1

Replacement by Laying the Hand Flat on the Pack
and Drawing It Towards You

This is the general practice but a moment's reection will prove that
it is wrong and suggests to the onlooker the very fact which you wish
to conceal. The natural action in drawing the pack away, or picking it
up, is to place the tips of the thumb and ngers on the ends of the pack,
keeping the hand arched. Placing the hand at on the pack suggests that
you have added something and, considering the widespread knowledge of
the possibility of palming, this is fatal.
There is one way in which this action can
be done naturally and without arousing suspicion.

Place the hand at on the pack, adding

the palmed cards, and instantly spread all the
cards ribbon wise towards the left. Accompany

IX.

the action with the remark, You see there is no
Palm Replace-

ment

preparation on this side, slip the forenger under the bottom card and turn it over, Fig. IX,

taking care that the nger follows in the same direction, as you continue,
nor on this. All the cards are thus caused to turn face upwards. Repeat
the turnover from the opposite end, turning the cards face downwards
again.

Then slip the tips of the right ngers under the bottom cards

and gather the whole pack with a sweep to the left. This pleasing little nourish intrigues the spectators and eectually diverts any suspicion
from their minds.

9.6.2

Budding the Palmed Cards
Pick up the pack from the table by its ends
between the tips of the thumb and ngers, keeping the hand arched. Turn half left and take the
pack in the left hand by its sides at the tips of
the thumb and second, third and fourth ngers,

X. Budding Cards

bending the rst nger below.
Release the right thumb at the inner end and,

without changing the position of the right little nger, press inwards with
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it against the right outer corner of the palmed packet, forcing the cards
to buckle outwards from the palm, Fig. X. Grip the sides of the packet
with the left thumb and ngers and relax the grip of the right little nger
and the base of the thumb at the diagonal corners of the packet, drawing
the cards squarely on top of the pack. Run the top joints of the right
ngers along the outer end of the pack squaring it. In this way the cards
have been replaced with the palm of the right hand well away from the
pack and the only contact has been with the top joints of the ngers in
the natural action of squaring the outer end.

9.6.3

Using the Front Finger Palm

As the spectator is nishing his shue and at the moment the pack is
placed upon the table, the right hand, holding the palmed cards naturally
at the side, transfers them to the front nger palm; that is, it grips the
outer corners between the rst and second ngers and the third and
fourth ngers, Fig. XI. To do this you have merely to move the rst and
fourth ngers a little outwards and downwards, then close them again
gripping the corners of the cards and taking care that these corners do
not protrude.
Pick up the pack with the tips of the thumb
and ngers and, in the act of placing it in the
left hand, release the corner between the third
and fourth ngers, bend the fourth nger and
press its tip against the middle of the back of the
packet.

This action brings the cards squarely

onto the top of the pack, the right hand remaining arched and immediately proceeding to square
the pack in a perfectly natural way.

XI.

Front

Finger

9.6.4

Using the Rie Flourish

Palm
After picking up the pack between the tips of
the thumb and ngers. place it in the left hand,
making a half turn to the left at the same time. Rue the ends of the
deck with the right ngers and thumb, moving the hands a little apart
at the end of the ourish.
Press on the diagonal corners of the palmed packet with the outermost
joint of the little nger and the root of the thumb, buckling the cards
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outwards. Bring the hands together to repeat the rue and slip the left
thumb above the bulging middle of the palmed packet, pressing it onto
the top of the pack as the rue is completed.
When the right hand is removed, the left thumb is seen to be pressing
down on the back of the pack apparently precluding the possibility of the
addition of any cards.

9.6.5

The Deck Placed Sideways

It sometimes happens that, after having shufed the deck, a spectator will place it before you
with its side and not its end nearest to you. This
is an awkward position if you use the sliding-back
pick-up. In such cases strike the right inner corner of the pack with the tip of the right second
nger, Fig. XII, pushing it so that the cards will

XII.

Palm Replace-

ment

turn and fan slightly. Apparently this is accidental but it enables you to
add the palmed cards in drawing the pack towards you.
Or, you can pick up the pack by the sides, place it in the left hand
and add the palmed cards to it by the ruing method explained in the
preceding section.

9.6.6

Dropping the Packet

An audacious method is to place the tips of the right hand ngers just
in front of the outer end of the deck bringing the palmed cards squarely
over it; drop the packet onto the pack and instantly ick the second nger
outwards as if to dislodge a particle of dust a couple of inches in front of
the pack. Pick up the pack by the ends, bend forward and blow on the
spot to complete the misdirection.

9.6.7

Replacing a Card at the Bottom of the Pack

We will suppose that you have a card palmed in the right hand and
that you desire to place it at the bottom of a packet which lies on the
table. As you move the hand towards the packet from the left, release
the hold of the ngers on the palmed card and retain it by the left inner
corner in a fold of the esh at the crotch of the thumb. Slide the card
under the packet from left to right and tip the cards up vertically, the
faces to the left, and square the packet by tapping its side upon the table.
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If the sides of the table packet are crimped upwards a little, the insertion
of the palmed card is made very easy.

9.6.8

In Turning the Top Card
In cases where a table is not at hand, the
spectator shues the pack and you have a card,
or cards, palmed in your right hand; at the moment when he is ready to hand the pack back,
take your handkerchief in your right hand, wipe

XIII.

your forehead and at the same time take the pack
Turning Card

back with your left hand. Replace the handker-

chief in your pocket, push the top card over the side of the pack with the
left thumb and turn it face upwards by striking it with the side of your
right hand. Repeat the action, turning the card face downwards, adding
the palmed cards to the top of the pack and immediately draw the right
ngers along the ends of the pack, squaring it.

Replacing palmed cards onto the deck is an important technique, and
there ought to be enough here for you to nd something that suits your needs,
or else come up with your own variation on the above. Expert Card Technique
actually covers an additional one, but it's related to the one-handed top palm,
which has its own diculties beyond the tricky stu covered so far in this
chapter. If you're ready for it, though, look into the source.

9.7

A Psychological Impossibility

The Tarbell Course in Magic

A shued deck is cut into two packets, one large, one small. The magician
picks up the smaller packet and fans it towards the spectator, who thinks
of a number and remembers the card at that position.

From the larger

packet the second spectator removes a random card and inserts it, unseen,
into the magician's pocket. The magician deals to the spectator's number in
the smaller packet, but their card isn't there. It's vanished. The magician
removes the previously pocketed card  the spectator's selection.
After the cards are shued, have the deck cut in half. Pick up the smaller
half and fan it faces toward the spectator, making sure that the top two cards
perfectly align. Alternatively, if there's nobody behind you, you can pivot
back the top card so that it hides behind the fan. Have the spectator think of
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a number (limited, of course, by the amount of cards in hand), then remember
the card at that position from the top. It helps to slowly count through the
cards, pointing at each one as you go. It also helps if the spectator shares
that number with somebody else, so they don't forget it.

Square up the

packet. Because of that hidden card, their selection is actually one number
further down than they think it is.
Have a second spectator remove a random, unseen card from the larger half and drop it into your
pocket. Take the smaller packet and deal until you
reach the rst spectator's number, at which point
they'll stop you. Ask them to turn over the last card
dealt, which should be their selection. Use this moment as misdirection to palm o the top card of
those remaining in your hand. After they turn over
the dealt card and reveal that it's not theirs, take a
beat to let the implied vanish sink in. Then reach
into your pocket and remove the palmed card, revealing it to be their selection. If you'd like to end
clean, pick up the deck and dump it into the pocket

XIV.

Psychological

Impossibility

containing the extra card.

A similar approach to this is S. H. Wimbrough's Card From The Pocket,
from the Encyclopedia of Card Tricks, Chapter 18. From a shued deck, have
a random card removed and set aside. Ask them to take some cards from
the top of the deck, fan them towards themselves, and remember a card and
its position. As they do, pretend to pocket the removed card, but actually
retain the card and come out with it palmed in your hand. When they're
done, they are to drop their packet onto the deck and square it up. Take the
deck, adding the palmed card on top of it. Ask for their number and deal
that many cards, tossing the last one towards them. As they look at that
card, palm o their selection. When they say it isn't theirs, go to the pocket
and produce the palmed card. You're left clean.
A more common approach to this plot used to be to have a card remembered at a given position in a small fan, and for the magician to place one
of these cards in his pocket.

The spectator would name the number, the

magician would deal that number, and their card wouldn't be there.

The

magician would then reach into his pocket to show them he successfully divined their card. I never much liked this. If you could gure out their card,
why isolate it in the pocket?

Why not just put it on the table?

Or why

not just name it? Placing it in the pocket seemed like a strange contrivance
to demonstrate mental powers. Wimbrough's and Tarbell's approaches are
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legitimately mysterious.

9.8

The Card and Handkerchief 

The Expert At The Card Table
A card is freely selected,
deck and thoroughly shued.

restored to the
The deck is now

wrapped up in a borrowed handkerchief, which
is held suspended by the corners, and upon command the selected card is seen to slowly project
itself through the handkerchief and utter to the
oor.
Borrow

a

rather

large

handkerchief

rst.

Place it in full sight in vest or on table, then

XV.

Card

And

Handkerchief

have card selected and replaced in deck, shift to top, palming in right
hand, and return deck to be shued. Now take corner of handkerchief
in each hand, show both sides by crossing right hand over left, keeping
right palm to person, then throw handkerchief over right palm, one corner Lying along right arm, and diagonal corner hanging down over right
ngers the hand being about the middle.
Now take back deck with left hand and place
it on handkerchief lengthwise over right hand,
seizing it by ends with that hand, and squaring
up palmed card against it, at same time taking
out the crimp so that it will lie atly. Then, with
the left hand, bring up the overhanging corner of
handkerchief, covering the deck, and showing the
right hand ngers; seize sides of deck with left
hand, gather back the folds of handkerchief with
right so that the selected card will be retained at
its inner end and suspend the deck by the folds
with the right hand, holding well above the pack.

XVI.

Card

And

Handkerchief

(See Figs. XV and XVI.)
Now command the selected card to appear, rst requesting the drawer
to give its name, and by giving slight up and down jolts to the deck,
the card will slowly emerge from the back, having all the appearance of
forcing its way through the center of the handkerchief at the lower end
of the suspended deck.
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I made a judgment call here, because the routine calls for the pass, which
hasn't been covered yet. Before we continue, let's get this out of the way. A
pass is a way to get a card from the middle of the deck to the top or bottom without apparently doing anything. The mechanics essentially involve
a secret cutting of the deck.
In lieu of the pass, I recommend bringing their card to the top with
a shue control, followed by palming it o and handing out the deck for
a further shue by the spectator.

Continue the trick as described.

The

advantage of the pass is that the selection appears to unquestionably remain
in the center of the deck. Although you lose that aspect with a shue control,
having the spectator shue afterward eectively cancels any suspicions to the
contrary.
You might enjoy the following variation of the trick, which involves having
the card penetrate not just through the handkerchief, but also through the
card box.

9.9

The Penetrating Cards

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

The cards are placed in their case and a chosen card apparently penetrates the case and the handkerchief.
A pack of cards with a case of the ap variety and a handkerchief are
required. After the cards are shued, have a card freely chosen, noted
and replaced.

Pass it to the top and put the pack in its case in such

a way that in closing the case the ap goes between the-top card and
the rest of the pack.

Lay the case, ap side down on the table, show

the handkerchief and spread it over your left hand. Pick up the case in
the right hand with the thumb on the exposed part of the selected card
and throw the handkerchief over the case. Under its cover the right-hand
ngers pull the card out of the case as far as possible.
With the left hand take the case from under its covering, the selected
card is thus drawn completely out of the case and, lies face up on the
right hand. Put the case on the handkerchief just above the palmed card,
throw the front part of the fabric back over the case, twist the sides so
that they retain the card outside at the rear, gather up the four corners
and hold them in the right hand. The chosen card is then named and
ordered to penetrate the case and the fabric. A gentle shake of the hand
will gradually bring the card into view.
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In this case, a strong argument could be made that the pass is the way
to go. After all, there's no shuing by anybody after the card is returned
to the deck, meaning it's in an apparently known spot in the middle of the
deck. From this ostensible position, the card somehow manages to push its
way through the card case and then through the handkerchief.
However, I don't think too much is lost by mixing the deck before it gets
sealed up. Assuming you execute everything perfectly, the card box generates
a lot of mystery. So, again, I recommend a shue control and palm, followed
by a spectator shue.

9.10

Three Cards Across

This trick is a classic.

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Provided is a slight variation on Royal Road 's

routining.
The spectator removes a small packet from the shued deck. The cards
are counted by the spectator, who then gathers them up and holds onto them
tightly.
Another spectator removes a card from the balance of the deck.
card is shown to be a Three.

The

Based on that randomly generated number,

the magician pledges to make three cards magically pass from his packet
to the on held tightly by the rst spectator. The magician ries the deck
three times in the general direction of the rst spectator, who then counts
his cards. There are three more than before.
For this handling, you'll need a table. Start with a Three on the bottom
of the deck (we'll use the Three of Hearts). Position the rst spectator on
your right and ask them to say stop as you dribble the cards (a term for
slowly cascading the cards from hand to hand). To execute the dribble, hold
the cards in the right hand, with the thumb along the rear edge of the deck,
the index nger curled on top of the deck, and the other ngers holding the
deck at the front. Press down on the middle of the deck with the index nger
so that the cards eventually work themselves free from the grip of the thumb
and the ngers at the front.

This ourish will require some practice, but

when it's attained, it's pretty.
Time your dribble so they stop you when you have about 10 cards left
in the right hand. Casually toss the right hand's packet onto the center of
the table. If there are too few, throw some more on there. Once you have
enough cards, sweep them toward the spectator.
Instruct the spectator to gather their cards and count them in the following way. Holding the balance of the deck in your left hand, take one card in
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the right hand and drop it from about a foot above the table. Count, One.
Do this again with another card, counting, Two.

Take a third card, but

don't actually drop it. Instead, gesture as if to drop it and say, Three, four,
ve, like this. Replace the card on the deck, securing a pinkie below it. Pick
up the two cards on the table and drop them on top. You now have a break
under three cards. As the spectator counts, palm the three cards into your
right hand.
The spectator's count will result in a small mess of cards on the table.
When they're done, say, Wasn't that great? Let's give my assistant a hand!
As the audience claps, table the deck with your left hand. Simultaneously,
your right hand sweeps the pile toward the spectator  similar to the way you
did it before  and drops o its palmed cards. This is a momentary touch,
and should done as lightly as possible. The spectator scoops up the cards,
squares them, and holds them tightly.
Explain that you're going to make cards jump from your deck to the
spectator's packet. You need a number rst, though. Pick up the deck and
force the Three of Hearts on your second spectator. Ask the rst spectator
to repeat the amount they're holding. Nod, then rie the deck three times
in their direction, adding one to that number each time, before bowing and
thanking everybody for their kind attention. Hopefully somebody verbalizes
their disbelief, at which point you suggest that maybe they ought to be
counted, in a similar manner as before, with you far away.

They do, and

it's shown that three cards have traveled. Lead a round of applause for your
spectator.
There are a couple of minor cosmetic dierences between this and Royal

Road 's handling, but one major dierence involves having the selection of
the three happen before the cards are given to the rst spectator to hold.
The reason why I felt the selection needed to happen later was that in the
minds of most people, the selection of a card signals the beginning of the
trick. By changing that moment, you've accomplished the major dirty work
before people even really know what you're up to. If, by some chance, people
are paying attention to every detail and remember that you did touch the
cards, a well executed force further obscures the method and adds a bit of
extra mystery.
The slight downside is that there's a slightly longer interval between the
two times the spectator counts their packet. I get around this by reminding
the audience (or more precisely, getting them to remind me) of how many
cards they have, twice, so that the number stays locked in their mind.
I strongly recommend this trick.

It's obeat.

It's not a pick-a-card-

and-I-nd-it trick. It can play to a large audience. The construction oers
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excellent misdirection for the palm, and great cover for the add-on.

The

eect's result happens far away from the magician. There's suspense as the
cards are counted a second time. You have a plausible excuse to get applause
by leading it for the spectator.
One nal note. If you're the bold sort, you should look into T. Nelson
Downs's Art of Magic, which features an eect in which the audience gets to
determine how many cards jump across. The shenanigans involved are worth
knowing, as they have potential application in other tricks.

9.11

Out Of Sight
William Larsen,

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

False shue and cut your stacked deck (either Si Stebbins or Eight Kings
will do). Turn your back and spread the cards behind you. Have a card selected and keep a separation at that point. As you turn to face the spectator,
cut the deck at the separation and palm the top card into the right hand.
Bring your hands around to the front, the left hand tabling or pocketing
the deck, the right hand touching the forehead in a gesture of concentration.
Catch a glimpse of the palmed card and proceed to read your spectator's
mind.

Another smart approach would be to wait and glimpse the card as

you sh through your inner jacket pocket looking (for example) for a notepad
and marker to draw their selection.
Keep in mind that with this method you'll need to work backwards in
your stack from the card you glimpsed, rather than forward.

9.12

The Spring Catch

The Royal Road to Card Magic

Here's a nice revelation if you can spring cards.

Hold the deck in the

right hand, ready for a spring. The selection is also palmed in that hand.
Rotate the deck skywards and execute the spring, spraying cards into the
air. As soon as the deck is exhausted, plunge your hand into the shower of
cards and produce the palmed card. The best way to do this is by bending
in the ngers, getting a grip on the card, and quickly extending the ngers.
Properly done, it looks as if the card is caught at the ngertips.
This is a nice way to nish a revelation of multiple cards, especially because the mess makes it hard to follow up. After controlling multiple selections (as you learned in Chapter 8), you could reveal each of them dierently,
and conclude by producing the last card with the Spring Catch.
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9.12.1

Springing the Cards  A New Method

Expert Card Technique

Expert Card Technique, Part 2
The following method of springing the cards
from hand to hand will be found to give greater
and easier control of the ourish. It makes practical a slower and hence more eective action, and
the cards can be sprung with the hands farther
apart.
1. Hold the deck in the right hand between
the thumb at the inner end and the ngers at the

XVII.

Springing

The Cards

outer end as in the orthodox method, but place
the thumb at the left inner corner and the right little nger at the right
outer corner, diagonally opposite, the other three ngers taking no part
in the action.
2.

Press the thumb and little nger inwards causing the cards to

buckle from the right inner corner to the left outer corner.
3. Place the left hand at a little distance from the right hand and,
continuing the pressure on the corners of the cards, allow them to slip
o the ball of the thumb and spring into the left hand, increasing or decreasing the speed of their ight by increasing or decreasing the pressure
of the thumb and little nger, Fig. XVII.

9.13

An Unwitting Wizard

Card Manipulations #3

The magician oers a challenge. If you picked a card, put it back, and
shued the deck, do you think you'd have a chance to nd your own card?
The spectator looks unsure.
Alright, let's give it a shot, but to make it easier we'll only use half
the deck.

The spectator cuts o half the deck, which the magician takes

and puts in his pocket. From the other half, a card is selected, noted, and
returned.
The magician then oers a challenge to the spectator. He reaches into
the pocket containing the other half of the deck and removes a random card,
and hands it to the spectator with a challenge to try to use it to nd his own
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card.
The spectator, holding the card, tries to stab it into the half-deck where
his selection is.

He does, and the cards above and below are looked at.

Neither of them are the selection.
The magician, feeling bad about it, makes a magical gesture over the card
the spectator is holding. It's turned over and shown to be the selection.
To perform, follow the description up until the selection is returned to
the spectator's half.

Shue it to the top and palm it o.

Reach into the

pocket and pretend to pull out a random card, but in reality produce the
palmed the selection. Complete the trick as described.

9.14

The Card In The Shoe

Expert Card Technique

This is an interesting take on the card-to-impossible-location plot. The
choreography will remain the same, save for one added detail.
A card is chosen, signed, and shued into the deck.

After the card is

proven lost, the magician walks over to a chair, sits down, and pulls o his
shoe. Inside, there's a single card  the signed selection.
To do this, the magician needs to take any card and insert it face down
in the front of his left shoe (nearer the toes). Otherwise, the trick can be
done with any deck that matches the back of the card in the shoe. You may
want to glue two cards back to back, to make it a bit more sturdy. This also
acts as a safeguard against a potential problem I'll mention in a moment.
The card is selected, signed, and shued to the top. Use a double lift
to show it's not on top or bottom. Return the deck to dealing position and,
under the guise of squaring up, palm the top card into the right hand.
Walk over to a chair on your left and sit down. Turn so your right side
towards the spectator, your right hand (with its palmed card) on your right
thigh. Cross your legs, bringing the left ankle onto the right knee. Loosen
the laces with the left hand. Take o the shoe, holding it between the left
hand at the top and the right hand at the heel. Display the card inside. If
the card is still at the front, give the shoe a shake to knock it loose (if the
card is double-sided, you'll have a slight safeguard in case it rattles around
too loosely). Turn the shoe towards yourself, reach inside, and produce the
palmed card. The spectator names their selection. Turn it around to reveal
their card and their signature.
Put your shoe on as the audience reacts, taking care to not ash the card
still inside.
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The original trick doesn't use the indierent
card in the shoe.

The benet of that approach is

that you're left clean at the end. The downside is
that the magic hasn't happened until the card is
produced, meaning heat will be on you right as it
extracts the palmed card. Conversely, by showing
the card to already be in the shoe, we're implying
that the magic has already happened, eectively by-

XVIII. The Card and
Shoe

passing the Critical Interval.
It's important to note that people's conviction that the indierent card
is their selection is not a 100% guarantee. The technique still needs to be as
well executed as possible. What's more, you would probably want to delay
using this sort of strategy until a point where you've established just enough
mastery in front of your audience for them to have faith that the card in the
shoe is theirs the moment they see it.

General Thoughts
There are some important things to add to this chapter, since there's
been some interesting work on palms that is not in the public domain.
First, John Carney teaches the easiest palm in existence. It's a singlecard bottom palm. There are several advantages in choosing a bottom palm
over a top palm:

you get added cover from the deck; it's often easier to

control a card to the bottom than to the top; add-ons from a bottom palm
are frequently more subtle; and so on...
But bottom palms don't t all routines.

For something like Card to

Wallet, this might not be an issue. For Cards Across, however, every bit
of the routining revolves around a top palm.

You'd have trouble making

Carney's palm work.
That said, the Carney bottom palm is an excellent way to steal a single
card from the deck. He teaches it on the Carney on Palming DVD, alongside
a bunch of other techniques that are worth the eort to study.
This chapter represents our rst real introduction to what makes Erdnase
special.

They may seem dicult, but consider working through Erdnase's

methods so that you can rene your techniques properly. If there is a pitfall
to a routine like Cards Across, it's that it's so well constructed, you may
feel like you can get away with lesser palming technique. But by mastering
good techniques now, you can avoid those kinds of bad habits later.
Finally, while this book is primarily concerned with impromptu card
magic, I'd like to mention how powerful it is to palm a duplicate or stranger
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card into a borrowed deck. Similarly, there are gimmicked wallets and envelopes on the market that can produce wonders when used in conjunction
with palming. These sorts of thing can be intimidating to a new magician,
though, so we've stuck with fairly safe eects in this chapter.
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Interlude 9:
Motivation
With conditioning, we learned how to make an action natural through
repetition in safer moments. The risk that comes with this is that we might
introduce visual noise into a situation where it otherwise wouldn't exist.
Take palming. We've just learned that you can cover a palm by pretending to square the deck. But cover isn't enough. There has to be a reason to
square the deck in the rst place. When do you square up the deck? When
it's messy. So contrive to have a messy deck and, in the process of squaring
it, execute the palm.

The External Reality is that you squared the deck

because it was necessary, whereas the Internal Reality is that you squared
the deck because it justied the actions of the palm.
You may be so good at palming that all you need is a moment to bring
the hands together. But, why would both hands be on the deck? Well, it
could be because you're passing the deck from one hand to the other. Why
would you be doing that? Well, let's say the deck was in the left hand, and
the card box was on the left side of the table. If you needed the card box,
you could either reach across with your right hand to pick it up, or you could
pass the deck to the right hand and pick up the card box with the left. The
former action is awkward, and calls for you to expend extra eort by twisting
your body unnaturally. The latter is much more natural.
Sometimes the motivation is self-evident.

For instance, after a card is

returned, it may make sense to shue the deck, so neither you nor the
spectator could know where it is. For another example, let's say you want to
do the Glide. If you raise the deck to show the bottom card so that everybody
can see it, it makes sense to lower the deck when you're done, at which point
you execute the move.
Sometimes you can manufacture motivation. Let's say you've got a trick
with the two black Jacks that you want to do later on. Open your set by
forcing a card and letting the spectator shue it back into the deck. Retrieve
the deck and spread it faces towards yourself.

When you come to a black

Jack, pull it out and hold it facing you. Look at them, look at the card, look
at them, look at the card, then shake your head and replace it at the face
of the pack. Repeat for the second black Jack. Finally, successfully nd the
card you forced, or reveal it in some other manner that suits you. At the
end, you secretly have the two black Jacks at the face of the deck. A quick
milk shue (as taught in Chapter 1) will brings one black Jack to the top of
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the deck while retaining the other at the bottom. You're now set to produce
the two Jacks with the mid-air toss production from Chapter 2.
Motivated actions don't take too much thought. If a deck is messy, you
square it.

If you want to free up a hand to get something, then you pass

whatever that hand is holding to the other hand.

If you lift up a card to

display it, you lower it when you're done. If you've got something in your
pocket that you need, you go to your pocket to get it. And so on.
So far, this is all very straightforward, but problems arise when you've
got actions that aren't motivated. For instance, let's say you want to have
a selection jump to your pocket. You could snap your ngers, palm o the
card, then go to the pocket and pull it out. Or you could dribble the cards,
square them up, palm o at that moment, and go to the pocket to extract
the card. Why is the rst example bad? Because there's no motivation for
both hands to be on the deck for the palm. The second example motivates
the square-up, but you don't get to show an empty hand before you go to
the pocket. Let's look at a third handling that addresses these issues. It's
based on an excellent idea that comes from Pete McCabe's Scripting Magic,
a great text for developing presentations for magic tricks.
Load a carrying bag with a deck of cards, a coee shop stamp card, along
with your keys, your phone, and whatever other items you wish in order to
add some amusement later on.

Pull out the cards, have one selected and

controlled to the top. Rie the deck, go to the purse with an empty hand,
and triumphantly pull out your stamp card. Hand it to the spectator and
take a bow, palming the selection as you do. When you notice your mistake,
quickly go to your bag, deposit their card, and pull out the keys. Drop them
to the table. Go back to the bag, pull out your phone, and place it on the
table next to the keys. Repeat for any other items you put in there. Finally,
pull out their card, drop it face down next to the other items, and say, Which
one of these is yours? You'll get quite the laugh at such an absurd scene.
Finish accordingly.
This is more than just a funny scenario. As Allan Ackerman points out,
in a trick like Card to Pocket, the last thing an audience should see before
their card is produced is the image of an empty hand. You get that here.
You also have motivation for returning to the bag, that being the correction
of an apparent mistake.
It should be noted that when you create a momentary problem just to
motivate an action, you risk adding clutter to what's going on. Let's say, for
instance, that the way you currently perform a move has a bad angle to your
right. Turning to the right will address that problem, sure, but improving
upon the technique (or choosing a dierent one) is often a sounder way to
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eliminate the bad angle.
It's also possible to go too far when seeking motivation. For example, you
may ask yourself why you'd want to make a card jump to your pocket in the
rst place. Or why it would jump into an orange. Or why, if you were really
able to read minds, you would demonstrate that power by pulling out a deck
of cards. These questions all have merit. However, in my opinion, they're
for a more seasoned performed. For right now, doing something incredible
for its own sake should be motivation enough.
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¨ ¨ 10 ¨ ¨

The Top Change and Other
Switches
10.1

Introduction

With the Glide and the double lift, we've so far learned two major ways
to switch cards. Here we're going to learn a new approach, the top change,
which aims a fair bit higher. With both the Glide and the double lift, the
last time the audience sees the card, it's in contact with the deck. With the
top change, the aim is to give the impression that a card changes without
ever coming near the deck.
To do this, you'll have to openly swap the card in hand with the top card
of the deck, and you'll have to do it quickly, silently, and right under everybody's noses. That may sound impossible, but it's not. The key principles
that will help you accomplish this are timing and misdirection.

After you

learn the core technique, we'll look at some tricks that help you manufacture
the moments you'll need to pull them o.

10.2

The Top Change Technique

The Royal Road to Card Magic

There is no other sleight in all conjuring with cards which will give
you so much pleasure as this. More than any other sleight, it lends itself
to improvisation, the delightful ad-libbing with a pack of cards which
causes so much laughter and more nearly approaches a battle of wits
with your audiences than any other conjuring manoeuvre. To exchange
one card for another boldly and under the very noses of those who watch,
without being detected, is a sweet triumph! It is also good entertainment;
indeed, Robert-Houdin, the father of modern magic, observed almost a
century ago, I know of nothing more surprising than the eect of a card
neatly 'changed'. The words are as true as though written yesterday.
Let us say that you are going to exchange secretly a card held in the
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right hand for the one at the top of the pack, which is held in the left
hand, as for dealing, but with the index nger resting at the outer end.
1. Hold the card in the right hand, at its inner right corner, between
the outermost phalanges of the middle nger and the thumb. Place the
index nger lightly alongside the middle nger, but do not hold the card
with it. The other ngers are free (Fig. I).
2. Move the right hand to the left hand and
slide its card under the left thumb ush onto the
pack. The left index nger at the outer end prevents the card from overlapping. Do not draw it
onto the pack with the left thumb.
3. Simultaneously with the preceding action,

I.

The Top Change

and as the right hand approaches, push the top
card of the pack over its side to the right for

Grip

about an inch, then lift the thumb a little so that
the right hand can slide its card under it. Do not push o the top card
before the right hand begins its swing to the left.
Although we have described the actions in steps Nos.

2 and 3 as

separate processes, we have done this only for clarity. Actually the left
thumb pushes the top card to the right as the right hand approaches and
slides its card under the thumb and onto the pack.
4. Grasp the inner right corner of the card pushed o the pack between the right index nger and thumb (Fig. II). Hold the right hand
motionless with the card, and move the left hand and the pack away to
the left. The right hand must not move away to the right.
The hands should be held well away from the
body, and the action should be easy and natural
and should be explained by a subsequent action.
For instance, you show the card held by the right
hand and lower it so that it is about a foot away
from the left hand and the pack, but on the same
level.

II.

Glance to the left, at a table or a chair;

look back at your audience, saying, I will put
The Top Change

Action

the card on the chair.
Turn your body to the left toward the chair
and as you do this move the right hand toward

the left a little faster than the left hand moves. The two hands meet at the
middle of the turn and exchange the cards without the least hesitation.
Move the left hand with the pack backwards and away, perhaps grasping
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the rail of the chair, as you face left and drop the card the right hand
now holds on the chair seat.
Again, you may hold the hands a foot apart and speak to someone
on your right, turning a little toward him. I shall ask this gentleman on
my left to blow upon the card, you say, at the same time turning toward
your left, executing the change as the hands meet. Hold the right hand
motionless, and move the left hand with the pack outwards to the left,
gesturing to the person to whom you refer.
Still again, when you are doing close-up card magic, you may show
a card in your right hand, then lower it so that it is horizontal.
to someone, Will you hold your hand palm upwards?

Say

and, when he

raises his right hand, move the right hand to it as though to place the
card on his palm. Apparently change your mind, saying, We'd better
use your other hand, and at this moment glance up to meet his gaze.
Bring the right hand to the left, exchange the cards, and move the left
hand away a little. A moment later, when you place the changed card
on the spectator's palm, he is unaware that it is not the card you showed
a moment before.
The entire process of the top change is a smooth and natural blending
of actions, and we need not tell you that to look at your hands would be
fatal. You must look at the audience or at the object on which you will
place the card.

There are a few dierent explanations of the move in the literature, but
this one is as good as any. If it sounds bold, well, it is. You will want to
get a lot of practice doing this live so that you can execute the move in your
own natural, motivated movements.

10.3

The Changing Card

The Royal Road to Card Magic

A card is selected, noted, and shued into the deck. The magician bestows a little magic power on the spectator and announces that they will
now be able to nd their own card. Taking up that challenge, the spectator
reaches in and touches another card. The magician removes it from the deck
triumphantly displays its face. It's not their selection. Not to be deterred,
the magician shrugs, passes his hand over the card, and changes it to their
selection.
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The method is straightforward. Control the card to the top. Hand-tohand spread the deck for the spectator to touch another card  with luck,
apparently, their own. When they do, remove the card with your right hand,
holding it in preparation for the top change. Pause to build suspense, then
raise the card to reveal its identity. The tension will break as the audience
realizes its the wrong card. Under that misdirection, top change it for the
selection.
You have only the briefest of windows to switch the card. The top change
must happen immediately after ashing the indierent card at the audience,
but before they've told you that it's the wrong card. Trying to pull o the
move outside that moment is asking to get busted. What you're hoping for
is a lot of tension leading up to the moment before you reveal the card, a
nice Ta-da! moment when you show it, and a moment of relaxation where
your hand and the deck come close together to do the top change. Not only
should the move not call attention to itself, but it must be brief enough so
that when attention comes back to you, the switched-in card is already far
from the deck. The switch should happen before you even (pretend to) notice
it's the wrong card. After the top change, look at the selection and miscall
it as the one the spectator just took (Are you sure you didn't choose the
?). Using your favorite magic gesture, change the card into their own.
If you're doing this for a group with an assisting spectator beside you,
then it's actually possible to add one nice detail before magically changing
the card.

After the correct card has been switched in, you can hold it up

and position and angle it so that, from the audience's point of view, the
spectator appears to be able to see the card, but the spectator actually
can't. Experiment in front of a mirror. Hold the card with the face towards
yourself, parallel to the mirror, maybe about a foot to the side.

Slowly

bring your hand back until the moment that you cannot actually see the face
anymore.

Pause there, and look in the mirror.

You should see that with

minor adjustments, it'll look to a casual observer like the face of the card
ought to be visible to you. You don't want to sell this as hard proof, but
rather as an innocent gesture, what Darwin Ortiz might call an incidental
convincer.
Notice that the eect isn't just that the card changes, but rather that the
card changes cleanly when it's far from the deck. This is a feature that you
can't get normally with a double lift. In the same way that Juan Tamariz
suggests dropping everything and crafting a personalized miracle with the
stacked deck, I think it's worth considering doing the same for this trick.
Done correctly, you've got a changed card in your hand and no bad move to
make. Where you go with this is limited only by your imagination.
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10.4

Top Change  Double Lift

Miracle Methods #4

Hugard and Braue suggest combining the top change with the double lift.
They correctly state that this shouldn't be used every time you do the top
change. After all, if you've just gotten away with a top change, why would
you bring that card back to the deck? However, if you've just done the top
change, and you're getting the sense that maybe the audience suspects that
you just did something sneaky, you can always fall back on using the double
lift as your out. Fairly replace the card on the deck, double lift to show the
indierent card, then slowly remove the card from the deck before continuing
with your eect. You're only human if you're intimidated by the top change.
Just remember that you've always got this backup plan in place.

10.5

You Put It In

Paul Rosini's Magical Gems

A card is selected by the spectator.

The magician takes it and says,

Normally I'd put it somewhere in the middle. Tell you what, why don't you
put it in?

The spectator obliges, not knowing that the card is already in

control at the top of the deck.
No real surprise here. You execute the top change during that brief patter
line. It's fairly bold, so you may wish to keep it in reserve until you've got a
spectator that isn't burning your every move. It's also ideal for when you're
improvising in the middle of an Ambitious Card routine.

10.6

Everywhere and Nowhere

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The magician has a card selected and noted by the spectator. Let's assume it's the Four of Spades. The spectator is given the deck, with instructions to return the card and give it a mix. The magician retrieves the deck
and begins running through the faces, asking the spectator to concentrate
on the identity of their selection.
Alright, I think I've narrowed it down to three, the magician says. A
couple of thick books are tossed on the table to act as a makeshift stand. The
magician removes three cards and lays them against the stack, faces away
from the audience and spaced about an inch apart.
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I've done my part, but now it's your turn to help out. Please stare at
these three cards and tell me which one you believe is yours. The spectator
chooses the one on the left. The magician takes the rst card, and slowly
turns it around, showing the Four of Spades. Did you get it? Well done!
The card is tossed to the table, face down.
Now, sometimes people wonder what I would have done if they'd chosen
a dierent card. In that case, I just wave my hand magically over the next
card, and show it to have changed into the Four of Spades. Suiting actions
to words, the magician shows the next card to be the Four of Spades, then
tosses it to the table, face down.
As for this last card? You guessed it, just a simple wave of the hand,
and now it is the Four of Spades! He shows the nal card and tosses it face
up alongside the other two. A nearby suspicious audience member turns over
the two face down cards to nd that they're no longer the Four of Spades.
This trick oers two more examples of good timing for the top change.
You do have to cheat a bit for this trick to work  you'll need three Fours
of Spades in your deck. Force one of them, then let the spectator replace it
and shue the deck. Remove all three Fours of Spades and set them against
whatever stand you can arrange for yourself. Have the spectator select one of
the three. Pick it up and show that it matches their selection. Relax briey,
as if that's meant to be the end of the trick. In that moment, perform the
top change to switch the Four for an indierent card. Toss it to the table,
face down.
Casually shue the deck to bring an indierent card to the top. As you
do, pick up the next card and show that it too is the Four of Spades. The
window for your top change is a little tighter here, but  because you're
switching the card after the magic apparently happens  there is less heat
on the card.
After tossing that second switched-in card on the table, you're done.
Conclude by revealing the third card to be the Four of Spades.

To the

spectators, the suspicion ought to be that you've got more than one Four of
Spades in play. But you're clean.
This is a simplied version of the trick in The Royal Road to Card Magic,
where you rst show three indierent cards, then place them on a stand,
before they're all shown to change into the Four of Spades. If you want to
perform it that way...
After the selection is shued into the deck, spread through with the faces
toward yourself and pretend to search for their card. Openly place the rst
Four of Spades on top, the second Four of Spades third from the top, and
the third Four of Spades second from the face. Feign concern, as if you're
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having trouble.
I think I've got it, you say. Double lift to show the top card and ask
if it's theirs. When they say no, turn it face down and toss it to the table.
Show the bottom card, asking if it's theirs. They'll once more say no. Turn
the deck face down and use the glide to remove the Four of Spades, tossing
it face down next to the rst. Milk shue the deck to bring the nal Four of
Spades to the top. Table the deck and walk the spectator through the actions
of the cross-cut force. I think I've got it this time, but just in case... Get
a couple of books or something else to act as a stand, but don't lean the
discarded cards against it yet. Now, you cut wherever you wanted, yeah?
Wouldn't it be a great trick if you cut to your own card?

They'll agree.

Pick up the lower half of the crossed deck and double lift, asking if the card
is theirs. They'll say no. Dejectedly turn the double face down and thumb
the top card to the table. Proceed with the revelations as explained earlier.
Some modern interpretations of the trick call for showing more than one
Four of Spades at the same time. Honestly, I think this is a mistake, since
it gives overt proof that more than one of the card is in play. The routining
oered by Hugard and Braue is meant to stop just short of overt proof,
instead taunting them with the possibility by implication.

10.7

The Invisible Flight

The Expert At The Card Table

A card is selected by the company. The performer places it on the
table to the right. Another card is selected and performer places it on
table to the left. The rst drawn card is now placed on top of the deck,
which was lying on the table, and the two selected cards are commanded
to change places and found to have done so.
Stand behind the table facing the company. Have a card selected by
a spectator to the right, hold deck in left hand, take back drawn card in
right hand, show it rst to the company on the right, then to company
on the left, then exchange it for top card of deck when making half turn
again to the right and deposit card with same movement on the table at
the tight side. Now have the second card selected by some spectator to
the left, palm the top card in right hand when closing the deck, and hold
deck in right hand by ends, face down. Take back second drawn card in
left hand, showing it to company on left. Now drop deck on middle of
table, and take second selected card from the left hand into the right,
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seizing it by the ends, and depositing palmed card on top of it.

Hold

closely together and show as one card to company on the right.

The

right hand now contains the two selected cards. Make Palm Change,
taking rst selected card in left hand, and deposit it on left side of table.
Immediately pick up card on right side of table by ends, with the right
hand, and drop it openly from several inches above, on top of deck. Pick
up deck by drawing it with sliding movement to edge of table, depositing
palmed card on top, and place the pack on the table to the right. As the
exchange is now made nish the trick as desired.
The rst exchange is made by employing the Top Change, and the
tacit excuse for bringing the hands together for the instant is obtained
by showing the card rst to the company on the right, then to the left,
and then depositing the card on right side of table. The second exchange
is made very slowly, or at least in the usual time required to pass a card
from one hand to the other. The entire company should be permitted to
see the card about to be palmed; then the hand is naturally turned down
as the left ngers apparently carry away to the left the card just shown.
When the table card is dropped on the deck, it may be permitted to fall
unevenly, giving one reason for picking up the deck, i. e., to square up.
Transferring the deck from the middle of the table to the right side is the
second tacit excuse.
This trick is usually performed by having one duplicate card, and
forcing it, in which case the assistance of the deck for the third exchange
is not required. But as we conne our list to those that may be performed
with an ordinary deck, the foregoing method will be found satisfactory.

I'm not huge on the palm change as described by Erdnase. It's included
here mainly to show how the top change can eect a two-card transposition. It's possible to alter the handling in Rapid Transit to circumvent the
Erdnase move. That said, for the sake of completeness, here's the original
description of the palm change...

10.7.1

The Palm Change

The Expert At The Card Table

In this process an entirely dierent subterfuge is employed, and it is
probably the most ingenious ever devised for the purpose.
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The two cards to be exchanged are held in
the right hand by the ends between the second
and third ngertips and the thumb, and close together, so that when shown to the company they
appear as one.

The right hand is now turned

palm down and the left hand apparently takes
the card that was exposed, laying it on the table, but in reality takes the second card, leaving

III.

The

Palm

Change

the other one palmed in the right hand. This is
done by seizing both cards between the left thumb and second and third
ngers, and drawing out the upper one with the thumb and pressing the
lower one up into the right palm with the left ngers as the top one is
drawn o. (See Fig. III)
This change is one of the simplest and easiest feats in the whole range
of card sleights, and yet one of the most useful and undetectable. The
action should be performed in about the same time and manner that
would ordinarily be taken in transferring a card from one hand to the
other.

10.8

The Two-Card Monte Switch

This is a classic technique for switching two cards immediately after displaying them. In the left hand, pinch two aligned cards at the narrow edge,
thumb on top, ngers on the bottom. The top card is the Ace of Hearts, the
face card the Ace of Spades. Push over the top card with your thumb as you
turn the left hand palm down. The Ace of Hearts' upper right index will be
in view behind the Ace of Spades.
You'll now switch the cards using an optical deception. With your right
index nger, point to the exposed Ace of Hearts. Freeze your nger in place
as you turn your left hand palm down. As you do, pull your thumb to the
left and push your ngers to the right.

This reverses the two-card spread

such that, by the time they're face down, you're now pointing at the corner
of the Ace of Spades. The move is illogical but deceptive.
This sleight is commonly used in tricks that involve gimmicked cards.
For an application that uses regular cards, get a red-backed deck with a
blue-backed card (for instance, the Three of Clubs). Put a red-backed Joker
on top of the deck, the blue-backed Three of Clubs above it, the matching
red-backed Three of Clubs above it, and then nally cut the deck, bringing
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the arrangement to the middle. You're now set to perform.
Remove the deck and spread the cards, asking the spectator to take any
one that they like, but make sure that the blue-backed card comes into view
before they actually take one. Express surprise, saying Sorry about this! I
wonder what happened? Cut the deck at this spot, bringing the blue-backed
Three of Clubs to the top (an action that will also bring the red-backed Three
of Clubs to the bottom). Perform a double-lift, showing the Joker, and say
Ah, that explains it. Usually I remove the Jokers from the deck, because
they always mess things up. Turn the card face down, and then deal it o
to the side. Then, as if inspired, say, Actually, here, let me show you why.
Perform a milk shue to bring the Joker second from the bottom of the deck,
immediately behind the red-backed Three of Clubs.
Set the deck down in front of the spectator and
ask them to cut wherever they like, and mark the
cut as you would for the Cross Cut Force. Explain,
A really strange thing can happen when the Joker
comes in contact with the other cards. Let me show
you what I mean. Are you happy with where you
cut the deck? After they answer, lift the top packet
of cards and show the bottom card, the Three of
Clubs. As you lower that hand, perform the Glide
to remove the Joker behind it, and place it on top of
the blue-backed Three of Clubs you set to the side.
Get rid of the rest of the deck.
With the left hand, pinch the two cards face
down and spread them slightly (Fig. IV). Point to

IV.

The

2-Card

Monte Switch

the red-backed card, saying Here's the card you
cut to...

Rotate the wrist outwards to turn the cards face up, executing

the Two Card Monte Switch, and point at the Three of Clubs. Then point
at the Joker, say ...and here's the Joker..., then rotate the wrist inwards
to turn the cards face down, executing the Two Card Monte Switch once
more, and then point at the blue-backed card, and say ...that I got from the
other deck. Quickly turn the cards face up again, and ask the spectator to
hold out their hand palm up. Place the Three of Clubs onto the spectator's
hand face up, and then place the Joker on top of it. Ask the spectator to
rub the two cards together. When they're done, say, Here's where it gets
weird. That Joker I got from the blue deck? Well, you'll see it's now got a
red back.

Lift the Joker from their hand and turn it over, showing a red

back. Do me a favour and turn over the card you cut to? When they do,
they'll see it now has the blue back.
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10.9

Three Card Monte

We need two contrasting cards, so get (for example) an Eight of Clubs
and a Queen of Hearts from a couple of decks that have a repeating pattern
all over the backs, with no white border (Bee brand cards are good for this).
Bend them along the middle without putting a permanent crease in. Set the
Queen on the left, the Eight on the right.
From above, with the right hand, contact the outer right corner of the
Eight with the pinkie nger, and the rear of the card with the thumb near
the crease.

Have the middle and ring ngers touch the front edge of the

card so that there's no spread between them or the pinkie. The hand should
come over that card at something of a diagonal (not directly from above).
Release the grip with the pinkie nger. Later, when you get better, you won't
need the pinkie at all, but for right now we're just trying to establish good
nger positioning. Note that this is slightly dierent from what's depicted
in Erdnase (see Fig. V).
Pick up the Eight and bring it over the Queen. Set it down on top of the
Queen so that the left long edges align, and pick it up as well, securing it
with the thumb at the rear, and the pinkie nger at the front. There should
be an even gap of about a centimeter between the top and bottom cards
along the right long edge, and the pinkie shouldn't be touching the top card.
Rotate the wrist upwards to show the Queen at
the face. Quickly rotate the wrist downwards and
release the bottom card from the pinkie. This will
throw the card out to the left.

V. 3 Card Monte
(Erdnase handling)

If it doesn't clear

the hand very much, you might want to add a slight
right-to-left motion of the forearm, but this should
be minimal.

From now on, this will be called the

Throw.
Once you understand the true action, you can learn the fake action, which
is called the Hype. After rotating the wrist up to show the card at the face,
quickly rotate wrist downwards, but this time extend the middle and ring
ngers to release contact with the top card. Again, if it's only barely clearing
the bottom card, you can use the forearm a little bit (emphasis on little).
At this point, it's all about renement. You want to make the Hype and
the Throw look identical. The middle and ring ngers shouldn't spread open.
Both actions should toss their respective cards to about the same place, and
you want the actions to look more like the Throw than the Hype, although
you can adjust your Throw a little bit if it helps you gain consistency. The
speed of both moves should be identical  do not make your Hype faster
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than your Throw.

Daryl recommends practicing them one after the other

 pick up the pair and then Throw, then pick up the pair and then Hype.
It'll probably take an afternoon to get it down somewhat comfortably, and
maybe a good month before most people won't know the dierence, and
maybe a good year before you don't know the dierence. If you constantly
rene by examining and adjusting your technique, you will have the basis for
ve minutes of good entertainment.
For the routine, you'll need duplicates of your `loser' card. Again, you
want everything to be with an all-over pattern on the back, with no border.
You could use an eight and a nine from a regular deck, but that should be a
last resort. This trick is worth the preparation. To end on the Bent Corner
ploy (more on that later), you'll need to soften the corners of the cards. To
do that, square the cards together, pinch the packet at the outer right corner,
and bend it up and down several times. Rotate the cards 180 degrees and
repeat the process. Make sure to only do this enough to make the corners
pliable, and don't leave any creases. Straighten out the corners and you're
set.
Below is the basic routine I've done for just about my entire career.
Set the three cards down, Eight on the left, Queen in the middle, Eight
on the right. These positions will be referenced as A, B, and C. Say you're
going to demonstrate an old hustle.

Remove your lucky penny from your

pocket and hand it to the spectator. Tell them you're going to play a game.
If they want to win your lucky penny, all they have to do is nd the winning
card. Flip the cards on the table face up and ask if they know which is the
winner. They should say the Queen. Flip the cards face down. Pick up the
loser at C with the right hand, the loser at A with the left hand, and then
the Queen with the right hand, in Hype position. Lift each card and give it a
quick ash towards the audience, so they're clear which card is where. After
showing the Queen, throw it to A. Pick it up under the left hand's card, show
it, and throw it to C. Continue this back-and-forth business a couple times,
before nally asking if they're ready.
When they are, you do what's referred to as a cascade mix. Throw the
Queen to the position at A. Throw the left loser to the position at C and
pick up the Queen. Throw the right loser to the position at A and then pick
up the other loser. Throw the Queen to the position at C and then pick up
the loser. Repeat this several times, quickly, but not too quickly. Finally,
stop at a random spot, pick up the outside cards and switch them once, and
then ask if they can guess where the queen is. It shouldn't be too dicult
for them.
Reset the cards so that the queen is at B, losers at A and C. Mention
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that you won't actually take bets from them, that this is just for fun. Pick
up the cards, and toss the Queen back and forth from A to C. When you're
ready, Hype the loser over to A. Throw the other loser over to C with the left
hand. Throw the Queen to B with the right hand. With the right and left
hands, pick up the outside cards and switch them three times. The Queen
is in the middle, but to the audience, it went to A, was quickly switched to
C, then switched back to A, then back to C again. Ask if they know where
it is. If you did the moves well, they should guess C. Shrug and show that
it's a loser. Turn it face down. Without showing the faces of the other two
cards, gather them up as follows: right hand on the loser at C places its card
on the Queen at B, which then places its pair on the loser at A.
Holding the cards in the left hand, take the bottom card from the front
with the right hand, turn it face up, and lightly toss at C. Take the top card
from the front, turn it face up, and lightly toss at B. Finally, take the Queen,
turn it face up, and lightly toss at A. Say, Did you have trouble following
it? Alright, let's try it again.
Reset the cards, losers at A and C, Queen at B. Ask if they want to see
the double-switch.

Pick up the loser with the right hand at C, the loser

with the left hand at A, the Queen with the right hand at B. Do a cascade
mix, and then ask if they can guess where the card is. They should get it
correctly. Point out that you didn't actually do the double-switch that time.
Reset and do a couple of fair tosses of the Queen. When you're ready, Hype
the loser card from the right hand to A, then toss the left hand's loser to C,
then toss the Queen to B. Immediately pick up the outside two cards and
switch them once, then once again, saying, There's the switch, and there's
the double switch. Usually, to avoid random guessing, I'll say, Now, most
people want to bet here.

I point to the card at A. But then they think

maybe it got over here... I point at C....or maybe even here? I point at B.
That last one shouldn't sound serious, but rather like the guess of a desperate
person wanting to win a game they can't understand.
Explain that you'll help them out. Put your left nger on the card at A,
and then with the right hand, pick up the winner at B and then the loser
at C. Flash the bottommost card at the audience, saying, That's a loser...
Hype the Queen down and ash the loser again. ...and that's a loser. But
you're not out of the woods yet. Because I'm going to do this, and then this.
Openly switch A and B, and then openly switch B and C. Finally, I'm going
to switch and double-switch again... Switch A and B, and switch them back
...and then switch and double-switch again.

Switch B and C, and switch

them back. At which point, the winner's not over here... Show the loser at
C. ...it's not even in the middle... Show the loser at B. ...because it's back
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on the other side.
To nish the routine, you can end with the Bent Corner ploy. Arrange
the cards loser-winner-loser at A, B and C. With the right hand, pick up the
Queen at the inner end, thumb underneath, ngers on top. Turn your wrist
over and say, Look, it's easy, you just have to follow this card.
at one of the losers.

Is this a winner?

Gesture

Poke it lightly a couple of times

with the Queen's outer-right corner. What about this one? Poke the other
one lightly a couple of times at the same corner. This should give it a slight
upwards bend when you table the card face down.

Pick up the cards and

do a very slow cascade, asking if they can spot the Queen. Let them get it
several times, congratulating them each time. After one last mix that puts
the Queen in the middle, point out that they just need to follow the Queen.
Pick up one of the losers with the right hand, with the index curled on top.
Ignore this one, because it's a loser.

As the right wrist turns downward,

you're going to secretly bend the outer right corner.

To do so, sneak the

pinkie under the corner and pull it upwards, using the index nger to steady
everything. Do this quickly as the left hand picks up the other card, saying,
Ignore this one too, because it's also a loser. Pick up the Queen under the
loser in your right hand. The bent corner will be hidden behind the Queen
as you display it. This is the one you want to follow. Are you ready?
Do a couple of normal throws of the Queen, so they can get accustomed to
the bent corner. When you're ready, pick up the Queen with the right hand
and Hype to B, bringing the loser card with the bend into view. Immediately
cross the hands, left over right, to set the Queen down at A and the other
loser at C. In this action, you'll remove the bend from the Queen. Bracing
the Queen with the thumb, middle and ring ngers, bring the pinkie over the
corner and bend it downwards, straightening it out. Set the cards down and
mix them a whole bunch, with lots of extra maneuvers to try to throw them
o. The more you mix, the funnier it will be, because the bent corner is still
in view.
In the end, when they bet on the losing card, point at the bent corner
and look shocked. Hey! Did you put that in there when I wasn't looking?
Shake your head in disappointment. Don't you know cheating is wrong?
Smooth out the bend and turn the card face up to show that, once more, it's
a loser.
I recommend this routine highly. If you're looking for more on the trick,
then get your hands on Daryl's Daryl Does The Full Monte and the School
for Scoundrels video and notes on the subject. Also, look into Dai Vernon's
approach to the trick, which has some additional nesses for how to handle
audience suspicions and a subtle approach to using the bent corner.
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10.10

The Mexican Turnover

The Expert At The Card Table

This is a move that has some intriguing applications as a switch. To set
the scene, you're working with a card on the table and another in your hand.
Your goal is to switch them. Here's Erdnase's explanation of the technique.

Hold the card in the right hand between the
tips of thumb and rst nger close to right inner
end corner, thumb on top. Slide the free side of
this card under the right side of the card on the
table, until it is about two-thirds concealed, but
half an inch exposed at the outer end. (See Fig.

VI.

The

Mexican

Turnover

VI.) This will bring the upper, inner end corner
of the table card, against the tip of the second
nger. Now shift the thumb to the corner of the

table card, holding it against the second nger, carrying it to the left and
turning over the lower card with the tip of the rst nger.
Of course there is no hesitation in the action.

The slipping of the

hand card under the table card, and the turning over of the hand card,
is done with one movement.

You'll want a surface that isn't too slick, such as a tablecloth. Otherwise,
you can steady the tabled card with the index nger of the left hand, but
that sort of defeats the point  if your left hand is free, why not just use it
to pick up the card?
Erdnase talks about using this move in the context of Monte. I tend to
agree with Daryl, who argues that this is far too bold a switch to use in the
context of an actual Three Card Monte routine. It does certainly have magic
applications though, and is worth learning for those purposes.

General Thoughts
The top change is a bold-faced switch, and it's not as easy to nd applications for it as you can for the double lift or the glide. One could argue that
the real value for the top change might be that it forces you to learn two
essential principles in sleight of hand: timing and misdirection. Those two
principles are pretty much the only things concealing the move from detection. Take a look at the tricks in question to see how timing and misdirection
are employed, and how the routines are constructed in your favor.
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Despite some of the more sophisticated material later on in this chapter, I
believe it's worth learning how to do The Changing Card in your own style.
At worst, you've got a fun trick that you can do anytime, anywhere. At best,
you've got a magical change of a card with a presentation that nobody else
is using.
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Interlude 10:
Timing
By now you've seen how these fundamental principles of sleight of hand
can work together to add layers of mystery to your magic.

For instance,

we've examined timing in the context of the Critical Interval, determining
the best (and worst) times to execute a move, and even how to manipulate
circumstances to adjust those times.
In magic literature, when it comes to timing, we have some nice aphorisms
and some good tricks, but not necessarily the best theory to work with. The
Polish conjuror Max Malini once famously advised to vait a veek if the
timing isn't right to do a move.

It's funny for what it is, but card tricks

don't usually last as long as cricket matches.
Erdnase wrote the following when talking about the shift (aka the pass,
which will be studied in the next chapter): The shift has yet to be invented
that can be executed by a movement appearing as coincident card-table routine; or that can be executed with the hands held stationary and not show
that some maneuver has taken place, however cleverly it may be performed.
Nevertheless upon occasion it must be employed, and the resourceful professional failing to improve the method changes the moment; and by this
expedient overcomes the principal obstacle in the way of accomplishing the
action unobserved.
The context for this quote involves a card game where the dealer wants
to get a bunch of cards from the middle to the bottom in preparation for the
bottom deal. The timing here is pretty good  keep a break on those cards as
you deal the rst round, and then as everybody goes for their hands, execute
the move right then and there, as their attention is on more pressing things.
The trickery doesn't happen right away.
That's ne and dandy for card cheats, but what about magicians? Unlike
the card cheat who works hard to y under the radar, we have to deal with
being in the spotlight.

Sometimes you're left with no choice but to do a

move at a risky time. For instance, with the top change, you've got to do the
boldest thing imaginable, which is to switch one card for another straight o
the top of the deck, right out there for everybody to see.
How do we get away with it? To answer that question, let's take a closer
look at The Changing Card.

If you introduced the trick by saying, I'm

going to change an indierent card into your card, then the risky part of the
trick is between when the audience sees that it's the wrong card, and when
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you wave your hand over the card to change it. That's the Critical Interval.
In The Changing Card, however, the promised eect is that you'll endow
the spectator with the ability to nd their own card. When they fail to do
so, the trick is over. If you do this trick enough, experience will show that
people reliably react, and their attention loses focus at that moment.
Now, the theatrics of the trick demand that you change the card. When
is the best time to do the top change? If you look at every step that happens

after it's pointed out that it's the wrong card, there really isn't a good time
to do the move, because at that point you've entered the Critical Interval of
a new trick. As such, the absolute best time is after they've seen the wrong
card, but before it's been pointed out that it's the wrong card.
For further study, I would suggest a similar analysis of Everywhere and
Nowhere.

I'll leave it as an exercise for you.

Pay particular attention to

the routine's construction, how each move is executed at a moment when
everybody is focusing elsewhere.
Timing is useful beyond bold techniques. For example, a card force or
a stacked deck can give you an advantage before the spectator knows that
a trick has even started.

Does every trick call for this kind of moment?

Probably not. But take note of the tricks that do it well and consider the
wider applications.
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The Pass

11.1

Introduction

Your nal sleight of hand technique is the pass, a notoriously dicult
move. If the early literature was any measure, this was the way to bring a
card under control, even if you had shue controls in your arsenal. Some
tricks would even suggest passing and then shuing afterwards, presumably
to give the illusion that the deck is being mixed.
While mechanically complex, the pass is conceptually simple. It's a secret
cutting of the deck. Done properly, it accomplishes something that a shue
control cannot: it brings a selected card from the middle to the top or bottom
of the deck while making it appear that nothing has happened. It's not the
only move that does this, but its age has earned it a spot here in this book.
The pass is not without its critics. Some magicians have argued that it's
overkill to manipulate an entire deck just to control one card. What's more,
you could take any routine in this chapter, replace the pass with a shue
control, and the trick would most likely not be drastically aected. So why
devote time to learning this dicult move?
Ultimately, magic is about a cognitive gap between what the spectator
believes is possible and what the magician accomplishes.

If the spectator

believes the card is in the middle, and if the eect shouldn't be possible with
the card in the middle, then there's value in being able to secretly bring the
card to the top. The pass does this.

11.2

11.2.1

The Classic Pass Technique

The Royal Road to Card Magic

The Grip

1. Hold the pack, back upwards, in the left hand as for dealing, but
with the thumb at against the left edge of the cards (Fig. I).
2. Insert the little nger tip between the two portions of the pack to
be transposed.
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3. Place the right hand over the pack, the ngers at the outer end
and the thumb at the inner end (Fig. I).

11.2.2

Left-Hand Action

1. Grip the upper packet rmly, by pressing down upon it with the
rst phalanx of the left ring nger, thus gripping it rmly between that
nger and the little nger.

Press the rst phalanges of the index and

middle ngers on the top of the pack.
2. Straighten the left hand so
that the ngers, between the rst
and second phalanges, are parallel with the back of the left hand.
The upper packet will be carried
to the right between the left little

I. The Pass

and ring ngers, which continue to

grip it rmly.

11.2.3
1.

Right-Hand Action

Now press upwards against the outer end of the lower portion

with the right middle nger, which bends inwards to exert that pressure
upwards. This pivots the lower portion between the middle nger and
the thumb of the right hand, slanting it upwards to the right, until it
moves above the other packet (Fig. II). Note particularly that the left
thumb remains pressing against the left edge of the packet.
2.

Close the left ngers into the palm, car-

rying the upper packet below the other, where it
rests on the left palm.
3. Close the packet originally at the bottom
on top of the other portion, and square the pack.
Do not extend the left forenger in the action.
This is a very common and serious fault.
The classical pass just described requires a
cover of some sort, and in general the advice
given is never to do it immediately after a card
has been returned to the deck or while the eyes of

II.

The

Packet

Transposition

the spectators are xed on the performer's hands.
There are certain covers, however, which allow one to do just that; since
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they are known to very few, we shall set them forth here. The rst and
one of the best follows.

One look at that description and those images and it should be plain why
this method was put right near the end of the book. This is a dicult move,
and it's going to take a long time to get it down. Beyond that, there are two
huge obstacles for any student looking to master the move.
First, too many teachers of the pass introduce tells or covering actions,
which draw attention to a move that should go undetected and unsuspected.
That defeats the whole point of the pass.
Second, compared to the other, more accessible techniques we've learned
so far, it may seem like there aren't many thoughtful applications for the
pass in the literature. This is especially true in older texts, where you'll see
far too many tricks that call for a shue after you've just passed a card.
This is frustrating. If you're going to shue the deck anyway, why not just
skip the pass altogether?
Now, if there's one slightly nuanced comment I would add to the above,
it's that because there are so few meaningful applications of the pass out
there, it might be worth doing the pass when you're going to shue anyway,
since it would give you a chance to see if your execution of the technique
ies.
So, is the pass worth ignoring? I'd say no. Even if the only thing you get
out of learning the pass is a greater understanding about timing and misdirection, then it's valuable for those reasons alone. There's also something
to be said for adopting the discipline necessary to perfect a technique to the
degree that is necessary for the pass. That work ethic will pay o in other
ways.

11.3

The Rie Pass

The Royal Road to Card Magic

1. A card having been returned to the deck, preferably somewhere
about the middle, and a break having been secured above it with the
little nger, square the cards so that the outer end of the deck, visible to
the spectators, is perfectly regular.
2. Rie the outer ends of the cards with the right middle nger, the
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hands moving slightly upwards and separating in the action. This is the
feint.
3. Bring the right hand over the deck to repeat the rie; the moment
the hands begin to move upwards, make the pass and immediately rie
the ends of the original lower packet, which is still held between the
right middle nger and thumb, the cards falling upon the original upper
packet, now at the bottom.
4. Finally rie the whole deck and square up. Smoothly done, the
transfer of the upper packet to the bottom appears to be a part of the
rie.

It's not uncommon for instructors to recommend adding a riing action
to cover the transposition of the two halves. But why draw attention to the
exact moment you've done a secret move? You wouldn't rie the deck at
the moment of a top change, so why do it with the pass?
Well, there is one situation that's an exception to this rule, and that's
when the riing action signals a magic moment. Later on, you'll read The
Jacks Have Your Back, which will demonstrate this idea.

11.4

The Erdnase Two-Handed Shift

The Expert At The Card Table

Hold the deck in
the left hand,

the

thumb on one side,
the

rst,

second

and

third

ngers

curled

around

the

other side with the
rst joints pressing
against the top of
the

deck

and

the

III.

The Erdnase Two-Handed Shift

little nger inserted
at the cut, or between the two packets that are to be reversed. The deck
is held slantingly, with the right side downward. Bring up the right hand
and cover the deck, seizing the lower packet by the ends between the
thumb and second nger, about half an inch from the upper corners, the
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right-hand ngers being close together but none of them touching the
deck but the thumb and second nger.

(Fig.

III.i.)

If this position is

properly taken the right hand holds the lower packet and the left hand
clips the upper packet between the little nger and the other three. Now,
to reverse the position of the two packets, the right hand holds the lower
packet rmly against the left thumb, and the left ngers draw o the
upper packet, under cover of the right hand (Fig. III.ii), so that it just
clears the side of the lower packet, and then swing it in underneath. (Fig.
III.i.)
The left thumb aids the two packets to clear each other by pressing
down on the side of the under packet, so as to tilt up the opposite side as
the upper packet is drawn o. The under packet being held by only one
nger and thumb, can be tilted as though it worked on a swivel at each
end, and the right ngers may retain their relative positions throughout.
Most teachers advise assisting the action by having the ngers of the right
hand pull up on the lower packet, but we believe the blind is much more
perfect if there is not the least change in the attitude of the right ngers
during or immediately after the shift. The packets can be reversed like a
ash, and without the least noise, but it requires considerable practice to
accomplish the feat perfectly. The positions must be accurately secured
and the action performed slowly until accustomed to the movements.

Added to give you an extra source to study if you're looking to learn the
pass. In most cases of technique, I'd trust Erdnase over Hugard and Braue.
In terms of readability, I'd go with Hugard and Braue over Erdnase. At least
you can say that you have both. It's worth mentioning that Erdnase oered
this pass for use at the card table, rather than in a magic show, but it's no
less functional for having come from that context.

11.5

The Invisible Turn-Over Pass

Expert Card Technique

This pass is worthy of the practice required for its mastery and for
this reason has been described in completest detail. It has been tested
exhaustively before one of America's nest card experts, under close-up
conditions and at a distance of twenty feet, under a brilliant light, with
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the operator turning slowly so that the pass might be observed from
every angle. Under these conditions, with the hands at rest and without
any covering motion, this authority pronounced it the rst invisible pass
he had ever seen.
The transposition of the packets is
made under cover of a smooth and orderly
action which exactly simulates the turning of a pack face upwards, and in studying the actions the reader should strive for
smoothness, with one movement following
the other without any hesitation or awk-

IV. The Turnover Pass

wardness, until the sleight, to all intents
and purposes, does become the simple ac-

tion of turning a pack face upwards. This is not nearly so dicult as it
may appear once the nature of the pass is understood, for the various actions blend and the movement of the two packets is at all times screened
by the position of the hands and the pack. Here are the moves:
1.

Hold the pack in the left hand as for dealing, with the single

exception that the thumb lies along the left side until the last movement
of the sleight. With the little nger hold a break above the card to be
brought to the top, this card lying somewhere near the middle of the
pack.
2.

Place the right hand over the deck, the middle phalange of the

rst nger resting on the end at the left corner, the ball of the thumb
resting on the inner edge at the left corner. Press the at ball of the left
thumb against the side of the right rst nger at the left outer corner.
The outer right corner of the pack rests at the root of the right third
nger, the right wrist being dropped to bring the palm of the hand on
the same level as the top of the pack. In this position the ngers of the
right hand screen the outer end of the pack, Fig. IV.
3. Curl the left rst nger under the pack, its nail resting on the face
of the bottom card.
4.

Drop the right side of the lower packet half an inch and insert

the tip of the left second nger between the two packets. Grip the lower
packet between the left rst nger, at the bottom, and the left second
nger at the top.
5. Straighten these ngers, thus moving the lower packet into a vertical position still gripped between the ngers. This action is concealed
by the screening ngers of the right hand, Fig. V.
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6. The moment the edges of the two packets clear one another, turn
the upper packet, A, down to a vertical position behind B by pulling
upwards on its left outer corner with the rst joint of the right forenger.
Do this by bending the rst joint of the forenger inwards, allowing the
packet A to pivot at the ends near the left corners between the ball of the
right thumb and the side of the right second nger at the middle joint.
As the rst nger bends inwards the second nger straightens rigidly
and presses outwards, the double action serving to whip packet A from
a horizontal to a vertical position, Fig. V.
7. Bend the left thumb bringing its tip against the middle of the face
card of A and press sharply outwards, snapping the pack into a horizontal
position, face upwards, and resting on the top joints of the left ngers.
The pack will now be face upwards with the desired card at the top.
The following points should be
kept in mind:
A. With the right ngers forming a screen at the end of the pack,
it is impossible for the onlookers
to see the movement of the lower
packet when it is extended to the

V. The Turnover Pass

right.
B.

The

moment

the

lower

packet clears the upper packet, the right rst nger must bend inwards,
pivoting its packet into a vertical position without the loss of a fraction
of a second.
C. Similarly, immediately thereafter the left thumb and ngers snap
the assembled pack face upwards without hesitation.
The pass can be made without the slightest telltale sound; however,
if the proper timing is not maintained, there may be a small whisper of
card on card. Once perfect coordination is established, this is eliminated.
In making this pass it should be clear to the onlookers that the pack
is turned over and there should be a self-evident reason for having turned
it. Commenting upon the favorable import of having a certain card at
the face of the deck may be used, but the following is an even better
procedure:
Immediately upon terminating the pass grasp the pack at the inner
sides from underneath between the left thumb and second, third and
fourth ngers, with the rst nger curled at the bottom. Place the right
thumb, second and third ngers at the right ends and make a pressure
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fan. After a brief glimpse at the fan, close it and square the deck upon
the left palm.
By this procedure you have given a tacit reason for turning the pack
and you have further amply demonstrated that you have turned the face
down pack face upwards, and vice versa.

There are basically two forms of passes.

The rst is the classic pass,

which is covered at the beginning of the chapter.

The second is the pass

that's essentially described here, which is credited to both Herrmann and
Hofzinser. In the classic pass, the action is essentially that of bringing the
top half around the bottom half. In the Herrmann/Hofzinser pass, the action
is essentially bringing the bottom half around the top half.
The major feature of the classic pass is that you can execute it quickly,
which is good when you want to pick your moment. For the Herrmann/Hofzinser
pass, the major features are that it's silent and much more covered. However,
because it is slower, you must work harder to make your audience forget the
moment when the hands come together. This is easily accomplished through
a motivating action. In the case of the Invisible Turn-over Pass, that would
be the turning over of the deck.

Other, even subtler, covers exist for this

type of pass. For example, Ed Marlo exploited the table's edge to hide the
mechanics of the Herrmann/Hofzinser pass.

11.6

Change In Hand

Paul Rosini's Magical Gems

A card is chosen and returned. The magician hands the spectator the top
card of the deck and challenges them to stab it into the deck, right next to
their card. The spectator does... and fails to nd their selection. No matter
 the magician ries the deck towards the card in the spectator's hand and
has them turn it over. It has transformed into their selection.
To perform, have a card chosen and control it to the top using the pass.
Perform a double turnover to show an indierent card. Turn it face down
and hand them the single top card (their selection) to stab into the center of
the deck. They do. Have them keep hold of it as you show the cards above
and below the stabbed point. Feign disappointment when neither prove to
be the selection. Pull the deck away  leaving the card in their hand  and
oer to use magic to remedy the situation. Rie the deck toward the stab
card, reveal the transformation, and accept your applause.
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You may be wondering why a simple shue control wouldn't suce, considering the change of the card is the most important part of the trick. Fair
point, a shue control would suce. But if you use the pass, the spectator
has an idea of where their card should be, which justies the stabbing ploy.
It also heightens the eect by giving the spectator an anchor. In other words,
if they know where the card was, then it stands to reason that they can grasp
the extra impossibility of where it suddenly now is.
This eect has been credited both to Paul Rosini and Ted Annemann.
Rosini stressed the importance of the rie, and used it to divert the spectator's attention and prevent them from prematurely turning over the selection.

11.7

The Card and Envelope

Eective Tricks

This trick belongs to Louis Christianer. Two cards are selected and the
rst is returned to the deck.

The second is sealed into an envelope and

tabled. The magician drops the deck onto the envelope. Magically, the card
previously sealed in the envelope appears face up on top of the deck. The
envelope is opened, showing the rst card.
To perform, have the rst selection returned and pass it to the top. Take
back the second selection and, under cover of asking somebody to retrieve
the envelope, top change it for the rst card. Seal the second selection into
the envelope and drop it to the table. The scene is set.
Take the deck in your right hand, held from above between the thumb
at the inner end and the ngers at the front. As you do, use the left thumb
to nudge over the top card so it overhangs the deck by about an inch. Hold
the deck a foot over the envelope and let go. The air pressure should compel
the sidejogged card to turn over in midair. The second selection will appear
face up on the deck.

Conclude the transposition by opening the envelope

and revealing the rst selection inside.
The drop revelation takes practice.

Experiment with the height of the

drop and the size of the jog and you'll have a startling trick in your arsenal.

11.8

The Undercover Mystery

Annemann's Full Deck of Impromptu Tricks

This is another example of a trick that could conceivably be done using
shues or some other open control.

But because both implied eects are
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strengthened by the spectators' certainty of their cards being in the middle,
the pass is the ideal option.
Two cards are selected and returned to the deck. A tray is borrowed and
dropped onto the oor.

The magician asks for the name of the rst card.

The deck is dropped on the tray, and one card seems to ip its way out of
the deck, landing on top: the rst selection. The second card is named, and
the deck is dropped again, only nothing happens. This is attempted again.
Nothing. Finally, the tray is lifted, and the second card is shown to be there,
underneath.
You'll need a tray, obviously. Hand it to somebody to examine and hold
on to momentarily. Spread the deck between your hands and have two cards
chosen.

Once they're noted, split the spread and have the the rst card

returned to the lower half, followed by the second.

Return the upper half

and square up, retaining a left pinkie break over the selections.

Ask the

person holding the tray to bring it forward. Under that misdirection, pass
at your break.
You'll now load a card under the tray. Make sure the deck is deep in the
thumb crotch of the left hand, leaving your ngers free. Take the tray with
the right hand and ask the spectator to choose where to place it. Somewhere
on the oor, you say, transferring the tray to your left hand so you can
gesture towards the oor. As the tray is set in the left hand, push over the
top card with the thumb and pin it against the tray with the ngers. After
the gesture, the right hand returns to take the tray, stealing the selection
underneath.
Drop the tray at their chosen spot on the oor, letting the card fall with
it.

With practice, you'll be able to do this with the card staying trapped

underneath.
To produce the rst selection, drop the deck onto the tray, using the
revelation from the The Card and the Envelope to turn the card face up.
Let the eect sink in, then oer to produce the second selection. Repeat the
drop a couple of times, to apparent failure. Finally, act as if you've had an
idea. I think I dropped it too hard, you say. It went straight through.
Lift the tray to reveal the second selection.
The original trick ends with the card under the tray face up. To do that,
you'll need to get a break between the two cards, using the pass to send the
selections to the top and bottom. Turn the deck face up (keeping it angled
so you don't ash the face) and load the tray as described. This approach
seems overhandled and risky, but if you want to give it a shot, there's the
method.
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11.9

The Jacks Have Your Back

Begin with the two black Jacks on the bottom of the deck. Have a card
selected and noted. Milk shue the deck to retain one jack at the bottom and
control the other to the top. Explain that you're a bit tired, but you've got
a couple of friends who have your back. They're both named Jack. Produce
the jacks using the friction toss. Display them, then set them to the side.
Have the card returned to the deck and pass it to the top.

Explain

that your jacks will try to sandwich the card. But because everybody saw
where the card went, you're not going to stick the jacks in yourself. Rather,
you'll send them into the deck using magic. Place the rst jack on top and
execute the Erdnase Two-Handed Transformation (taught below) to bring
the selection above the rst Jack. Once the exchange is complete, rie the
deck to signal the magic moment. The jack has seemingly vanished.
Spread the upper half of the deck (keeping the top two cards together)
and mention that the rst jack is hunting down their selection. As you square
up, obtain a pinkie break about halfway down in the deck. Set the other jack
on top and execute a rie pass at the break, apparently vanishing the card
into the deck. Set the deck down, wait a moment, then spread it across the
table.

The jacks will be face up in the middle, with card between them.

Reveal the trapped card to be the selection.
There's nothing groundbreaking about this trick. However, it will give
you a decent outlet to practice your two-handed transformation and the pass,
as the ries serve to cover both moves.
As promised, here's the Erdnase two-handed transformation.

11.10

The Erdnase Two-Handed
Transformation

The Expert At The Card Table

The card conjurer in many instances purposely produces the wrong
card, and when his error (?) is proclaimed by the company or the individual, he coolly proposes to make good by transforming the wrong
card into the right one. This is usually done by placing the wrong card
on the top or bottom of the deck and making the Transformation with
the aid of both hands or only one. [...]
The right hand holds the wrong card, which has just been exhibited;
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the left hand holds the deck between the thumb and second, third and
little ngers at the sides, rst nger at end, the back of deck to the palm
and the selected card on the bottom. The deck is inverted or the hand
turned palm down, so that the bottom card cannot be seen. The right
hand now openly places the wrong card on the bottom of the deck and
carelessly shows the palm empty. Then the tips of the right-hand ngers
are placed against the bottom of the deck, both hands turning it up in
view, showing the wrong card that was just placed there.

But as the

deck is turned up the right ngertips push the wrong card up against
the left rst nger, about one inch, so that the right palm a little below
the base of the ngers may be pressed against the selected card, which is
the next one. This card is drawn down slowly by pressing against it, the
downward movement being apparently to give the company a full view
of the wrong card. When the ends of the two cards pass each other the
lower card is tilted on top and the right palm again covers the whole
deck, carrying the selected card along, and the left rst nger presses
the wrong card back into position. The performer now pronounces the
talismanic word, shows the right hand empty, and the transformation
accomplished.
Cleverly executed, this is a very eective sleight, and there is little
or no diculty in acquiring it. It may be performed rapidly or slowly, as
the operator fancies.

The description calls for the change of one card into another, and while
it's obviously suitable for that purpose as well, we're using it in a dierent
context in our previous trick, which is to both make a Jack vanish and to
bring the selection into proper position for the nal revelation.

11.11

An Easy Color Change

They're O

As a trick, I'm not sure how good (or easy) this is, but Grant's and Lane's
idea here is interesting. Simply put, the creators observed that a classic pass
could be executed with a rubber band around the deck. In the context of
a color change, the rubber band is the magician's way of precluding the
possibility of sleight of hand. Though workable, I'm not entirely sure how
great of a color change it is. However, if you're aiming to improve the speed
of your pass, then the extra resistance will help with the training.
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General Thoughts
In truth, in my time studying this cursed move, I've really only found
a few applications for the pass which really need that move and only that
move. They are (a) as a phase in an Ambitious Card Routine, (b) in a classic
trick called the Cavorting Aces, (c) as a means to vanish a sandwich card
and bring it to the center (explained earlier), and (d) Roy Walton's Pass At
Red. This chapter makes the argument for a few other tricks that benet
from the pass, but for the vast majority of tricks, you can probably use a
dierent control and the world won't end.

Hopefully, though, you can see

the subtle benets of using the pass over a shue control in something like
Rosini's Change in Hand, and if you can grasp that, maybe you can nd
other applications where tricks can be subtly improved in a similar way.
I'll conclude this chapter with one more interesting application  the
classic pass as a false cut. Perform the classic pass up until the packets have
just cleared one another. Rather than square up, bring the lower half back
up and around to the top of the deck. Performed smoothly and with speed,
this can look good. And because the move is actually meant to be seen (since
you're apparently cutting the deck) the motion can cover the part of the pass
that's usually meant to be invisible.
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Interlude 11:
Theory of False Solutions &
Cancelling Methods
For a long time, when it came to trying to put together a magic trick,
we didn't really have a formula or system for design.

We had bits and

pieces of advice here and there, and lots of touches on specic methods. But
when Juan Tamariz published The Magic Way, we nally got what could be
termed a philosophy for how to construct routines so as to make them more
deceptive.
The idea that Tamariz oered was The Theory of False Solutions. Later
on, Daryl coined the term Cancelling Methods, which expanded on Tamariz's work and applied it to multiple-phase routines. This chapter will give
you an introduction to both.
In the Theory of False Solutions, the idea is to analyze the eect for all
the reasonable suspicions that an audience might have as to how it could be
done, and then to make sure that the routine oers the necessary proofs
to ensure that their suspicions appear to be unfounded. Unfortunately, this
may likely mean coming up with proofs that operate against the method you

actually use. In other words, you'd have to get people to swear up and down
that a card wasn't forced or switched or controlled when it actually was, and
this isn't exactly a trivial undertaking. This is why it's important to analyze
the methods that you use for potential advantages that allow you to disprove
them later on.
For example, let's say that you want to force a card. When you classic
force a card well, there is an impression that they took whatever card they
wanted, which is great. But if you show that same card has been painted on
the ceiling, then it stands to reason that the magician made them take that
card. And since the classic force pretty much relies on glossing over the card
selection process, there isn't much in the way of proof that the card wasn't
forced.
On the other hand, let's say you have a forcing deck where every second
card is the force card, except for the top six cards and the bottom six cards.
You hand the deck to the spectator and instruct them to start dealing the
cards into a pile. Once they've dealt past the bank of six, you add that they
can stop whenever they want. When they do, you oer them the chance to
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deal o a few more cards if they like, which they may or may not want to do.
When they nally arrive at a spot, the force card will either be the top card
in their hands, or the top card on the pile they're dealing. Assuming they're
subtly marked so you know where it is, you can have them take that card
and hold onto it. You can now pick up the tabled packet, turn it face up, and
spread six cards across and say that they could have stopped earlier on one
of those cards. You can then do the same with the rest of the cards they were
holding and say that they could have stopped later on one of those cards.
You can then actually show the card right before their card and right after
their card and say that if they stopped one card earlier, or one card later,
they would have ended up with those selections. After that, it would be to
be much more dicult for them to say that the card was forced on them,
since you're able to oer lots of proofs of free choice along with compelling
evidence that all the cards are dierent.
However, the most important thing here isn't to analyze moves or strategies out of context. You've got a core eect that you want to perform, you've
designed how it will look in your Mind Movie, and now you've got to gure
out how to execute it so that people can't think of a mundane solution that
would allow them to dismiss the idea that it happened because of magic (or
psychic powers, or destiny, or ghosts, or whatever your mysterious claim is).
Again, the hard part is that this also means being ready to prove that you
aren't using the method that you're using.
Think it's easy to know what those suspicions might be?

In his book,

Tamariz took the idea of having a coin vanish and reappear from behind your
ear, and came up with around three dozen possible methods. Some of them
were straightforward (The magician didn't put the coin in the hand that it
vanished from.) and some were rather dubious (The magician drugged me
with hallucinogens before doing the trick.), but the point was to make sure
that you came up with a routine construction that, as much as is feasible,
lead the spectator to dismiss all possible methods. If you can do that, you've
got a powerful eect on your hands.
Now, it may seem dicult to perform that coin to ear eect once and
disprove the method that you're actually using. This leads to a second approach that Daryl called Cancelling Methods  rather than do a singlephase routine and having the eect happen once, you instead come up with
a multiple-phase routine where you have the eect happen several times, using dierent methods. The idea of switching up methods when repeating the
same eect is an old one, but the key here is to not switch up the methods
arbitrarily.

You want to select a group of methods that allows the strong

points of each method to cancel out the weak points of the other methods.
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Ideally, you should also want to use methods that have External Realities
that are identical, or as identical as possible, so that they all sort of blend
together in the spectator's observation of the eect.
A great example of a routine that allows you to do this really well is the
Ambitious Card. To get the audience to believe in the eect, you need to
convince them of four main things: (1) their card really goes into the middle,
(2) their card really comes to the top, (3) the magician doesn't do anything,
and (4) the card at the top is the exact same card as the card they saw in the
middle. You need to oer proofs in your routine to support all four of these
ideas, because they're going to turn into suspicions (My card didn't go in
the middle! / My card isn't really on top! / The magician did something
sneaky! / He's got another card that matches mine!).
Now, we don't actually have a method to accomplish all of the above in
one phase. If we did, we'd be capable of real magic. Thankfully, we've got a
ton of dierent methods to bring a card to the top of the deck. This book is
lled with them. But, it isn't enough to actually just switch methods. Say
you display the Ambitious Card using the double lift, turn it face down, put
the indierent card in the middle, do the magic, and show that it's come to
the top. In your next phase, you top change the card, put another indierent
card in the middle, do the magic, and show it's on top. Yeah, you've used two
dierent methods, and in both cases you get very strong proofs of (2), (3),
and (4). But, in both cases, their card didn't actually go in the middle. As
such, an audience member that thinks He just switches them before putting
the card in the middle! has all they need dismiss the magic.
This is where the pass comes in. If you do the pass well, you get strong
proofs of (1), (2) and (4). So let's assume a hypothetical two-phase routine
where you control the Ambitious Card with the pass, show it on top, top
change it, insert the indierent card into the middle of the deck, and then
show it's on top again. At this point, we've got all four of the points covered
using a combination of methods. The fact that you can have a signed card
at the beginning takes care of (4), and the fact that the card really ends up
on top for both methods allows you to take care of (2). The pass allows the
card to really be inserted into the middle, so this takes care of (1). Finally,
the top change allows the magician to really do nothing to bring the card to
the top, so this takes care of (3).
That's the theory behind it, anyway, and assuming the audience remembers all this stu, then the end result should be that the strong points of
each method cancel out the weak points of the other methods, giving you a
cumulative illusion of the pure eect.
That's how I open my Ambitious Card routine.
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I can tell you from

experience that the sequence fools them, but it's not enough. Usually, the
impression is that they missed something, which is fair, considering the pass
and the top change require misdirection. Fortunately, this is the Ambitious
Card we're talking about, and there are plenty more methods that can be
employed in tandem if I want to go further with the routine. For example,
there's the Tommy Tucker blu pass  it's bold, but it can y. Here's one
possible combination. Use the blu pass to have a (signed) card apparently
returned to the middle, do the magic, and double turnover to show it's on
top. Turn the double face down, insert the indierent card into the middle,
then do the magic and show it's back on top.

In the rst phase, you can

strongly imply (1) and (2), but give absolute proofs of (3) and (4). In the
second phase, you can strongly imply (1), and give absolute proofs of (2), (3)
and (4).
If you (like me) believe that absolute conviction of (1) is important, then
at some point you have to bite the bullet and execute a really deceptive
control (such as a well executed pass) in order to make sure that box is
ticked.

This is where your role as an artist comes into play.

If the goal

is to have the audience feel like they've just witnessed the impossible, then
it's not just about executing moves well or having a nice presentation. The
deeper you get into magic, the more you realize just how important routine
construction is to the success or failure of a magic trick.
One more thing to consider is that you don't necessarily need to limit your
use of Cancelling Methods to a specic multiple-phase trick. For instance,
we might want to do three dierent mind-reading routines, all using dierent
strategies, in order to strengthen the conviction that you really are reading
minds. Similarly, you might just decide that doing The Circus Card Trick
is too much fun, so you want to do it all the time, but you're worried that
somebody seeing it more than once might get close to discovering the secret.
In that case, keep in mind that you can use a force or a stacked deck to
get the same eect, with the added bonus of allowing them to shue after
they've returned the card to the deck.
For now, if a lot of this stu feels advanced, don't worry about it. These
passages are meant to be introductions to the relevant theories, and when
you're ready to learn more about them, the books will be there, waiting.
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Miscellaneous Tricks
12.1

Introduction

This chapter is lled with a category of tricks that magicians call selfworkers.

They may require setups, but in performance, they'll be easier

than most in this book.
So why put them last? While mechanically simple, self-workers can be
presentationally demanding. Sometimes it's a case of thinking on your feet in
case the spectator does something unexpected, or adapting to the audience's
choices on the y. Often, though, it's a case of making sure that the selfworker doesn't feel like a self-worker.
Magic is about making people see the impossible, and this means you
don't want them to have any clue how you could have accomplished what
you did. However, some people will reject the explanation that magic was
the cause, and will want to go somewhere else with their thoughts.
By denition, a self-worker suggests that anyone could do the trick  that
it takes no practice, care, or attention to detail. Of course, the opposite is
true. To avoid this harmful perception, great care must be taken to conceal
the secrets in this chapter.

12.2

Double Reverse

The Royal Road to Card Magic

This is considered a classic. The magician and a spectator each get half
a deck. They each select a card and insert it into the other's packet. The
cards are reassembled. After a magical gesture, the deck is spread to reveal
that the selections have magically reversed. The Do As I Do nature of the
plot, combined with its relative sleightlessness, make this a strong eect.
Start the trick with a card known to you reversed at the bottom (we'll
say it's the Six of Spades). Ask the spectator to cut o about half the deck.
Spread your half (making sure not to show the reversed card at the bottom)
and have them take a card and look at it. Now you do likewise, instructing
the spectator to spread their half and removing a card for yourself. Look at
your card and pretend to remember it.
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Ask them to bring their half toward you. As they do, drop your left hand
to your side and secretly turn over your half, bringing the reversed Six of
Spades to the top. Insert your card into their half. Bring your packet into
view, keeping it square, and have them insert their card.
Instruct the spectator to place their packet on the table.

Under that

misdirection, reverse your half once more. Drop it onto the tabled half to
reassemble the deck.
Ask the spectator to name their selection. Pick up the deck and rie it,
explaining that you've just caused the named selection to ip over. Name
your card, then hand the deck to the spectator and instruct them to also
give it a magic rie, explaining that your card has now ipped over.
Conclude by spreading the deck and revealing the reversed selections.
There are many small variations on this trick, particularly with regards to
the timing and choreography used to cover the two reversals of the magician's
packet. You may want to experiment to nd your own. The important thing
is to not make a huge move out of it. Sometimes simply passing the packet
from one hand to the other, reversing it along the way, is all you need.
If there were a Hall of Fame for self-working card tricks, this one would
almost certainly be in there.

The routine construction is solid.

Eugene

Burger has clever presentational touches on this trick that are worth seeking
out if you nd that you like doing it.

12.3

Face to Face
Doc Harad,

The Professional Touch

A deck is shued and handed to a spectator. They put it behind their
back and randomly cut the cards so that the two halves are face-to-face.
The performer concentrates for a second, then writes down the names of two
cards. The deck is brought around front and spread. The two face-to-face
cards in the middle are removed and shown to match the prediction exactly.
The setup is simple. Place your rst force card on the table, face up. On
top of that place your second force card, face down.

Drop the the rest of

the deck on top and you're ready to perform. Similar to the Oops control
taught earlier, you can have an additional face down card at the bottom of
the deck beneath the two-card setup.
Begin by shuing the deck, taking care to preserve your setup and not
ash the reversed card at the face.

Explain to the spectator what you'd

like them to do: take the cards behind their back, cut o a random amount
from the top, turn it face up, and replace it underneath the face down half.
Hand them the deck and write down your prediction as they carry out the
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procedure, which will automatically bring the face-to-face force cards to the
center. Reveal your prediction accordingly.
If you had mental powers that let you read somebody's mind or predict
the future, it would be rather trite to claim that sort of eect in the middle of
a card trick. This, however, comes really close to being a legitimate display
of that power  not only is it direct, but the key moment is completely out
of the hands of the performer. If you're going to use cards for mentalism,
it's hard to do better than this.

12.4

Miraskill
Stewart James,

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

The magician and the spectator are going to play a game. The magician
asks the spectator their preferred colour, red or black. The spectator chooses
red. The magician nods his head and pulls out a notepad. The deck is handed
to the spectator, who shues the cards while the magician watches intently.
After writing something down, the magician tears out the page, folds it up,
and sets it o to the side.
As the spectator deals the cards into two piles, the magician explains
that they're going to play a game called `Magic Snap'. The idea is simple.
The magician will turn over the top card of one pile, and the spectator will
turn over the top card of the other pile.

Because the spectator chose red,

whenever there are two red cards, they will be given to the spectator. When
there are two black cards, they will be given to the magician. If there's one
of each, they will be discarded and put back into the card box. The winner
is the one with the most cards.
The game is played out.

In the end, the spectator has 10 cards and

the magician has six. The folded piece of paper is opened. It reads: The
magician will lose the game by four cards. A spot-on prediction.
The magician oers to repeat the trick. The deck is reassembled and the
spectator is once again given the choice of red or black. They choose black.
The spectator shues the cards as the magician writes another prediction.
He folds it up and sets it o to the side.
Two piles are dealt and the game is repeated. This time, both the magician and the spectator end up with eight cards apiece. The prediction is
opened. It reads: The game will end in a draw.
The method is self-working. It might not seem obvious at rst, but if the
game were played fairly with a complete and shued deck, it would always
end in a draw. Since there is an even number of black and red cards, it's the
only possible result. Try it. Removing all instances of red/black pairs will
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leave an even number of red cards and an even number of black cards. You
won't know exactly how many will be in each player's hand at the end, but
it will be the same amount. The fact that this is non-obvious, and that the
game kind of resembles a legitimate card game called `Snap' where there are
actual winners and losers, allows for the following swindle.
To prepare, take four black cards and put them in the card box. Tuck the
ap all the way into the box and over the cards. Put the rest of the deck into
the card box so that the ap separates it from the four black cards. To begin,
remove the deck  minus those four black cards  and ask the spectator if
they want to be red or black. Because four black cards are missing, whoever
ends up with red as their colour will win. Watch their shue intently (as if
that's how you're going to determine who will win and lose) and write your
prediction, the wording of which will depend on the colour they name. Divide the deck evenly between yourselves and play through the game, putting
discards back into the card box as you go. Whoever has red will be ahead
four cards. After determining the winner, open the prediction and hand it
to your spectator for verication.
Oer to play again. Remove the discards from the card box, adding the
four black cards as you do. Reassemble the deck and hand it to the spectator
for shuing. Write another prediction, this time about you and the spectator
coming to a draw. Conclude as described.

12.5

Pseudo-Psychometry

Practical Mental Eects

A shued and examinable deck is passed around to ve dierent spectators, each of whom choose a card for themselves. Although the performer
advises against obvious choices like the Queen of Hearts or the Ace of Spades,
their choices are free. The performer hands everyone an envelope in which
to seal their card. The envelopes are then gathered, mixed, and handed to
the magician.
The performer tears open the rst envelope and studies the card.

It's

an even black card, he says, and it's the sort of thing chosen by somebody
who wishes to remain somewhat non-descript, but also prefers a sort of evenness and order in the world. This person, although not cold-hearted, isn't
obviously emotional. It's the sort of card chosen by somebody who, despite
dressing well, mostly prefers comfort and function, the sort of card that
might appeal to a lady who may be in her early-30s, and who wouldn't walk
around with fancy jewelry or high heels. The performer looks up at the ve
spectators. One lady who matches the description exactly. I believe this is
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your card? She nods.
The performer is able to repeat this apparent character-reading for the
next spectator, and the one after that. He concludes by doing the last two
readings at once.
The secret is two-fold.

To determine

which card belongs to whom, you'll need
to secretly mark the ve envelopes to distinguish each one from the others.

Do so

by opening the rst envelope, ap towards
you, and writing 1 on the inside.

Mark

the next envelope with 2, the next with 3,
and so on. Later in performance, when the
envelope is torn open, you'll be able to get a

I. The Mark in the Envelope

glimpse inside to see the number. To subtly
cancel any suspicions of preparation, begin with a package of new envelopes.
After marking them, put the envelopes back into the package reseal it. In
performance, you'll open the package as if you've just bought it from the
store. Don't call any attention to it  just open the package and move on.
Why? Because the second half of the secret is that the eect isn't really
about correctly matching people to the cards. It's about looking at a card
and openly analyzing it so that the audience believes you can see inside
people's souls merely through the slightest bit of information.

So, as the

cards are sealed in the envelopes and given a mix, imagine readings that
match what you can tell from their physical appearance and demeanour.
Add some ambiguous language, such as, This person doesn't necessarily
see themselves as a genius but they do feel like their intelligence isn't as
recognized as it could be. These kinds of statements feel specic but really
describe everybody. Nail down a few character readings and you'll have an
eerie eect on your hands.
This eect, popularized by Annemann, is usually done with borrowed
objects (despite August Roterberg having described the eect with cards
in the 19th century).

If there is an advantage with using cards, it's that

the object of analysis isn't self-evident (unlike, say, getting lipstick when
there's only one woman up on stage with four men) or something that could
have been glimpsed ahead of time (i.e., a peculiar wedding ring).

That

said, Annemann and Richard Osterlind and plenty of other mentalists have
nothing but good things to say about this eect using regular objects instead
of cards, so if you get the method down, and understand how to put all your
eort into the readings of your helpers, you may want to save your cards for
something else.
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12.6

Faces or Backs, Which?
Charles Jordan,

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

Here is a very clever idea. It employs the one-way back principle, which
takes advantage of the fact that some decks of cards have backs that lack
rotational symmetry (i.e., you can tell when the card has been rotated 180
degrees). Sometimes this is due to the back design, other times it's because
of a printing aw that causes, say, the borders on end to be narrower than
those at the other end.
Let's take advantage of this. Arrange your one-way deck so all the backs
are oriented in the same direction.

Have a card chosen.

As the spectator

looks at the card, secretly rotate the deck 180 degrees. Now have the selection
returned. To nd the card, simply look for the single back that is upside
down. If you've noticed that the spectator shues overhand (and isn't liable
to drop the cards), then you can even hand out the deck for a thorough mix
after the selection is replaced.
If your current deck doesn't have one-way backs, don't fret. Just about
every deck has a handful of cards with one-way faces : the Aces, Threes, Fives,
Sixes, Sevens, Eights, and Nines of Clubs, Hearts and Spades, as well as the
Seven of Diamonds, all have pips which look or are distributed dierently
when turned 180 degrees.
Here's a subtle way to take advantage of this.

Start with all the one-

way-face cards at the top of the deck, oriented in one direction. Spread the
top half of the deck to have a card chosen, then square up. Set the deck on
the table for a rie shue, long edge toward you. This will give the deck a
quarter turn clockwise. Execute the shue, then pick up the deck such that
you're rotating it another quarter turn clockwise. You've just reversed the
deck.
Also, if you set all these cards at the top of the deck, you've essentially
got a makeshift divided deck of cards: one portion which has one-way faces,
another which doesn't.
This principle can be applied to any number of tricks in this book.

12.7

A Sweetheart

They're O

In this modied version of a U.F. Grant trick, the magician takes a shufed deck behind his back and, using a permanent marker, marks the back of
one card with a large X. He mixes the deck and hands it to the spectator,
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who is instructed to mark a card in a similar fashion, only this time with the
cards face up.
The deck is brought around to the front and spread face down across the
table. The magician nds the one with his mark on the back. It's turned
over to reveal the spectator's mark on the face. A remarkable coincidence.
To prepare, mark the back of a playing card with a large X, from corner to corner.

Turn it over and do the same on the face.

For the sake of

verisimilitude you may wish to make the marks behind your back. Finally,
get another marker and let it dry out, so it no longer writes. To perform,
position your prepared card near the face of the deck. Spread the cards to
casually show the backs, keeping the last few cards square.

Produce your

dried-out marker, take the cards behind your back, and perform the trick as
described. Make sure to tell them to mark it corner-to-corner, to ensure that
their X matches the one you made.

12.8

The Princess Card Trick
Henry Hardin,

The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks

One thing you may have seen on the internet is an interactive trick in
which you're shown ve court cards and asked to think of one.

You then

click through to the next screen, which now shows only four court cards 
the one you thought of has been removed. It's interesting the rst time you
see it, but most people tend to catch on to the idea that none of the second
batch of court cards was actually in the original image.
This trick uses the same principle in a better way. A lot of work has gone
into the plot, and there are many forms of the principle in the literature.
This is a slightly simplied handling of Hardin's trick.
The magician asks the spectator to remove four cards, with dierent
values and dierent suits, from the deck.

They are to give them a mix,

spread them out, and think of one. The magician then retrieves the cards
and drops them into his pocket.
Asking the spectator to concentrate of their card, the magician removes
a card, looks at it, shakes his head, and replaces it on the deck. He reaches
into his pocket and removes a second card. Not it. He drops the card on the
deck. The magician removes a third card. Maybe, he says as he puts it
back into his pocket. The fourth card is removed, considered, and discarded
onto the deck with the other three.
Alright, I've eliminated three cards. He sticks his hand into his pocket.
For the rst time, what was your card?

The spectator names it.

The

performer smiles. Really? For the sake of the disbelievers among us, can you
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say that one more time? The spectator names it again, and the performer
pulls out that very card from his pocket.
To prepare, secretly put any three cards into your pocket.

Have your

spectator run through the deck and remove four cards, instructing them to
choose cards without repeating suits or values (to ostensibly make it harder
for yourself ). After the spectator has thought of a card, take the packet and
openly rearrange the cards, as if deliberating on which card they thought of.
Really, you're rearranging them into clubs, hearts, spades, and diamonds, or
CHaSeD, order. Apparently mix the packet  actually retaining the order 
then drop it into your pocket, behind the other three cards.
Remove the rst, shake your head, and put it on the deck. Remove the
second, shake your head, and put it on the deck. Remove the third, study it,
say, Maybe, and put it back into the pocket. For the fourth, pull out that
same card out again. Shake your head and put the card on the deck. You're
left with the four original cards in the pocket.
Reach back into the pocket and spread the cards into a slight fan, which
will make the following extraction easier. When they name their card, determine its position based on the CHaSeD order and remove it from the
pocket.
It will take some practice to get that card out quickly without making it
look like you're dgeting. If you need to buy time, look pleasantly surprised
(the card they named is the card you looked at and put back, if you'll remember), ask them to repeat their card for the sake of the skeptics who are
there, and pull out the card they named.

12.9

Equivoque

You may have already seen or learned equivoque (also known as magician's choice). Put simply, equivoque is when the magician leads the spectator through a choice, or a series of choices, which seems fair but results
in what the magician wants. It's a powerful technique, but it's also somewhat known amongst non-magicians, to the point that many people who only
know one card trick use equivoque in some way. Fortunately, non-magicians
usually do it clumsily, so there's still space for a performer to do it well and
have it go unsuspected.
On a general level, the system is straightforward  you phrase your script
in a series of questions or demands where you have outs to deal with their
responses or choices. Typically in equivoque, the outs are dealt with in the
script and result in a single item or situation being forced. But it's possible
to combine equivoque with other outs  such as a double-chambered envelope
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capable of producing two dierent predictions  to produce a truly mysterious
result.
Here are some examples of equivoque, outs, and verbal forcing in action.
You've got three cards, one of which is your force card. Ask your spectator
to touch one card with their right hand. If they touch the force card, you're
done. If they don't, ask them to touch another card with the left hand. If
they don't touch the force card, ask them to push those two cards aside, and
you're done.

If they're touching a force card and an indierent card, ask

them to hand you one. If they hand you the force card, you proceed as if
the card they gave you is the one that you will use. If they hand you the
indierent card, you proceed as if the card they kept is the one that you will
use. Whatever the case, you're left with the force card in play.
You've got four cards.
you're done.

Ask them to touch one.

If not, ask them to touch another.

If it's the force card,

If they are touching the

force card, eliminate the cards they aren't touching. If they aren't touching
the force card, ask them to set those aside. Take both remaining cards and
ask them to take one from you. If they leave you with the force card, then
ask them to set their card with the others, and you're done. Otherwise, if
they take the force card, set yours aside and you're done.
You've got a deck cut in half. You need to work with the top half. Say,
We can't use both.

Touch either the top half or the bottom half and I'll

take it. If they touch the bottom half, take it and put it away. If they touch
the top half, take it and proceed with the trick.
You've got two decks: a red forcing deck that consists only of Fives of
Spades, and a blue regular deck with the Five of Spades reversed in the
middle. You'll force the Five of Spades with the red deck and use the blue
deck to reveal the selection. Begin by introducing the decks and instructing
the spectator to choose which one they like, explaining that's the one you'll
go with.

If they choose the red forcing deck, ask them to push aside the

regular deck, which you'll come back to later. If they choose the blue deck,
say, OK, that's where the magic will happen, and ask them to cover it
with both hands so that you can't get to it. They now select a card from
the forcing deck, which will match the reversed card in the other deck  all
apparently by their choosing.
You have a spread of about 20 cards on the table. The card you'd like
to force is near the right end of the spread. Say, We can't use all of these.
Let's do some elimination. Hold your nger over the left end of the spread
and begin moving it towards the right. Ask them to call stop. By the time
they say stop, your hand should be near the force card. If it's directly over
the force card, go down with a single nger and touch it.
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If it's near the

force card but not over it, go down with an open hand and touch a bunch
of cards, one of which is the force card, and draw them towards you. Finish
using one of the small-packet equivoque methods taught earlier. This basic
mechanics of this force are generally credited to Harry Lorayne.
Every second card in the deck is a force card. Instruct the spectator to
deal the cards to the table and stop whenever they like. Silently count along
as they deal. If they stop on an even number, a force card will be the last
one deal to the table. If they stop at an odd number, a force card will be on
top of the deck. Proceed accordingly.
You've got the four queens. The bottommost queen, the Queen of Hearts,
has a red back. The other queens have blue backs. Pull out the four cards and
do a Jordan Count to conceal the Queen of Hearts, showing all blue backs.
We're going to do a trick with four cards. Turn them face up and spread.
Actually, it's more like a double-date.

If you were me, which would you

choose? The red or the black? If they say red, set aside the black Queens.
If they say black, then set aside the black Queens and say, Alright, I'll take
your suggestion. Whatever the case may be, continue, Now comes the hard
part, because you've got a choice to make. You're going to have to reject one
of the remaining queens. Which is it going to be? If they reject the Queen
of Diamonds, set her aside with the black queens and nish by saying, So
you've got the Queen of Hearts. Now, I think you're going to nd that she
actually likes you back. You know how I know? Because if you look at these
queens, they're just normal blue cards. The queen you chose, though, seems
to be blushing. Turn it over. If they reject the Queen of Hearts, then get
them to come up with the harshest rejection they can possibly think of for
the Queen of Hearts, and to actually say it.

Gosh that was mean.

Well,

you can keep that Queen of Diamonds if you like, but before you take it, do
me a favour and set it down next to the other two. Turn them over. Yeah, I
thought so. You see, they seem pretty cool with how everything turned out.
But don't forget the old saying: `Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned.' I
think that Queen of Hearts is pretty angry right now. Have you ever gotten
so angry that you turned completely red? Maybe we should have a look...
I encourage you to experiment with other ways you can craft your scripts
so they're functionally ambiguous yet feel specic and fair.

The key is to

maintain an air of condent indierence, so that it seems like you're totally
cool to have your spectators make all the choices or perform all the actions.
Act unsurprised as everything unfolds.
We've only scratched the surface.

There's so much more that can be

(and, in fact, has been) written on the subject. The best sources are usually
within the realm of mentalism. Max Maven's work on the Videomind series is
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a great jumping-o point for studying equivoque and other systems of outs.

12.10

The Psychic Stop!

Expert Card Technique

This eect is simple but powerful. A card is selected and returned to the
deck. The deck is handed to a spectator, who is instructed to deal cards from
the top of the deck and stop wherever they want. They do, stopping, as it
turns out, right at their own selection.
This is included after the equivoque section because it's not guaranteed
that you'll get it 100% of the time, but the build-up to the eect has been
engineered so as to maximize the chance of success.
Use a spectator who is a tad uncomfortable with being in the spotlight.
To explain what happens next, perhaps it's best to quote the original text.

The secret is this: The spectator's card is controlled upon its return
to the pack and placed seventh from the top of the pack. The magician
slowly, openly and honestly deals ve cards face down upon the table,
watching the cards as he deals and maintaining an absolute silence. After
dealing the fth card, he pauses, glances up at the spectator in surprise
and in a tone which both urges him to make a choice and mildly reproaches him for his tardiness, says, Say stop whenever you like.
The magician then deals two more cards upon the table, and on the
second of these, the seventh card dealt, the spectator will inevitably call
Stop!

This card, the spectator's card, is slowly turned face upwards

and shown to be the desired card.
The trick is as simple as that and in good hands it is absolutely
infallible. Success with the psychological gambit, which makes it possible,
is dependent upon the curious frame of mind into which the operator
must place the spectator. In the rst place he deliberately refrains from
explaining to the spectator that which he purposes to do as he deals the
rst ve cards. The onlooker has no understanding of what is being done
and therefore watches attentively but without comprehension. To him,
the operator is dealing the cards for some unknown reason.
The magician, after dealing the rst ve cards, looks up at the spectator in surprise and requests him to stop the deal whenever he likes in a
voice which expresses his supposed puzzlement at the spectator's failure
to stop him previously on the deal.
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The reaction of the spectator is this: Although he did not know before
what was expected of him, the magician has contrived to make him feel
that he has been negligent in failing to stop the deal. He now feels that
the operator does not care where he calls stop, and more important, he
feels that he is delaying the trick and should facilitate the denouement
by calling stop.
When the deal is resumed he lets the rst card pass and calls stop on
the next. He is certain he has been a free agent in stopping the dealas
indeed he has beenand subsequently will vehemently deny that he was
inuenced in any way.

Nevertheless, if the magician's request is made

in the correct tone and with the proper somewhat impatient (but not
oensive) indierence, the spectator actually has no choice because of
the peculiar psychological twist of the mind which forces him to stop the
deal at the seventh card.

You can see that the idea is that the spectator has no idea what's up,
and because they've been put on the spot, they'll be just as happy to get
everything over with. You want them just uncomfortable enough that they're
happy to stop quickly, but you don't want to oend them, nor do you want
it to appear as if you were ordering them to stop right then and there.
As suggested earlier, if they go past the card, then you'll need to narrow
it down using equivoque techniques.

Thankfully there are a bunch in the

previous section to analyze.
There's one crucial thing to note. You may notice that the description
from Expert Card Technique calls for the magician to deal the cards, but the
original description here has the spectator dealing the cards. This is due to a
comment made by the late card expert Paul Chosse, who claims that Hugard
and Braue actually got that aspect of the trick incorrect.

12.11

The Ten Card Poker Deal

Although the central principle is much older, this trick gained popularity
around the middle of the 20th century. In performance, the magician and
the spectator would use 10 cards to play several games of ve-card poker in
a row. Unsurprisingly, the magician always wins.
The secret was something called The Jonah Card. You put three threeof-a-kinds in the packet, then throw in an extra odd card to act as the Jonah.
The principle is as clever as it is simple  whoever gets the Jonah Card loses.
Try it out and you'll see for yourself.
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Magicians really went to work on this principle, striving to make the wins
seem fairer (and thus more impossible) with each repetition of the deal. We'll
suggest a short routine here using some standard ideas.
Create a packet of 10 cards in this order from bottom to top: three tens,
three jacks, three queens, and a king as the Jonah Card. Place the packet of
10 cards with the Jonah Card on top of the deck. Finally, place two aces on
top and two aces on the bottom.
Start the trick by giving the deck a false shue and a false cut.

Ask

the spectator if they would like to play a quick game of poker. If they say
yes, ashily produce the four aces using the friction toss production and say,
How about now? If they say no, do the production and say, Yeah, that's
probably a wise choice.
Lose the aces in the middle of the deck or set them aside for a later trick.
Explain that you'll play a game of poker, but you'll make it very fair. Give
the deck another false cut, then deal two hands of poker  the rst ve to
them and the last ve to you. Ask them how they did. They'll have a pair of
Jacks. You'll have two pairs, but your Queens are just enough to beat their
Jacks, so only show them the two Queens.
Reassemble the 10 cards, making sure that the Jonah Card goes to the
bottom. Give them a mix, retaining the Jonah at the bottom, then drop the
packet onto the deck.

Suggest that maybe false dealing has something to

do with it. To prevent cheating, hand the cards to the spectator and have
them deal two hands, the rst ve to you and the last ve to themselves.
Compare hands, showing that you've won again (and once more playing up
your narrow victory). Once again maneuver the Jonah to the bottom of the
10 cards and drop them onto the deck.
With the best charm of a scoundrel you can muster, ask if they want one
more crack at it. Assuming they say yes, mention that there are a few ways
to ensure that you can't cheat.

The rst is to let them shue the cards.

Thumb over the top nine cards of the deck (passing them o as ten) and
hand it over for them to shue. When they're nished, have them drop the
cards back onto the deck. Ask if that was fair. When they say yes, ask, Are
you sure? You're doing your best to make them nervous.
Explain that the cheat often uses extra cards and switches them in or out
as needed. You can make a show of the both of you looking around the table
for extra cards if you like. Finally, to preclude extra cards, ask them to deal
10 cards, one at a time, into a pile. The Jonah will be on top of the packet.
As a nal measure against cheating, you and the spectator will build the
hands slowly.

Ask, Do you want to go rst?

Or do you want me to go

rst? We'll use equivoque to force the Jonah Card on them.
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If they say you should go rst, say, Fine, I'll deal rst. Look how carefully
I do it.

With a single nger, push o the top card and nudge it towards

them, then do the same for yourself. Continue this alternating deal.
If they say they want to go rst, say, Fine, you'll build your hand rst.
Draw a single card o the top for yourself rst, and then push one towards
me. Continue as described above.
Stop when there are six cards left to deal. Let's switch things up a little
further.

With your nger, draw o the next two cards. Tell them to put

their nger on one of them. Do you want that card? Or do you want to
give it to me? Whichever card they choose, place the other in your hand.
Put the remaining four cards in the center of the table. Let's go one step
further. Mix up these remaining cards, then push one towards me and one
towards yourself.

Finally, turn the remaining two cards on the table face

up and say, Take the one that will benet your hand the most. You take
whichever card remains. Ultimately, none of this rigmarole matters, because
they got the Jonah Card on the rst deal. But the clever principle allows
you to play up the apparent fairness of all their choices.
There have been many dierent takes on this plot over the years.

I

encourage you to research them and substitute phases as you see t. In fact,
one could probably keep playing the game for another dozen rounds, all with
dierent methods.

But after forcing your spectator to lose three hands of

poker in a row, you should probably move on to something else.

12.12

The Burnaby Blu 

The performer pulls out ve ESP cards and a dollar bill, explaining that
they're going to play a game of numerology... just as soon as he can nd one
last thing.

The performer frantically searches through his pockets, nally

producing an invisible die. The spectator is invited to roll the die to make
sure it's genuine.

The spectator agrees, wondering what mental ward the

performer escaped from.
After arranging the ESP cards in a row, the magician crumples up the
dollar bill and asks the spectator to place it on any of the cards. The performer asks if the spectator would like to change their mind. They can, if
they'd like. After making their nal decision, the spectator is invited to roll
the die three times and announce which numbers come up. Let's assume the
spectator says ve, three, and six. That's 14, the magician says. Would
you like to roll another number? The spectator decides to roll again. That
number is added to the total, whereupon he's oered the chance to roll again.
Let's say he declines.
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OK, the magician says. Normally, we would start counting from the
side, but I want you to choose not only where we start, but which direction
to go in. Which way would you like to go? Let's say spectator says to the
left. My left or your left? the performer asks. Their left, they say.
Starting on the count of one, the dollar bill is moved from one card to
the next, stopping when the count reaches the spectator's total. The ESP
card the bill lands on is the plus sign. You know how I said this was going
to be a game of numerology? says the performer. Well, I'm afraid to say
that I've won.

He turns over the four other cards  each bears a normal

back. The magician then turns over the plus sign card to reveal that it has
a big, bold X drawn on its back.
The spectator can truly start wherever they want.

The spectator can

truly start counting in whichever direction they want. The spectator has a
free choice of how high to count. The spectator can do the counting themselves. The performer doesn't have to conceal ve outs for this trick. There
is nothing besides the ve cards, the dollar bill wager, and the invisible die.
There's no sleight of hand involved.
Curious?
The trick relies on a specic combination of principles that I'll call The
Burnaby Blu . The idea is this: if you have N number of items, then even
with the above conditions, you can play a game that results in needing only
(N - 1) / 2 outs. Meaning, with ve items you need two outs, with seven
items you need three outs, and so on. Conversely, if you have a system of N
outs, then you can accommodate up to (2 x N) + 1 items.
For the Burnaby Blu to work,
you need to arrange the items in
an alternating pattern of 010101010,
where 0 is an indierent item, and 1
is any item you have an out for.

II. ESP Cards Layout

Imagine the cards are laid out as

in Fig. II. The two outs will be for the plus sign and the square. To make
it easy, mark the back of the plus sign card with a big X, and on the dollar
bill write, You will end up on the square.

As a mnemonic, consider that

the plus sign looks like an X, and the square resembles a dollar bill.
As said previously, it doesn't matter where you start, which direction you
start counting in, or how high you count. What matters is the strict nature
of the count. Before we start, though, put your nger on the circle and count
one. Move it to the plus sign and count two. Move it to the wavy lines and
count three.

Move it to the square, and count four.

Move it to the star,

and count ve. Move it back to the square and count six. Move it to the
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wavy lines and count seven. Keep going for a while. You'll notice that no
matter how high you count, every time your nger lands on the plus sign or
the square, you have an even number, and every time your nger lands on
any other card, you have an odd number. We'll call this process Counting
on the Card, meaning that you start the count on a given card.
Now, try this. Put your nger on the circle. Move it to the plus sign and
count one, to the wavy lines and count two, and so on.

This is the exact

the opposite of the procedure above  you start the count on the rst move,
rather than the rst card. We'll call this, appropriately enough, Counting
on the Move.
In performance, you will encounter one of four scenarios:
1. They start on an indierent card and say an even number. Count on
the Card, and you will end up with a force card.
2. They start on an indierent card and say an odd number. Count on
the Move, and you will end up with a force card. (Examples 1 and 2 match
the description above)
3.

They start on a force card and say an odd number.

Count on the

Card, and you will end up with a force card.
4.

They start on a force card and say an even number.

Count on the

Move, and you will end up with a force card.
Test this out with various start points, counting directions, and random
numbers. So long as you follow the above, you will end up on a force card.
And if this seems like a lot to remember, I assure you it's not. In performance,
the procedure becomes self-evident. A few dozen run-throughs will reveal the
procedure's logic.
Most tricks of this nature require an out for each eventuality. With more
outs comes the risk of clutter and clumsy handling. On the other hand, the
Burnaby Blu reduces the number of necessary outs while maintaining an
acceptable number of items. Personally, I'm happy keeping it to ve items
and just using the two outs. The trick is sitting in my wallet right now  ve
cards with the dollar bill wrapped around them.
What you sacrice in choosing the Burnaby Blu over similar routines
is directness. In a standard multiple-out routine, they can merely point to
an object, later shown to match your prediction. This one involves counting. As such, you really want to drive home the fairness of the proceedings.
The counting itself is theatrically motivated by calling the trick a game of
numerology. Get them to accept that and you're golden.
Before the counting actually starts, make sure they understand that the
rolled-up bill will be going back and forth over the cards, rather than jumping
to the other side when one end is reached. I use the phrase like a guard on
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a prison wall to drive it home.
Counting on the Move seems to me to be a bit more natural than Counting
on the Card, so I script the latter thusly. OK, your chose this card, yeah?
This is the rst card? OK, that's card number one. Count with me: one...
Move to the next card. ...Two... Move to the next card, and so on.
When you arrive at the nal card, really twist the knife on how all those
choices turned out. Reiterate the conditions, which are completely true. If
they ended up with 37, then make a big deal of saying, If you'd only said
36, you'd have ended up with this card. If you'd only said 38, you'd have
ended up with this card. Maybe if you started on a dierent spot, or gone
in the other direction, you'd have ended up here, or maybe here. You made
all the choices, correct? Then reveal the prediction.
Every time you do this trick, there's a 40% chance that they will choose a
force card right o the bat. You could just reveal the prediction at that point,
but I'd rather go through the game, especially because if they do choose a
force card, there's a 50% that they will also end on that same force card,
which allows you to play up the fact that fate, for whatever reason, seemed
to really want them to have that card.

At that point you can reveal the

prediction and take whatever extra credit you want.
If the spectator tries messing with you by apparently rolling the same
number multiple times, apologize and say, Oh, that must be the loaded one.
Here, use this one. Another bit of business, from Karl Fulves' Self-Working

Mental Magic, is to make sure to ask for the die back at the end. I try to
look annoyed about having to ask, as if they were going to walk o with it.

General Thoughts
While the majority of these tricks require almost nothing in the way of
manipulative skill, almost all of them demand strong showmanship in order
to really push them to their fullest potential. The absolute worst thing one
can do with a self-working trick is to let the spectator catch on that they
could do it just as easily as you can, if they only knew the secret.
With sleight of hand, you usually only have to fool them for a second to
get a result that will garner a nice response. Here, though, the pressure on
you is to come through as a performer, precisely because the secrets are so
simple. If you miss the correct card in Psychic Stop, or forget to reverse
the deck when using Jordan's one-way faces principle, you not only have to
keep your cool but also formulate a plan for rescuing the trick. It takes little
thought for an intelligent spectator to recognize the logic behind the method
in Miraskill, and yet you can never let them get wind of that. In Pseudo-
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Psychometry, the trick isn't about returning the item to its owner, it's
about getting an uncanny reading from the item, and that means a credible
analysis of what sort of person would take a specic card and why. That's
presentational misdirection at its most demanding. Equivoque usually fails
the instant you do something that smacks of similar card tricks that even
kids know. The Princess Card Trick requires a great deal of faith in the
implied magic that comes from removing four cards from your pocket that
the audience never sees. U. F. Grant's Sweetheart and Doc Harad's FaceTo-Face both require you to cede control of the deck in a false state of aairs
and put it in the hands of an audience member who could ruin your entire
trick in a second just by looking at the cards too closely. Double Reverse
is a moveless reversal of two cards, yet all it takes is a split-second of poor
timing to completely undo it.
You could argue that all magic in general should strive for that level
of presentational maturity.

You'd be right.

That said, at least tricks like

the Ambitious Card or Card to Orange can succeed simply by following the
steps in a deceptive manner. Self-working tricks require so much more. Your
hands can't save you here  the only thing standing between your trick and
a disappointed audience is your wits.
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Interlude 12:
The Magic Cause
The past couple decades have produced a lot of interesting theory geared
toward the presentation of magic.

One idea, most thoughtfully explored

by Derren Brown, is to consider what apparent forces cause our magic to
happen. In other words, rather than just hoping our audiences will think it's
really cool that we were able to do a given magic trick, we want to try to
tickle their imagination with the implications of how we were able to do it.
The ramications of this idea are wide-ranging.
Take magic gestures, for example.

For far too long, magicians have

snapped their ngers or waved their wands as a means of convincing people
that they just saw the magic moment. The problem with such gestures is
that they lack credibility, and because of this, you squander the opportunity
to add dramatic impact to your magic, as well as hide your methods behind
an extra layer of deception. So, instead of saying, I snap my ngers and all
the cards turn face down except for your selection, you might say, I rie
the deck and all the cards turn face down except for your selection.

The

former magic gesture is just too strong to be credible. The latter actually
involves contact with the deck, while still maintaining some mystery.
This brings us to the Too-Perfect Theory, a controversial notion put
forth by Rick Johnsson. Briey, the Too-Perfect Theory asserts that without
proper construction, the impossibility of a given eect could actually guide
your audience towards the method. For instance, they select a card, and you
show that the card is painted on the ceiling (this suggests the card must have
been forced), or you have a card signed, you burn it, and then you show the
card has jumped to your pocket (this suggests that the card that got burned
wasn't really their card). There are two possible solutions to the Too-Perfect
Theory.

First, you could strengthen the proofs so that your audience has

no choice but to accept that the card wasn't forced, or that their card was
actually burned. Second, you could weaken the eect so that they can open
their mind to other possible methods, such as the performer guessing their
selected card rather than having it painted, or else putting the card in an
envelope before burning it.
At rst glance, weakening an eect would sound like a bad thing. But
if you're focused on the magic cause, you could actually make it theatrically
viable. Let's say that your two spectators have each taken ve cards from
the deck and, thanks to a stacked deck or a force, you secretly know the
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identities of all 10 cards. Let's say you'd like to reveal the cards by way of,
as you claim, psychic powers. If you were to just rattle the cards o, without
any apparent eort, then the audience would have good reason to believe a
force or marked cards were involved. Consider this x. Introduce the trick
by inviting up one spectator who considers themselves a believer, and one
spectator who considers themselves a skeptic. Then, when it comes time to
apparently read their minds, you could act as if the believer's cards are easier
for you to determine, whereas the skeptic's cards are more of a struggle 
ultimately yielding only near-hits rather than direct ones. The insinuation is
that if the magician had an underhanded way of knowing which cards were
chosen, he'd be able to name them exactly. But because in this scenario he
doesn't name them all exactly, then it's not a trick but a true demonstration
mind power. The logic is technically false but very compelling.
Thinking about causes forces you to confront certain weaknesses in tricks
which may compromise the feeling of magic. For example, Royal Road has
more than a few card tricks that purport to dramatize mental powers, when
in reality there's a ton of dealing and math involved.

Regular folks know

that there are card tricks that rely on math, and so the last thing we want
to do is give a mathematical feeling to a trick, especially if it runs contrary
to the cause you claim.
You're also forced to dramatize your cause in a realistic way. Imagine a
psychic in a movie or book. What kind of processes are involved? Usually it's
things like intense eye contact, esoteric chanting, or staring into a swaying
pendulum. If mental powers are the cause behind your magic, are you putting
these sorts of tangible details into your performance? An audience should
look at your performance and see somebody genuinely trying to mentally
connect with a spectator.
Let's say that you were doing the Ambitious Card. What could you be
doing to make that card jump to the top?

Maybe you've got fast hands.

Maybe you can make them forget a split second in time.

Maybe you can

make the card phase through the others in the deck to return to the top.
Depending on what you're claiming, you'll to want to choose your magic
gestures appropriately.
You should also consider how the cause might aect the other tricks in
your act. A magician's act is often a hodge-podge of strong eects with vague,
inconsistent, or even non-existent magic causes.

In an interview featured

on Paul Harris' True Astonishments DVD set, Michael Ammar made the
strong case that a magician could make a sensation out of themselves by
having a small repertoire, maybe only a couple of tricks, that were totally
and absolutely convincing, to the point that they may seem touched by a
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higher power. The key there is conviction. To get that, you need credibility.
You're not going to see videos of Mirin Dajo snapping his ngers before he
pierces himself with a sword, or Uri Gellar waving a magic wand over a spoon
before it bends.
The claimed cause doesn't even need to be serious. For instance, with
Double Reverse, you could take a page from Dr. Steve Bedwell and cause
the reversal by dropping the deck into a cocktail drink shaker and shaking
it around (which, with a properly sized shaker, makes a lot of noise but
doesn't actually disturb the cards). Pass the shaker to the spectator for a
few shakes, then back to you for a few more, before nally dumping out the
deck and revealing the reversals. It's a semi-plausible, funny, and engaging
magic cause.
Compare that to snapping your ngers.
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Conclusion
We'll wrap up by taking a look at the resources that make up this book
and where you can go from here.

This Book's Resources
Aside from a few items, the methods and tricks described in this book
are drawn primarily from texts that have passed into the public domain.
This book owes a great deal of gratitude to the following authors: Jean
Hugard, Fred Braue, S.W. Erdnase, Johann Hofzinser, Theodore Annemann,
Dai Vernon, Dr. Jacob Doc Daley, U.F. Grant, Martin Gardner, Stewart
James, and many, many others. Where possible, creators have been credited
in the text.
The following books and publications were of tremendous value in compiling the Jolly Almanac :

12 Tricks with a Borrowed Pack (Martin Gardner)
30 Card Mysteries (Charles Jordan)
Annemann's 202 Methods of Forcing (Theodore Annemann)
Annemann's Bargain Mental Eects (Theodore Annemann)
Annemann's Full Deck of Impromptu Tricks (Theodore Annemann)
Annemann's Mental Mysteries (The Psychic Writing)
Annual of Magic (1937, 1938-39, Hugard)
Card Control (Arthur Buckley)
Card Manipulations (Hugard and Braue)
Conjuring With Christopher (Milbourne Christopher)
Eective Tricks (Louis Christianer)
Exclusive Card Mysteries (Lu Brent)
Expert Card Technique (Hugard and Braue)
Here's New Magic (Joe Berg)
Miracle Methods (Hugard and Braue)
More Card Manipulations (Hugard and Braue)
More Magic of the Hands (Edward Victor)
Paul Rosini's Magical Gems (Rufus Steele)
Practical Mental Eects (Theodore Annemann)
Si Stebbins Card Tricks (Si Stebbins)
Stanyon's Magic (Ellis Stanyon)
Tarbell Course in Magic (Harlan Tarbell)
The Encyclopedia of Card Tricks (Hugard and Braue)
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The Expert At The Card Table (S.W. Erdnase)
The Jinx (Theodore Annemann)
The Magic Mirror (Carl Orton Williams)
The Professional Touch (Monk Watson)
The Royal Road to Card Magic (Hugard and Braue)
They're O (U.F. Grant and Frank Lane)
You'd Be Surprised (John Goodrum and Robert Parrish)
The Jolly Almanac should not be seen as a replacement for these other
texts.

There are still heaps of value to be mined therein.

I used my own

judgment in what I chose, but your tastes may not match mine, and you'll
be delighted to nd that through the generous eorts of lybrary.com, askalexader.org, archive.org, and Australia's State Victoria Library, you can read
most of the above texts and more online for free.

Royal Road and Expert

Card Technique are exceptions to this, but both of those can be picked up
at bargain prices either online or through your favourite magic dealer.

Where From Here?
At this point you might wonder where to go next. Card magic has come
a long way since the period this book covers.
For a while Royal Road was the preeminent beginner's text for card magic.
That changed when Roberto Giobbi published Card College 1 and 2. Now, I
love The Jolly Almanac, and I truly believe it is the best inexpensive singlevolume introductory work on card magic. That said, if you've got the money
and the shelf space, the rst two volumes of Card College are worth owning
(the next three are pretty awesome as well). Giobbi is, to my mind, the nest
writer around when it comes to card magic.
In terms of specic methods, a few areas have exploded in the second half
of the 20th century. The Jolly Almanac oers no full-deck rie false shues,
specically because the best one available during the time period is really
quite hard. If you're itching to learn one, then you can take your chances on
the one in Expert Card Technique, or else you can learn Herb Zarrow's Zarrow
Shue for table work, or Derek DelGaudio's True Shue for in-the-hands
work. Both of these can be made to look amazing. Other noteworthy oerings come from Lennart Green, Guy Hollingworth, Karl Hein, and Benjamin
Earl.
Resources on false dealing have been around forever, but arguably the
advent of video has made it much easier to learn these days. Small packet
tricks also abound. Elliot's Three Card Monkey Business, Vernon's Twisting the Aces, Taytelbaum's Find the Ace, Oil and Water, Trost's 8 Card
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Brainwave... with so many good ones to choose from, it's almost dicult to
justify using a full deck. Finally, we've also had some great advancements in
self-working magic. With Fulves' Gemini Twins, Aronson's Shuebored
and Prior Commitment, Tamariz's Neither Blind Nor Stupid, Curry's
Out of this World, and more, I think it's safe to say that we're well beyond
the days where self-working meant boring.
With only a few exceptions, JACK 's focus was primarily on card magic
that could be done with a regular deck. However, there's much good magic
to be had if you're willing to work with gimmicked cards. I encourage you
to look into the Invisible Deck, the Svengali Deck, the Stripper Deck, and
MacDonald's Aces.
When it comes to studying the work of particular magicians, two stand
out as masters  Dai Vernon and Ed Marlo. Both of these men had a huge
impact on card magic, and you'd benet from studying either of them. Additionally, you'll nd more than a few magicians who've dedicated a huge
portion of their work towards card magic, guys like Daryl, Juan Tamariz,
Ricky Jay, Darwin Ortiz, Johann Hofzinser, Bill Malone, Allen Ackerman,
Lennart Green, Karl Fulves, Derek Dingle, Jay Sankey, Harry Lorayne, and
Roy Walton.

These men  along with many of the authors in this book,

mentalists such as Max Maven, and generalists such as Michael Ammar,
John Carney, and Tommy Wonder  have all given a ton to card magic. A
thoughtful study of their work would be time well spent. There are many
more, and if I could list them all, I would.
Finally, when it comes to theory, we've been spoiled. The Interludes in
this book are mere introductions to the work of the magicians cited within
them.

You're encouraged to check out Darwin Ortiz's Strong Magic and

Designing Miracles, Juan Tamariz's The Magic Way, David Kaye's Seriously
Silly, Tommy Wonder's Books of Wonder, Derren Brown's Absolute Magic,
Ken Weber's Maximum Entertainment, along with the various posts online
from Whit Haydn, and the DVDs of Eugene Burger and Al Schneider, all of
which will give you more than enough to think about.

Farewell
And that's pretty much it! If you're new to card magic, I hope you got
something from this introduction. If you're not so new to card magic, I hope
you could stomach the blasphemy. Take care!
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Technical Terms
(From The Expert at the Card Table )
Many of the methods of card manipulation explained in this work
originated with us, and we have, in describing the various processes and
conditions, used certain terms for the sake of brevity, to designate the
particular matters referred to. The reader desiring to follow the action
intelligently must clearly understand the meaning of the terms. A careful
perusal of the following denitions will save much time and perplexity in
comprehending the processes described:
Stock: That portion of the deck that contains certain cards, placed
in some particular order for dealing; or certain desirable cards placed at
top or bottom of the deck.
Run: To draw o one card at a time during the process of the hand
shue. There is little or no diculty in acquiring perfect ability to run
the whole deck through in this manner with the utmost rapidity. The
left thumb presses lightly on the top card, the right hand alone making
the movement necessary to shue.
Jog:

A card protruding a little from any part of the deck, about

quarter of an inch, to x the location of any particular card or cards.
While shuing, if the top card is to be jogged, it is pushed over the little
nger end of deck by the left thumb, the little nger preventing more
than one card from moving. If the rst card is to be jogged, that is, the
rst card in the right hand, it is done by shifting the right hand slightly
towards either end of the left hand packet during the shue, so that the
rst card drawn o by the left thumb will protrude a little over the end
of the left-hand packet.
In-Jog: The card protruding over the little nger of the left hand.
Out-Jog: The card protruding over the rst nger of the left hand.
Break: A space or division held in the deck. While shuing it is held
at the end by the right thumb. It is formed under the in-jog when about
to undercut for the shue, by pushing the in-jog card slightly upwards
with the right thumb, making a space of from an eighth to a quarter of
an inch wide, and holding the space, by squeezing the ends of the packet
to be drawn out, between the thumb and second and third ngers. The
use of the break during a shue makes it possible to throw any number
of cards that are immediately above it, in one packet into the left hand,
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without disarranging their order. The break is used when not shuing,
to locate any particular card or position, and is innitely superior to the
common method of inserting the little nger. A break can be held rmly
by a nger or thumb of either hand, and entirely concealed by the other
ngers of the same hand. It is also the principal aid in the blind ries
and cuts.
Throw: To pass from the right hand to the left, during a shue, a
certain number of cards in one packet, thereby retaining their order. A
throw may be required at the beginning, during the process, or at the
end of a shue; and the packet to be thrown may be located by the jog,
or break, or by both.
Culls the desired cards: To cull is the act of selecting one or more desired cards, and may consist simply in making the selection as discreetly
as possible while gathering up the cards for the deal, or it may be the
operation of a much more obscure and apparently impossible featthat
of gathering the desired cards rapidly and easily, from various positions
in the deck, to the bottom, during the process of a shue that appears
perfectly natural and regular.
Blind: Any method of shuing, riing, cutting or culling, designed to
appear regular, but in reality retaining, or arranging, some preconceived
order.
Upper Cut: To take or draw o a packet from the top of the deck.
Under Cut: To draw out a packet from the bottom of the deck, during
the process of a shue.
Run Cut: To draw o several or many small packets from the top of
the deck.
Top Card: The card on top of packet held in the left hand, or the
original top card of the full deck, which about to be shued.
Shue O: To shue without design, in the ordinary manner.
Shue: The old-fashioned method of shuing the cards from hand
to hand.
Filet Card: The card on top of packet held by the right hand to be
shued.
Shift: To return the two portions of the deck to the positions occupied
before the cut was made.
Rie: The modern method of shuing on the table by springing, the
ends of two packets into each other.
Crimp:

To bend one or a number of cards, so that they may be

distinguished or located.
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